Dear Graduates,

I want to extend my profound congratulations to the members of the Stony Brook University Class of 2022 — a class that has employed ingenuity and creativity in tackling the challenges of the past two years.

As Seawolves, we are defined by our multifaceted nature: our ability to collaborate; reach across departments, disciplines, and fields; and innovate with purpose. Indeed, our graduates today reflect the incredible diversity of thought and experience at Stony Brook University. We are celebrating the commencement of the country’s next generation of physicians, artists, nurses, scientists, musicians, speech pathologists, authors, journalists, public servants, activists, and so much more. These students had to reimagine their education, pivot their work habits, and adapt their research. They had to help one another persevere through serious challenges, both emotional and physical, and maintain their academic excellence through it all.

And yet, that’s exactly what the Class of 2022 has done. You all have earned a degree from one of the finest universities in the world — an institution renowned for its significant contributions to the advancement of science; ingenuity in the arts, humanities, and critical thought; steadfast commitment to communities; and unwavering dedication to diversity, equity, and inclusion. You have earned your degrees, and you have done it with strength, compassion, humor, and creativity. You have done it with a wisdom that belies your academic years.

Our country and our world are at a critical moment, standing on the precipice of how we work together to handle some of the world’s most critical problems — racial and social justice, climate change, and more. You are a part of the next generation of leaders who will determine where we go from here. We will be looking to the members of the Class of 2022 for leadership, inspiration, and as a concrete example of how to meet life’s challenges with resilience and creativity.

As you join our more than 200,000 alumni from around the globe, we hope you, like them, will consider Stony Brook University to be a continuing resource and a second home. Congratulations, and welcome to this exciting next chapter of your lives.

Maurie McInnis
President
SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT

Text celebratory photos of your graduate to (864) 734-4275 so we can feature them during the Commencement ceremony (msg. and data rates may apply).

You can also post your photos on Instagram and Twitter using #SBUGrad (public accounts only, subject to approval). Pictures may also be used across university social platforms. Photos will be available through June 1 on the Commencement website.

Please note: This program includes candidates who have or will have fulfilled all requirements for graduation as of May, June, July and August 2022. This listing reflects students who applied for graduation as of April 30, 2022.
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TODD HAYNES
DOCTOR OF FINE ARTS

Todd Haynes is a visionary filmmaker, a master storyteller and one of the most lauded directors of independent film working today. During the course of four decades, his films and television work have made an impact across the globe.

Passionate about the visual arts since childhood, Haynes studied art and semiotics at Brown University, graduating with his bachelor of arts in 1985. It was at Brown where he met Christine Vachon (artistic director of Stony Brook University’s MFA in Film program), who would later produce all of his feature films and become a lifelong collaborator.

In 1987, while pursuing his MFA at Bard College, he created the medium-length, controversial film Superstar: The Karen Carpenter Story with Barbie dolls, which became a cult classic. Since then, he has tirelessly continued to address questions of gender and identity in his work. His first feature film, Poison, released in 1991, won the Grand Jury Prize at the Sundance Film Festival. Next he released Safe (1995), Julianne Moore’s first leading role, which he followed with Velvet Goldmine (1998) and Far from Heaven (2002). In 2006, he had six actors play Bob Dylan in I’m Not There before moving to television to direct the award-winning miniseries Mildred Pierce (2011) starring Kate Winslet. He returned to film in 2015 with the Oscar-nominated Carol starring Cate Blanchett, then followed with Wonderstruck (2017) and the legal thriller Dark Waters (2019). His most recent project, a documentary on the Velvet Underground, is now streaming on Apple TV.

Haynes’ collaboration and creative partnership with Vachon has fueled and defined the rise of American independent film, and Stony Brook graduate students have been the beneficiaries. Not only is Haynes an annual guest lecturer, but also his recent films have been used as real-time case studies in Vachon’s workshops. Every stage of production, including script development, storyboards, casting choices and distribution are examined in progress by the students in the Creative Writing and Film program. This rare access to the complicated collaborative process of independent filmmaking gives new meaning to experiential learning.

Since the early 1990s, Haynes has been considered American cinema’s most prominent gay directorial voice. For all he has done for the arts, the LGBTQ community and Stony Brook University students, the State University of New York is pleased to bestow upon Todd Haynes the degree of Doctor of Fine Arts, honoris causa.
AWARDS

PROVOST’S AWARDS FOR ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

The Provost’s Awards for Academic Excellence are given to a select number of students. The awards are based on a student’s achievements in research, teaching, clinical work, internships, fieldwork and service.

- Laiba Ahmed
  Biology/Psychology
- Vivian Chen
  Applied Mathematics and Statistics/Business Management
- Myra Arshad
  Ecosystems and Human Impact
- Joelle El Hamouche
  Chemistry
- Andrew Burford
  Computer Science/Applied Mathematics and Statistics
- Riya Gandhi
  Biochemistry
- Nicholas Gonzalez
  Anthropology
- Sara Jaramillo
  Anthropology
- Yu Hao (Andy) Jiang
  Biology/Psychology
- Harry Jung
  Biomedical Engineering
- Amanda Lee
  Physics and Astronomy
- Alexander Mau
  Biomedical Engineering
- Liomard Mesa
  Computer Science

Yiyang Jia, Physics and Astronomy
- Statistical Aspects of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev Models

Dakota Lambert, Linguistics
- Unifying Classification Schemes for Languages and Processes With Attention to Locality and Relativizations Thereof

Taylor Medwig-Kinney, Genetics
- Coordination of Proliferative and Invasive Cellular Fates: Insights from C. elegans Somatic Gonad Development

CHANCELLOR’S AWARDS FOR STUDENT EXCELLENCE

The Chancellor’s Awards for Student Excellence were created in 1997 to recognize students who have best demonstrated, and have been recognized for, the integration of academic excellence with accomplishments in the areas of leadership, athletics, community service, creative and performing arts, campus involvement or career achievement.

- Maya Brown
  Journalism/Political Science
- Joshua Goodman
  Applied Mathematics and Statistics/Biology
- Ethan Ertel
  Biomedical Engineering/Applied Mathematics and Statistics
- Abdullah Hassan
  Biomedical Engineering
- Vicken Khazar
  Biology
- Sydney MacGregor
  Human Evolutionary Biology
- Sara McKay
  Biochemistry/Sociology
- Alice Mo
  Philosophy
- Cassandra Skolnick
  Women’s Gender Studies
- Lia Strait
  Biomedical Engineering
- Shrey Thaker
  Biochemistry
- Ashutosh Yaligar
  Biology
- Amanda Lee
  Physics and Astronomy
- Alexander Mau
  Biomedical Engineering
- Liomard Mesa
  Computer Science

PRESIDENT’S AWARD TO DISTINGUISHED DOCTORAL STUDENTS

This Stony Brook Foundation award is made possible by Donald Squires and Marian Steinberg. Criteria for selection include the quality of the dissertation and its research base, the student’s outstanding contributions in ability or service to the university, or the student’s overcoming of personal or social handicaps. This year’s recipients are:

- Yiyang Jia, Physics and Astronomy
  - Statistical Aspects of the Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev Models

- Dakota Lambert, Linguistics
  - Unifying Classification Schemes for Languages and Processes With Attention to Locality and Relativizations Thereof

- Taylor Medwig-Kinney, Genetics
  - Coordination of Proliferative and Invasive Cellular Fates: Insights from C. elegans Somatic Gonad Development

- Josue Nassar, Electrical and Computer Engineering
  - Bayesian Machine Learning for Analyzing and Controlling Neural Populations

- Calvin Quilty, Chemistry
  - Multimodal X-ray Characterization for Structural Determination of Next-Generation Li-ion and Beyond Li-ion Battery Materials
HONOR SOCIETIES

ALPHA EPSILON DELTA

Alpha Epsilon Delta recognizes students in the Registered Nurse program who have demonstrated excellence in scholarship, humanitarian goals and high professional standards.

Izabela Sujka-Kwok

ALPHA ETA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Alpha Eta, the national allied health professions’ honor society, salutes students of high achievement in the School of Health Professions. New members will be announced at the school’s convocation.

ALPHA ETA MU BETA

Alpha Eta Mu Beta, Stony Brook University Chapter, recognizes undergraduate students in the Biomedical Engineering program who have demonstrated strong academic commitment within the engineering curriculum.

Shara Akanda  Harry Jung  Irene Tu  Mickey Yu
Alexandra Carlson  Alexander Maus  Roman Vasytisiv
Ethan Ertel  Leah Ibrahim Puri  Ashwin Verghese
Abdullah Hassan  Kevin Kashanchi  Qixuan Weng

ALPHA OMEGA ALPHA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Alpha Omega Alpha (Mu of New York) recognizes the achievements of those medical students who have distinguished themselves in scholarship and character.

Maeva Adoumiet  Michael Guinn  Racheed Mani  Zachary Warheit
Verdah Ahmad  Joshua Helali  William Marmor  Michael Wolek
Aidan Aicher  David Howard  Kaitlin Monroig  Brian Wollocko
Aidan Aicher  Leah Ibrahim Puri  Mohammad Noubani  Priscilla Yong
Talia Arcieri  Kevin Kashanchi  Rushil Patel  Zinun Zhao
Justin Cheung  Rachel Kery  Leslie Peralta
Kristen Clark  Kenneth King  Hunter Rogoff
Katherine Godfreya  Haarika Korlipara  Susan Wang

DELTA OMEGA

The Delta Lambda Chapter of Delta Omega, the national honor society to promote the graduate study of public health, has elected the following students in recognition of outstanding achievement in the field:

Joann Castiblanco  Krista Hammel  Oscar Lopez  Giuliana Palasciano
April Anne Castillo  Devon Hannan  Sopan Mohnot  Gregson Piggott
Andrew Flescher  Martil Kearney

ETA KAPPA NU

The Theta Mu Chapter ofEta Kappa Nu, the international electrical and computer engineering honor society, has elected the following degree candidate to membership in recognition of their achievement in the field of electrical engineering:

Paavankumar Avasatthi
GOLD FOUNDATION

The Gold Foundation Humanism Honor Society recognizes senior medical students, residents, role-model physician-teachers and other exemplars for demonstrated excellence in clinical care, leadership, compassion and dedication to service.

Joshua Abata  Nicholas Browne  Krisha Mehta  Emelio Woodstock
Verdah Ahmad  Liam Butchart  Leslie Peralta  Simon Zhu
Dimitri Alexis  Joshua Helali  Elizabeth Pine  Irene Tsai
A. Eve Ameen  David Howard  Talia Arcieri  Leah Ibrahim Puri
Konrad Ben  Christopher McKiever  Nancy Tang  Shu Min Yu

GOLDEN KEY

The Golden Key International Honour Society recognizes the achievements of juniors and seniors who are in the top 15 percent of their class. This year’s seniors are listed below.

Vishvas Parwani  Izabela Sujka-Kwok

IOTA TAU ALPHA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Iota Tau Alpha, the national honor society of athletic training education, has elected the following degree candidates to membership in recognition of their excellence in the field of athletic training:

Caitlin Fitzpatrick  Jordan Rucks  Adam Tamburello
Sophia LaMarca  Olivia Shipley  Taylor Winthrop
Bryan Rengifo  Talia Stagnitta

LAMBDA BETA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Lambda Beta, the national honor society for the respiratory care profession, has elected the following new members who have demonstrated high academic achievement and professional involvement:

Raged Altawabini  Amy Lin  Duyen Tran
Victoria D’Amato  Nuhan Mustafa  Amy Truong

LAMBDA TAU

Lambda Tau is the national honor society for medical technology (also known as clinical laboratory sciences). Its goals are to develop a spirit of cooperation and unity among students in the profession, stimulate a higher ideal for scholastic effort, and increase awareness of the profession. The following degree candidates have been elected this year:

Mikaela Canavan  Mamta Kaur  Ryan Ruscitto  Cuishan Yuan
Celestine Castillo  Katie Li  Nancy Tang
Alessandra Iacona  Elizabeth Morseman  Shu Min Yu

OMICRON KAPPA UPSILON

The Sigma Tau Chapter of Omicron Kappa Upsilon, the national honor fraternity of dentistry, has elected the following graduates to membership in recognition of academic excellence in their dental studies:

Chloe Beninati  Emily Rockitter  Sara Supriyatno
Elizabeth Jakubov  Dhaval Shah

(Continued on next page)
HONOR SOCIETIES

PHI BETA KAPPA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the national honor society devoted to the promotion of excellence in liberal education, has elected the following seniors in recognition of their scholarly attainment in the liberal arts and sciences:

- Richard Adam
- Huma Babar
- Cindy Baez
- Ria Bhutra
- Julia Brandenstein
- Erin Byers
- Rachel Chan
- Vanessa Chan
- Jessi Chen
- Dominic D’Elia
- Vincent D’Elia
- Shessid De La Cruz
- Coronado
- Andrea DeRosa
- Lingy Dong
- Ulada Dubovik
- Clara Dunlop
- Wagdy Eissa
- Ethan Ertel
- Fabliha Fairuz
- Richard Adam
- Huma Babar
- Cindy Baez
- Ria Bhutra
- Julia Brandenstein
- Erin Byers
- Rachel Chan
- Vanessa Chan
- Jessi Chen
- Dominic D’Elia
- Vincent D’Elia
- Shessid De La Cruz
- Coronado
- Andrea DeRosa
- Lingy Dong
- Ulada Dubovik
- Clara Dunlop
- Wagdy Eissa
- Ethan Ertel
- Fabliha Fairuz

- Kailyn Fan
- Riya Gandhi
- Sophia Garbarino
- Nicoletta Gasparis
- Katherine Gkini
- Joshua Goodman
- Chenlin Gu
- Mahnoor Haleem
- Jiachun He
- Grace Hessler
- Emily Jiang
- Emma Keegan
- Noah Kim
- Kiara Kolaczyk
- Patricia Kuster
- Suet Ying Lee
- Rory Lesperance
- Jacky Lin
- Fei Liu
- Shanshan Liu
- Jonas Lopez
- Anna Lu
- Sydney Macgregor
- Maheen Mahar
- Siddhartha Maharjan
- Ben Marantz
- Layla Maria
- Valentina Marzulli
- Alice Mo
- Shannon Molloy
- Chiori Negishi
- Naomi Newen
- John O’Hare
- Sara Page
- Gina Parisi
- Aiden Peleg
- Camila Perez
- Reuben Philip
- Owen Polley
- Jason Qu

- Michelle Raja
- Danielle Regan
- Colin Ross
- Zarya Shaikh
- Emily Shen
- Jiang Shi
- Izabela Sujka-Kwok
- Sonal Swain
- Hyunjoo Tahk
- Nicole Tan
- Ashwin Vergheese
- Shivasuryan Vummidi
- Kevin Wu
- Ashutosh Yaligar
- Yun Jae Yoo
- Lin Zhao
- Michelle Zhu

PHI ALPHA THETA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the national history honor society, has elected the following degree candidates to membership in recognition of their excellence in the field of history:

- Alyssa Dibenedetto
- Sayeed Khan
- Myra Naveed
- Thomas Reilly
- Bridget Haglund
- Alexandra Kotowski
- Gina Parisi

PHI ALPHA

The Phi Theta Chapter of Phi Alpha, the national honor society for social work, has elected the following students to membership in recognition of their excellence in scholarship, humanitarian goals and high professional standards:

- Nicole Abbatiello
- Samantha Filippone
- Tanya Javed Mashkoor
- Brooke Tamburello
- Joseph Barbera
- Megan Fitzgerald
- Bailey Negrin
- Nicole Tarangelo
- Stacy Ann Pennington
- Colleen Galbraith
- Marisa Passaro
- Tajean Turner
- Bartholomew
- Alaina Carrity
- Kaitlyn Pawlukojc
- Ashley Vaeth
- Courtney Braun
- Rachel Hall
- Jennifer Pinto
- Colin Yaccarino
- Leslye Casolaro
- Alyssa Hauser
- Maria Purita
- Andrea DeRosa
- Gerhard Hopfensitz
- Wagdy Eissa
- Ethan Ertel
- Fabliha Fairuz
- Patrick Zaman

PHI BETA KAPPA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, the 246-year-old national honor society devoted to the promotion of excellence in liberal education, has elected the following seniors in recognition of their scholarly attainment in the liberal arts and sciences:

- Richard Adam
- Huma Babar
- Cindy Baez
- Ria Bhutra
- Julia Brandenstein
- Erin Byers
- Rachel Chan
- Vanessa Chan
- Jessi Chen
- Dominic D’Elia
- Vincent D’Elia
- Shessid De La Cruz
- Coronado
- Andrea DeRosa
- Lingy Dong
- Ulada Dubovik
- Clara Dunlop
- Wagdy Eissa
- Ethan Ertel
- Fabliha Fairuz

- Kailyn Fan
- Riya Gandhi
- Sophia Garbarino
- Nicoletta Gasparis
- Katherine Gkini
- Joshua Goodman
- Chenlin Gu
- Mahnoor Haleem
- Jiachun He
- Grace Hessler
- Emily Jiang
- Emma Keegan
- Noah Kim
- Kiara Kolaczyk
- Patricia Kuster
- Suet Ying Lee
- Rory Lesperance
- Jacky Lin
- Fei Liu
- Shanshan Liu
- Jonas Lopez
- Anna Lu
- Sydney Macgregor
- Maheen Mahar
- Siddhartha Maharjan
- Ben Marantz
- Layla Maria
- Valentina Marzulli
- Alice Mo
- Shannon Molloy
- Chiori Negishi
- Naomi Newen
- John O’Hare
- Sara Page
- Gina Parisi
- Aiden Peleg
- Camila Perez
- Reuben Philip
- Owen Polley
- Jason Qu

- Michelle Raja
- Danielle Regan
- Colin Ross
- Zarya Shaikh
- Emily Shen
- Jiang Shi
- Izabela Sujka-Kwok
- Sonal Swain
- Hyunjoo Tahk
- Nicole Tan
- Ashwin Vergheese
- Shivasuryan Vummidi
- Kevin Wu
- Ashutosh Yaligar
- Yun Jae Yoo
- Lin Zhao
- Michelle Zhu
Honor Societies

**PI ALPHA**
The Stony Brook Chapter of Pi Alpha, the national honor society for the physician assistant profession, has elected the following members who have demonstrated high academic achievement and professional involvement:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curtis Chen</td>
<td>Kari Krajewski</td>
<td>Danielle Rattotti</td>
<td>Kaitlin Sisson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Gallmeier</td>
<td>Brittany Lemire</td>
<td>Kayla Reilly</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eda Gulu</td>
<td>Julia Mai</td>
<td>Michela Schillinger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PI SIGMA ALPHA**
The Eta Theta Chapter of Pi Sigma Alpha, the national political science honor society, has elected the following seniors to membership in recognition of their scholarly attainment in the field of political science:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bareera Abid</td>
<td>Brian Jedlicka</td>
<td>Lamer Peak</td>
<td>Kirstin Schlecht</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Badolato</td>
<td>Aaron John</td>
<td>Anthony Powell</td>
<td>Caitlin Schleede</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vassilis Boletsis</td>
<td>Juliette Kimmins</td>
<td>Erika Pugliese</td>
<td>Husbaan Sheikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Brandenstein</td>
<td>Alice Liu</td>
<td>Zakariya Rahimi</td>
<td>Iryna Shkurhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Byers</td>
<td>William Maclean-Kish</td>
<td>Jessica Reed</td>
<td>Brenna Spillane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia DiBiase</td>
<td>Ryan Magill</td>
<td>Anna Redmond</td>
<td>Nichole Sutton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Dunn</td>
<td>Sage McMorris</td>
<td>William Russell</td>
<td>Joseph Sweeney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Gallagher</td>
<td>Ryan Misiewicz</td>
<td>Muhammad Sahibzada</td>
<td>Sophia Zhukovsky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Gkini</td>
<td>Aniqah Nashiat</td>
<td>Sabriya Saf</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arly Hernandez</td>
<td>Jailene Ortiz</td>
<td>Francis Saw</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PI TAU SIGMA**
Pi Tau Sigma, the international honor society for mechanical engineers, has elected the following members in recognition of their sound engineering ability, scholarship service, leadership and integrity:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Erin Floody</td>
<td>Jiaxin Jiang</td>
<td>Pantelis Sgouros</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PI THETA EPSILON**
Pi Theta Epsilon is a national honor society for the profession of occupational therapy. The Stony Brook chapter of the School of Health Professions was established in 2001 to recognize high achievement in scholarship and research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Ardizzone</td>
<td>Katherine Grandazza</td>
<td>David Lavan</td>
<td>Odessa Roque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Bitzer</td>
<td>Emily Handley</td>
<td>Deanna Longo</td>
<td>Alyssa Sokolowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Caemmerer</td>
<td>Caitlin Healy</td>
<td>Shelby Mazzone</td>
<td>Madison Thornton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Czarnecki</td>
<td>Christine Hess</td>
<td>Ashley McAuley</td>
<td>Kaitlin Wascher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Fallon</td>
<td>Samantha Hoffman</td>
<td>Jennifer Messina</td>
<td>Douglas Whitty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Fenton</td>
<td>Emily Katz</td>
<td>Jessica Mitchell</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylee Gallo</td>
<td>Kathryn Krukowski</td>
<td>Veronica Oviedo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Garvey</td>
<td>Maureen Laffey</td>
<td>Tiffani Parente</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HONOR SOCIETIES

PSI CHI

Psi Chi, the international honor society in psychology, has elected the following graduating seniors to membership:

Yaasin Alam                     Victoria Dotto                     Lauren Langman                     Camila Perez
Matthew Alfred                  Caroline Dunn                     Brandon Lew                        Alexandria Peters
Veronica Bushey                 Numan Dut                        Jialing Lin                         Reuben Philip
Loris Caxaj                     Wagdy Eissa                     Alice Liu                           Kristina Pidviny
Justin Cheng                    Kailyn Fan                       John Lopez                          Kyle Pilotti
Dipro Chowdhury                 Raquel Festa                     Wendy Lopez                         Alexandre Raddassi
Samantha Cicchetti              Elden Flores                     Vicky Lou                           Maya Scopin
Keren Collins                   Andrew Gallagher                  Anthony Machuca                     Nafshiya Sidker
Pooja Das                      Macy Geiger                      Valentina Marzulli                   Valentina Silva
Lisha Dash                      Valerie Goding                   Joshua Mitcham                      McKenzie Smith
Craig Desouza                   Lianna Gualberti                 Gabriela Niculescu                  Krystal Vidal-Alvarenga
John Difonzo                    Gabriella Jamioikowski           Melissa Ozel                        Colleen Worley
Lingy Dong                      Dana Klager                      Neerali Patel                       Sarah Young

SIGMA BETA

Sigma Beta, Stony Brook’s honor society, has elected the following degree candidates to membership in recognition of their superior scholastic achievement and community service:

Sarah Beckford                  Nicoletta Gasparis               Ryan Magill                          Vishnu Rampersaud
Ria Bhutra                      Mahnoor Haleem                   Valentina Marzulli                   Kristen Reese
Celestine Castillo              Arly Hernandez                   Sierra Moench                        Jonathan Reid
Steven Chu                      Emily Hernandez                  Alexa Pettenati                      Kyle Salamone
Andrea DeRosa                   Timothy Hsu                      Evanna Plakas                        Charles Sun
Fabliha Fairuz                 Hannah Leibowitz                 Quinn Plunkett                       parsley
Adelaide Frimpong-Manso         Wendy Lopez                      Leela Rajeev

SIGMA PI SIGMA

The Stony Brook Chapter of Sigma Pi Sigma, the national physics honor society, has elected the following degree candidates to membership in recognition of their excellence and proficiency in physics:

Max Frankel                     Jian Jun Liu                     Durr-E-Shahwar Riaz                  Roman Vasylytsiv
Kody Hommel                     Stephen Luniewski                Kyle Salamone                        Michael Wahl
Seong In Hong                   Evan Mancini                     Shah Ali Haider Shanto               Ishita Sharma
Sara Kurdi                      Nicholas Manzella                Ishtia Shama
Amanda Lee                      Christopher Reynolds              Jonathan Tekverk

SIGMA TAU DELTA

Alpha Nu Zeta, the Stony Brook chapter of Sigma Tau Delta, the international English honor society, has elected the following students in recognition of their commitment to fostering literacy and all aspects of the discipline of English:

Danielle Regan                    Gabriela Reyes                        Samantha Savvides
# Honor Societies

## Sigma Theta Tau

Kappa Gamma Chapter, the Stony Brook chapter of Sigma Theta Tau, is the international honor society in the School of Nursing. The following students have been elected members in recognition of their academic excellence:

| Jenna Acevedo                  | Sara Griffin             | Lyanne Oblein       |
| Alexandra Luz Albrecht        | Sarah Habashy            | Salma Omer          |
| Leah Allen Hayward            | Danai Hartley            | Claudia Szczepan    |
| Denine Anderson-Regan          | Gianna Hendrickson       | Kelly Terken        |
| Jessica Bacci                 | Vincent Jacopino         | Jessica Tonery      |
| Sarah Bajada Silva            | Beverly Jocelyn-Patrick  | Marta Maria Urbanovic|
| Cassandra Baldino             | Jaime Jones-Belkin       | Arthur Peter Valeeva|
| William Burkard               | Riyi Joy                 | Melissa Vedrin      |
| Brianna Caitlin Cabrera       | Jyoti Guerrero Khanna    | Nathalie Velez      |
| Olivia Carroll                | Kristin Killacky         | Pamela Madai Villa-|
| Angelica Celis                | Peter G. Killian         | Coppiano            |
| Elizabeth Ciancarelli         | Ah-Hyun Kim              | Dylan White         |
| Brittany DeVita               | Victoria Krause          | Angela Wong         |
| Jeffrey Di Lorenzo            | Tori Levine              | Courtney Woods      |
| Kailyn Dorrien                | Jia Yu Li                | Elizabeth Thachanalil|
| Jenna Marie Duggan            | Amber Beien Lin          | Xavier              |
| Nikeshu Duplan                | Catherine Judith Lopez   | Luiza Yushuvayeva   |
| Ori Eisenman                  | Cassidy Lowell           | Rasheedat Olajumoke|
| Thomas Fellows                | Brittany Amber Luisi     | Yusuf               |
| Kayla Fitzpatrick             | Caroline McManus         | Amy Zheng           |
| Jeniece Geronomio             | Kristina Meinardus       | Shukai Zhong        |
| Syeda Amna Gilani             | Robert Milone            |                     |
| Michael Shawn Gilroy          | Casey Morrow             |                     |
| Daniel Gordon                 | Maninder Kaur Multani    |                     |

## Tau Beta Pi

The New York Omicron Chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering honor society, has elected the following degree candidates to membership for their scholarly attainment and for fostering a spirit of liberal culture in the field of engineering:

| Michael Arkhangelskij         | Jamie Decoster            | Kristen Mardenborough|
| Paavankumar Avasatthi         | Khushi Desai              | Kentaro Matsushima   |
| Jay Best                      | Alexander Eichert         | Alexander Maus       |
| Conor Brandon                 | Maya Florentino           | Donald McMahon       |
| Melanie Brito                 | Jeongbin Hwang            | Samuel Ng            |
| Matthew Broadbent             | Jaxin Jiang               | Nicole Niemiec       |
| Alexandra Carlson             | Shaan Khan                | Roshan Poudel        |
| Henry Chen                    | Kelvin Linskens           | Allison Shaw         |
| Jason Cheung                  | Pei Liu                   | Kellie Snyder        |
| Carwyn Collinsworth          | Aisha Majid               | Sarah Spinelli       |

## Upsilon Phi Delta

The Stony Brook Chapter of Upsilon Phi Delta, the national honor society for health management and policy, has elected the following health administration degree candidates to membership in recognition of their excellence:

| Silvia Bronson                | Nicole Crawford           | Daniel Detto         |
| Bob Chaloner                  | Melissa DePaola           | Jessica Maguire      |
|                                |                          | Gifty Oduro-Ostrander|
|                                |                          | Julie Thomas         |
Zaroon Ahmad
Stachys Aho
Jessica Arnold
Keith Hale Bannerman
Justin Bauco
Ria Chand Bhutra
Julia Brandenstein
Erin Byers
Vanessa Chan
Nikki Chati
Anjali Chauhan
Karen Cheng
Peter Christensen
Nicole Cirrito
Timothy Corcoran
Travis Jon Cutter
Abraham Drogin
Clara Miller Dunlop
Kailyn Fan
Sheryl Francis
Daniel Gordon
Anne Green
Marcia Greene
Sabine Haddad
Andrew Hempel
Zachary Hicks
Sakib Hossain
Jeongbin Hwang
Aayushi Jha
Anders Romney Johnson
Joshua Louis Joseph
Ayesha Kamran
Nikita Karpunin
Noah Kim
Melissa King
Samuel Kirschner
Haasitha Korlipara
Mahila Krishnamurthy
Patricia Kuster
Justin Eric Leu
Calla Hunter Lewis
Jacky Dian Horn Lin
Tiffany Xuan Lin
Ryan Magill
Samer A Mahmoud
Aisha Majid
Evan Mancini
Nicholas Manzella
Kentaro Matsushima
Alexander Maus
James McKiski
Donny Thomas McMahon
Cindy Munee Mutukur
Lolita Munee Mutukur
Anna Peraino
Reuben Philip
Hannah Philipose
Michelle Raja
Vishnu Mahesh
Rampersaud
Daniel Shalonov
Gaurav Sharma
Kaiyo Wen Shi
Megan Small
Sandy St Fleur
Satyam Tanaji Talele
Samuel Y Tan
Shrey Digesh Thaker
Luigia Than
Inna Trygubchuk
Darren Tung
Ashwin Philip Verghese
Kim Thanh Vu
Shivasuryan Vummidi
Mike Wahl
Violette Walker
Justin Wei
Nicholas Williams
Andrew Wu
Ben Wu
Anaya Zaineb
Michal Zaniewski
Sophia Zhukovsky
Candidates for General Honors

Degrees with distinction are conferred on candidates who have completed at least 55 credits at Stony Brook University and achieved the set grade point averages for their specific degrees.*

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shaheed Abdelfattah</th>
<th>Isabella Desir</th>
<th>Gilvir Gill</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bareera Abid</td>
<td>Malika Desire</td>
<td>Michael Gihoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paula Abila</td>
<td>Kostadin Devedzhiev</td>
<td>Elah Ginsburg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Adam</td>
<td>Brittany DeVita</td>
<td>Natasha Glebocky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranger Agte</td>
<td>Jeffrey DiLorenzo</td>
<td>Jasmine Goleu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masis Akdemir</td>
<td>Lingy Dong</td>
<td>Nicholas Gonzalez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Alatishe</td>
<td>Nancy Dong</td>
<td>Joshua Goodman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Albanese</td>
<td>Thomas Doran</td>
<td>Daniel Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waverly Alcure</td>
<td>Kailyn Dorrien</td>
<td>Dylan Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam Alrayes</td>
<td>Ryland Dougals</td>
<td>Tatiana Granados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raged Altababini</td>
<td>Cody Drasser</td>
<td>Anne Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Anchirayco</td>
<td>Talia Dubois</td>
<td>Jordan Gresham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denine Anderson-Regan</td>
<td>Vlada Dubovik</td>
<td>Sara Grifin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Anthony</td>
<td>Clara Dunlop</td>
<td>Tiffany Guo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Ashdown</td>
<td>Caroline Dunn</td>
<td>Joshua Guo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Augugliaro</td>
<td>Peter Duong</td>
<td>Alex Guzowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huma Babar</td>
<td>Numan Dut</td>
<td>Sarah Habashy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Bajada Silva</td>
<td>Mikayla Dwyer</td>
<td>Rachel Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arudra Baradwaj</td>
<td>Natalie Dzikowski</td>
<td>Dylan Harrigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Basile</td>
<td>Joelle El Hamouche</td>
<td>Abdullah Hassan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Basileo</td>
<td>Ethan Ertel</td>
<td>Gianna Hendrickson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Bauco</td>
<td>Emily Espeso</td>
<td>Arly Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Beebe</td>
<td>Sean Evans</td>
<td>Mackenzie Herron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Beneat</td>
<td>Sabrina Facciponte</td>
<td>Grace Hessler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Beninati</td>
<td>Fabliha Fairuz</td>
<td>Kayla Hoey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jay Best</td>
<td>Kailyn Fan</td>
<td>Kody Hommel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ria Bhutra</td>
<td>Shannon Farley</td>
<td>Annie Hong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Srdjan Bozin</td>
<td>Adan Fatima</td>
<td>Afsana Hossain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azamat Bozorov</td>
<td>Kayla Fitzpatrick</td>
<td>Wei Lu Hou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Brandenstein</td>
<td>Nabil Huq</td>
<td>Xin Tong (Rachel) Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Brander</td>
<td>Kristen Hutz</td>
<td>Jeongbin Hvng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor Brandon</td>
<td>Robert Ignatowicz</td>
<td>Bilun Inan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Brito</td>
<td>Nirmal Jagtiani</td>
<td>Sara Jaramillo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Broadbent</td>
<td>Thomas Jiang</td>
<td>Andy Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Brown</td>
<td>Alexandria Jiggetts</td>
<td>Skylar Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicou Bruno</td>
<td>Adam Jiang</td>
<td>Joshua Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ephraim Bryski</td>
<td>Harry Jung</td>
<td>Riya Joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katharina Buczek</td>
<td>John Kaba</td>
<td>John Kaba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helder Bugay-Nunes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Buhler</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Burkard</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Byers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Cabrera</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Cao</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Carucci</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Chacon</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Degrees with distinction are conferred on candidates in West Campus programs for Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Engineering degrees who have achieved grade point averages of 3.85 (summa cum laude), 3.7 (magna cum laude) or 3.5 (cum laude). Degrees with distinction are conferred on candidates in the Health Sciences programs for the Bachelor of Science degree who have completed 60 credits (or 43 credits for Registered Nurse Baccalaureate program) and achieved grade point averages as follows: School of Health Technology and Management, 3.85 (summa cum laude), 3.75 (magna cum laude), 3.60 (cum laude); School of Nursing, 3.80 (summa cum laude), 3.70 (magna cum laude), 3.60 (cum laude), and School of Social Welfare, 3.90 (summa cum laude), 3.80 (magna cum laude), 3.70 (cum laude).
Ayesha Kamran
Evan Kantor
Veronica Katsaros
Andy Ke
Shaan Khan
Farhana Khatun
William Khayyo
Ah-Hyun Kim
James Kim
Noah Kim
Juliette Kimmins
Melissa King
Jodi Klass
Anna Kolanovic
Haasitha Korlipara
Alexis Koslofsky
Sara Kurdi
Patricia Kuster
Michael Laino
Jacqueline LaMonica
Zerah Aizle Lamorena
Julia LaRotonda
Ashley Lavdas
Amanda Lee
Antony Lee
Daniel Lee
Elina Lee
Elita Lee
Katherine Lee
Shine Lee
Suet Ying Lee
Hannah Leibowiz
Lauren Leon
Matthew Lepage
Justin Leu
Linus Levey
Tori Levine
Jia Yu Li
Zoey Li
Winston Li
Zhen Hong Liang
Jeffrey Liao
Amy Lin
Jacky Lin
Michelle Lin
Xiaoyang Lin
Yan Lin
Jenna Linsalata
Kelvin Linskens
Jack Liu
Pei Liu
John Lopez
Jonas Lopez
Snow Lou
Cassidy Lowell
Jessica Lu
Anna Lu
Cesare Lucido
William Luvera
Drew Ma
Sydney Macgregor
Lillian Macguire
Eva Machlis
Ryan Magill
Samer Mahmoud
Alexander Maiorana
Ben Marantz
Kristen Mardenborough
Layla Maria
Melissa Masotto
Paul Massa
Kentaro Matsushima
Daniel McCoy
Rachael McKenna
Caroline McManus
Jenna McNeil
Mike McNeill
Kristina Meinardus
Gwenyth Mercep
Liomard Mesa
Stephanie Michael
Angela Miles
Stephen Milvid
Ryan Misiewicz
Johanna Mitra
Alice Mo
Madison Mojica
Edwin Mok
Victoria Mondejar
Matthew Montalbano
Casey Morrow
MaryKate Murphy
Lamisa Musarat
Som Naik
Alexa Nallan
Xinyi Nam
Maksim Narodnitskiy
Hasna Naseer
Fatima Nasim
Chiori Negishi
Karen Ng
Samuel Ng
Thai Thanh Nguyen
Sandy Ni
Grace Noonan
John O’Hare
Erin O’Rourke
Ifunanya Ojukwu
Shanti Olivero Hernandez
Ken Otomo
Ritika Pabari
Gina Parisi
Song Hyeop Park
Valerie Pasion
Komal Patel
Krish Patel
Sunny Patel
Jessica Paul
Jocelyn Paulose
Lamer Peak
Aiden Peleg
Nicholas Pena
Camila Perez
Jack Petroski
Reuben Philip
Anastasia Philippopoulou
Audrey Phung
Sarah Phung
Kristina Pidviry
Melissa Pincus
James Pizaro
Quinn Plunkett
Owen Polley
Romain Popescu
Roshan Poudel
Jason Qu
Eva Rabson
Leela Rajeev
Vishnu Rampersaud
Sandhya Rani Rapelli
Heather Rasmussen
Jessica Reed
Kristen Reese
Thomas Reilly
Daniella Rocha
Lisseth Rodriguez Bautista
Alanna Rohan
Chana Rosenzweig
Colin Ross
Melissa Roxas
Emily Ruan
Sara Ruberg
Christopher Russo
Megan Rutigliano
Yanique Sabino
Sabriya Saif
Tatiana Sameyah
Kevin Samuel
Emma Santizo
Samantha Savvides
Ryan Scheidel
Caitlin Schleede
Diana Schmidt
Tara Schnepf
Kimberly Schumann
Nicole Schwartz
Jessica Seepersaud
Dhaval Shah
Daniel Shalonov
Gaurav Sharma
Riah Sharma
Husbaan Sheikh
Emily Shen
Isabelle Shi
Jiang Shi
Kaiyo Shi
Gyuho Shim
Stephanie Shum
Nick Siegel
Manjot Singh
Zhao Feng Situ
Claudia Sitt
Cassandra Skolnic
Colson Skorka
Jennifer Smalls
Christopher Smith
Danielle Sperando
Sarah Spinelli
Anthony Squazzo
Aviva Stahl
Erin Stark
Stephanie Stasik
Nicholas Streb
Izabela Sujka-Kwok
Thomas Sullivan III
Shaquin Sun
Joseph Sussman
Sonal Swain
Kaitlyn Swayze
Ahmad Syed
Hyunju Tahk
Satyam Talele
Ean Tan
Nicole Tan
Samuel Tan
Kelly Terken
Shrey Thaker
Colin Thorsen
Vito Titone
Kaitlyn Tobias
Michelle Toth
Sarah Touch
Inna Trygubchuk
Ting Hin Tsang
Katie Umanzor
Marta Urbanovic
Elena Vacanti
Roman Vasylytsiv
Melissa Vedrin
Natalia Vetri
Kelsey Vianese
Mada Villa-Coppiano
Caitlan Vultaggio
Shivasuryan Vummidi
CANDIDATES FOR GENERAL HONORS

SUMMA CUM LAUDE

Mike Wahl
Lilian Wang
Alvin Wang
Daniel Wei
Justin Wei
Juliana Welk
Asher Wen
Wendy Weng
Jason Weng
Mikhalla Whiteman
Nicholas Williams
Zachary Wolf
Angela Wong
Grace Woodruff
Wendi Wu
Andrew Wu
Cynthia Wu
Kevin Wu
Susan Wu
Ashutosh Yaligar
Winni Yang
Binur Yeraliyeva

Jason Yoo
Stephanie Young
Mickey Yu
Cuishan Yuan
Liming Yuan
Rasheedat Yusuf
Kaitlyn Zaslavsky
Casey Zelonis
Yucan Zeng
Sean Zhan
Junchi Zhang
Fanny Zhao
Hongxiang Zhao
Lin Zhao
Amy Zheng
Menglin Zheng
Shuikai Zhong
Yudong Zhou
Cynthia Zhu
James Zhu
Michelle Zhu
Sophia Zhukovsky

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Nicole Abbatiello
Kevin Ahlstrand
Ali Ahmad
Zaroon Ahmad
Zain Ahmed
Ayoub Ait Elkadi
Amna Akhoon
Menarul Alam
Tanvir Alam
Yaasin Alam
Alexandra Albrecht
Brian Aldaba
Aisha Ali
Daniela Alzate
Zachary Andersen
Dylan Andres
Michael Arkhangeliskiy
Princlia Asante
Adena Assawakulpaibool
Mark Badolato
Cindy Baez
Tyler Bakunas
Cassandra Baldino
Esra Balim
Justin Balsamo
Gabriella Baraks
Sabrina Barakzai
Tamia Baskin
Brittany Becker
Ashlynn Beckwith
Raine Bepler
Shah Rifat Alam Bhuiyan
Braden Bierwiler
Tiffany Blanco
Victoria Boczon
Cameron Bonfils
Emily Borghardt
Scott Boyd
Ally Brasino
Lillian Brosseau
Maya Brown
Anna Buskhrickidze
Saniya Butt
Samantha Byrne
Seung Won Byun
Ryan Cahn
John Calderon
Bailey Campbell
Mikaela Canavan
Edward Carey
Alex Carletta
Isabelle Cataldo
Loris Caxaj Casia
Dana Cerbone
Julissa Cevallos
Michelle Chan
Brandon Chan
Nicole Chan
Nikki Chati
Eason Chen
Jeffrey Chen
Kathine Chen
Kevin Chen
Ronnie Chen
Sisi Chen
Songwen Chen
Yuqi Chen
Sherley Chen Chan
Tennyson Cheng
Lucy Chi
Joyce Chow
Naisha Chowdhury
Neha Chowdhury
Shamia Chowdhury
Steven Chu
Kaitlyn Chua
Samantha Cicchetti
Catherine Clehane
Carwyn Collinsworth

Kristen Connor
Cassius Connor
Mei Rose Connor
Marc Cook
Timothy Corcoran
Carolyn Cosentino
Joseph Croft
Travis Cutter
Vincent D’Elia
Monthita Dankaoyai
Pooja Das
Lisha Dash
Shay De La Cruz Coronado
Beyzanur Demiroglu
Alyssa Denis
Shannon DePuy
Craig Desouza
Julia DiBiase
John Difonzo
Jonathan DiSiena
Aaron Donegan
Abraham Drogin
Cindy Du
Jinyang Du
Sarah Duong
Edie Duque
Zachary Dwyer
Justin Eakins
Anthony Eichert
Emily Farrell
Michelle Farren
Anthony Fasulo
Erin Floody
Niani Gan
Kaitlyn Gange
Ivan Gao
Evelin Garcia
Grisel Garcia
Nicholas Garvey
Evgeni Gauer

Taylor Giles
Gladwyn Gillis
Katherine Gkini
Valerie Goding
Maria Gonzalez
Ellie Goodwill
Zachary Grandison
Jennifer Greene
Caeley Gruhn
Lynn Gu
Wanting Guan
Alexandra Guerriere
Matthew Guidi
Brandon Guzy
Munich Gyampo
Milena Gyulbudaghyan
Sabine Haddad
Mahnoor Haleem
Sulliman Halimi
Hong Han
Danai Hartley
Suttawee Hattakitosol
Robert Haxhri
Mohsin Hayati
Neil He
Stephanie Helbock
Emily Hernandez
Steven Holder
Paige Horvath
Sakib Hossain
Steven Hsin
Timothy Hsu
Ansel Huang
Helen Huang
Jihan Huang
Jingchen Huang
Vivian Huynh
Mark Iaboni
Akim Islam
Shumaya Islam
CANDIDATES FOR GENERAL HONORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elizabeth Jakubov</th>
<th>Jessica Liao</th>
<th>Daniel Miranda</th>
<th>Anna Peraino</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniyal Jamal</td>
<td>Gabriello Lima</td>
<td>Christina Molnar</td>
<td>Alexa Pettenati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angela Jiang</td>
<td>Fiona Lin</td>
<td>Nicole Morett</td>
<td>Tyler Htet Naing Phyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deric Jiang</td>
<td>Drake Lin</td>
<td>Melanie Morris</td>
<td>Jean-Luc Pierre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jianing Jiang</td>
<td>Karen Lin</td>
<td>Emily Morrison</td>
<td>Kevin Pigott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shishi Jiang</td>
<td>Paula Lin</td>
<td>Ryan Mounce</td>
<td>Jacklyn Poetzsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hashley Jimenez</td>
<td>Rosemary Lin</td>
<td>Jenna Mui</td>
<td>Luke Pojero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heera Jin</td>
<td>Winfred Lin</td>
<td>Nuhun Mustafa</td>
<td>Matthew Pond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrienne Jones</td>
<td>Jenny Ling</td>
<td>Eesh Naik</td>
<td>Tyler Potter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Jowett</td>
<td>Maria Lintang</td>
<td>Sunny Nam</td>
<td>Alexandra Przyborowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinwen Kang</td>
<td>Nicole Lis</td>
<td>Xinyue Nam</td>
<td>Stephen Pulaski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shweta Karmakar</td>
<td>Ellen Liu</td>
<td>Saaima Nanabawa</td>
<td>Hee Soo Pyun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikita Karpunin</td>
<td>Haobo Liu</td>
<td>Niki Nassiri</td>
<td>Aneer Qadri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Kortman</td>
<td>Jocelyn Liu</td>
<td>Myra Naveed</td>
<td>Ifeoluwa Rasaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma Keegan</td>
<td>Shanshan Liu</td>
<td>Jonni Nazarian</td>
<td>Nina Raveendran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Kelly</td>
<td>Yuanxin Liu</td>
<td>Lolita Nazarov</td>
<td>James Raykis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Khalil</td>
<td>Catherine Lopez</td>
<td>Naomi Newen</td>
<td>Grace Reamy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Khan</td>
<td>Wendy Lopez</td>
<td>Matthew Ng</td>
<td>Revanth Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Kim</td>
<td>Brittany Luisi</td>
<td>Michelle Ng</td>
<td>Deidre Redhead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esther Kim</td>
<td>Stephen Luniewski</td>
<td>Richie Ng</td>
<td>Danielle Regan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minkyu Kim</td>
<td>Huiting Luo</td>
<td>Lillian Nicholson</td>
<td>Dylan Rehan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ye Ji Kim</td>
<td>Michael Ly</td>
<td>Stephanie Nicolette</td>
<td>Angelina Reimers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Kissane</td>
<td>Stephanie Mach</td>
<td>Heyu Nie</td>
<td>David Reiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Klager</td>
<td>Lance Mack</td>
<td>Nicole Niemiec</td>
<td>Gabriela Reyes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anton Kobrin</td>
<td>Pooja Madhanraj</td>
<td>Nicolette Nigro</td>
<td>Samantha Riger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manleen Kohli</td>
<td>Samantha Madray</td>
<td>Benjamin Nitzke</td>
<td>Stephanie Riveira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiara Kolaczyk</td>
<td>Maheen Mahar</td>
<td>Lesley Nnebe</td>
<td>Brittny Robinson-Smith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Korobko</td>
<td>Siddhartha Maharjan</td>
<td>Angela Noh</td>
<td>Emily Rockitter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Kotowski</td>
<td>Allison Mai</td>
<td>Bryson Okeoma</td>
<td>Cameron Rothbart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Kraemer</td>
<td>Oskar Mai</td>
<td>Chiaozumi Okolo</td>
<td>Kenneth Rothwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Krause</td>
<td>Aisha Majid</td>
<td>Dogan Okur</td>
<td>Kalina Roussev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Kutupis</td>
<td>Tasmia Majid</td>
<td>Irene Okyere</td>
<td>Richelle Roy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy La</td>
<td>Catherine Maltez</td>
<td>Salma Omer</td>
<td>Shuvam Roychowdhury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briana Lam</td>
<td>Nicholas Manzella</td>
<td>Kaylee Orellana</td>
<td>William Russell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Langman</td>
<td>Alhaed Maqsood</td>
<td>Jailene Ortiz</td>
<td>Daniel Ryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dong Hoon Lee</td>
<td>Rachel Marcano</td>
<td>Adebusola Owoseni</td>
<td>Sean Ryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lee</td>
<td>Michael Marino</td>
<td>Iman Oza</td>
<td>Ophir Sabah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Lee</td>
<td>Valentina Marzulli</td>
<td>Christopher Pacia</td>
<td>Md Sadiq Sada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Leon</td>
<td>Melissa Mason</td>
<td>Anthony Pagano</td>
<td>Kyle Salamone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rory Lesperance</td>
<td>Timothy Mathew</td>
<td>Sara Page</td>
<td>Natesh Samaroo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Lew</td>
<td>Alexander Maus</td>
<td>Anthony Paolillo</td>
<td>Samantha Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Lewin</td>
<td>Amaya McDonald</td>
<td>Chioagozi Okolo</td>
<td>Francis Saw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Li</td>
<td>Paul McDonough</td>
<td>Dogan Okur</td>
<td>Dana Lee Schneider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annie Li</td>
<td>Rocky McDonough</td>
<td>Irene Okyere</td>
<td>Alexis Sealy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Li</td>
<td>Colleen McGrath</td>
<td>Salma Omer</td>
<td>Alex Seepersaud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Li</td>
<td>Jasmine McGreen</td>
<td>Kaylee Orellana</td>
<td>Charles Severance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zerui Li</td>
<td>Donny McMahon</td>
<td>Jailene Ortiz</td>
<td>Sohaib Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhourui Li</td>
<td>Sage McMorris</td>
<td>Adebusola Owoseni</td>
<td>Alexandra Shanteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziming Li</td>
<td>Sohil Mehta</td>
<td>Iman Oza</td>
<td>Maggie Shata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiya Lian</td>
<td>Anastasia Meleshko</td>
<td>Christopher Pacia</td>
<td>Allison Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Ling Liang</td>
<td>Julia Miguel</td>
<td>Anthony Paolillo</td>
<td>Crystal Shie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tian Liao</td>
<td>Katherine Miller</td>
<td>Chioagozi Okolo</td>
<td>Hayun Shin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alyssa Minaev</td>
<td>Dogan Okur</td>
<td>Linsheng Shu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please note: All honors listed above are based on the current grade point average at the time of publication. The actual honor awarded may be different as it is based on the FINAL grade point average. The actual honor will appear on the final transcript and diploma.
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MAGNA CUM LAUDE

Veronica Sih
Nafshiya Sikder
Danielle Simone
Agam Singh
Amrtpal Singh
Nain Singh
Sid Singh
Nicole Skala
Megan Small
Matthew Smith
Peter Smith
Kellie Snyder
Kristen Soleri
Adrian Sowandi
John Spellman
Lydia Sprague
Sandy St Fleur
Ilka St. Denis
Kaila Stang
Kaylah Starks
Lia Strait
Natalie Strohmayer
Nandy Sukul
Sara Supriyatno
Joseph Sweeney
Cheyenne Sylvester
Claudia Szczepan
Daniel Szewczyk
Klever Tacuri
Yanlee Tan
Nancy Tang
Tina Tang
Jonathan Tekverk
Leonardo Terrones-Nunez
Shandola Thompson
Halima Tokhi
Jacob Tokofsky
Alicia Tong
Anthony Tran
Florence Tran
Madison Tripolone
Samantha Trujillo
Irene Tu
Elise Tumbay
Martin Umail
Sarah Vaccaro
Alvin Varghese
Julio Velez Rodriguez
Pavithra Venkataraman
Ashwin Verghese
Vitaliy Vilshanetskyy
Long Vu
Emma Waechter
Ginger Wang
Jenny Wang
Ruocheng Wang
Shiyu Wang
Vicky Wang
Vincent Wang
Ziyan Wei
Ryan Willett
Raymond Wilson
Andy Wong
Courtney Woods
Ben Wu
Daniel Wu
Jian Yuan Wu
Tim Wu
Yue Xiao
Wenjie Xu
Joanna Yan
Guang Yang
Jiahan Yang
Yahan Yang
Ronald Yeung
Dongyeon Yoo
Hiram Yuan
Mikayla Zeman
Shuwen Zhang
Andrew Zhang
James Zhang
Sophia Zhang
Yuqi Zhao
Geoffrey Zheng
Jessica Zheng
Mandy Zheng
Angel Zheng
Angel Zheng
Jessica Zheng
Jessie Zheng
Xiaoying Zheng
Yunyue Zheng
Tingyi Zhong
Tingyi Zhong
Gordon Zhong
Sally Zhu
Sheng Wei Zhu
Jan Ziembicki
Chris Zieris
Benjamin Zimmerman
Peter Zimmerman
Tyler Zmarzlak
Ruipeng Zou

CUM LAUDE

Mohamed Abdelgadir
Emily Abplanalp
Jonathan Acosta Umanzor
Fiona Agababian
Mahan Agha Zahedi
Ariane Aguilar Guevara
Israt Ahmed
Mazidul Ahmed
Nabeel Ahmed
Stachys Aho
Oluwatomisin Aina
Shara Akanda
Akashi Akter
Ahad Ali
Haseeb Altaf
Robert Altun
Audry Alvarado
Veronica Alvarenga Hon
Arlene Alvarez
Zakeria Aminzada
Arshia Anand
Jaden Antoine
Samantha Aplin
Alondra Araujo
Jamie Arborea
Nicole Arguello
Francesca Argueta-Zamora
Jahnvi Arora
Myra Arshad
Lina Arteaga Noguera
Christina Artusa
Nadia Ashraf
Auerman Atif
Won Joon Bae
Steven Baek
Atharva Banait
Brandon Banarsi
Keith Bannerman
Hailey Barden
Rohan Basavaraju
Brian Becker
Willie Bedoya
Marina Benenati
Francesca Berisa
Jessica Beynon
Demi Bhoyedat
Eric Bholan
Mohammed Bhuiyan
Bisma Biju
Gianmaria Biselli
Vassili Boletsis
Janely Bonilla
Emily Booskila
Jason Brancato
Ashley Brodzansky
Brianna Bromley
Deja Brown
Haley Brown
Janine Broxmeyer
Julian Buchen
Davis Bush
Andy Cai
Lily Cam
Brianne Canner
Alexandra Carlson
Brianna Carnagie
Shannon Carney
Leah Carpenter
Michelle Carvalho
Bobby Casazza
Robert Casino
Shannon Cassidy
Celestine Castillo
Ashley Chan
Singwa Chan
Vicky Chan
Nicole Chang
Kevin Chao
Yugisthir Chattergoon
Allen Chen
Anthony Chen
Jasmine Chen
Jenny Chen
Jeremy Chen
Jian Xi Chen
Kaiwen Chen
Maggie Chen
Mandy Chen
Mike Chen
Regina Chen
Rico Chen
Ryan Chen
Sanny Chen  
Sheng Chen  
Xing Chen  
Justin Cheng  
Rocky Cheng  
Nikita Cherne  
Xincheng Chi  
Hildi Chin  
Brian Chin Hong  
Andrew Chirico  
Crispen Chisina  
Shiwani Chitroda  
Daisy Choi  
Dajung Choi  
Jiyun Chong  
Sabahat Choudhury  
Peter Christensen  
Jennifer Chung  
Samantha Coghen  
Meghan Cogan  
Branden Cohen  
Madison Colangelo  
Luke Colavita  
Kevin Miro Collado  
Yanjun Cong  
Joseph Consalazio  
Gabriella Corona  
Evelin Coronel  
Jonathan Craig  
Brianna Cristiano  
Dariana Cruz  
Zhaoyang Cui  
Mira Curti  
Dominic D’Elia  
Ranyun Dai  
Yijia Dai  
Jack Dambrosio  
Lianna Dang  
Thanaree Darncharnjjitt  
Mia Degracia  
Danielle DeGregorio  
Zhuyoi Deng  
Nitin Dev  
Alyssa Dibenedetto  
Olivia Dickerson  
Elias Dimatis  
Alyssa Dimoniti  
Stephanie Dobres  
Faith Doll  
Lobsang Dolma  
Alan Domingo  
Clara Domke Youens  
Amy Dong  
Mengtian Dong  
Zagham Doora  
Victoria Dotto  
Jordan Dryll  
Qinglu Du  
France Duffoo  
Anne Edwards  
Wagdy Eissa  
Jenna Eldred  
Victoria Eng  
Emily Enzinger  
Ashani Escoffery  
Christopher Espiritu  
David Espiritu  
Michael Evers  
Valerie Farrugia  
Amberly Feliz  
Nur-E Ferdous  
Brooke Ferreira  
Michelle Figueroa  
Selina Finewood  
Jason Finkelstein  
Devyn Fleischhacker  
Danielle Flynn  
Steven Fratta  
Maria I Fuentes  
Cole Fuoco  
Andrew Gallagher  
Connor Gallagher  
Sean Galligan  
Tomas Gaviria  
Stephanie Gellman  
Thomas George  
Peter Gerdvil  
Evan Giordano  
Daniel Golowach  
Deanna Gonzalez  
Alexander Govdysh  
Rosalia Greco  
Leelan Green  
Ashley Greenberg  
Eric Greenberg  
Tykei Greene  
Laquaysia Griffin  
Leana Grotz  
Shayna Gruder  
Zun Ren Guan  
Luis Guerrero  
Tongxin Guo  
Annie Gupta  
Jessica Haegele  
Bridget Haglund  
Hannah Haley  
Zainab Halimi  
Aya Halwah  
Izza Hamid  
William Han  
Liv Haring  
Amir Hassan  
Emily Hernandez  
Zachary Hicks  
Wing Yi Ho  
Christina Hoermann  
Michelle Hoi  
Cayla Holdcraft  
Nia Holmes  
Seong In Hong  
Sharika Hoque  
Torsa Hossain  
Kaylee Hotaling  
Katie Houston  
Eleanor Hoyler  
Cassidy Hu  
Huanqing Hu  
Alison Huang  
Hannah Huang  
Marco Huang  
Xuankai Huang  
Aleksandra Hubczak  
Alessandra Iacona  
Meagan Ilkay  
Emily Imbergamo  
Annmarie Impastato  
Naizha Islam  
Maham Ismail  
Jasmine Iwadare  
Aditya Iyer  
Bill J.  
Subika Jafri  
Gabriella Jamiołkowski  
Andre Janums  
Seojeong Ji  
Anthony Jiang  
Emily Jiang  
Mike Jiang  
Donald Jimenez  
Luke Jiskra  
Ryland Johnson  
Sarina Johnson  
Isabelle Joseph  
Hasung Jun  
Yunhee Jun  
Jaekwon Jung  
Jisu Jung  
Pelin Kanay  
Minsu Kang  
Fuir Karim  
Sarah Karkout  
Chiraq Katal  
Harjaspreet Kaur  
Jashanpreet Kaur  
Lovepreet Kaur  
Steven Kehner  
Jade Kelly  
Lisa Kelly  
Asif Khan  
Haris Khan  
Jawwad Khan  
Muqisit Khan  
Sayeed Khan  
Peter Killian  
Aisen Kim  
Seohee Kim  
Avigail Kohanteb  
Min Ji Koo  
Konstantinos Koukounas  
Sally Kremer  
Nikhil Krishnani  
Crystal Ku  
Shrey Kukreja  
Yukta Kulkarini  
Shetal Kumari  
Silvia Kwak  
Simon Kwok  
Jiwon Kwun  
Clint Kyaw  
Myo Htet Kyaw  
Kyuri Kyeong  
Deborah Lai

Please note: All honors listed above are based on the current grade point average at the time of publication. The actual honor awarded may be different as it is based on the FINAL grade point average. The actual honor will appear on the final transcript and diploma.
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CUM LAUDE

Rachel Lai  
Brittany Lam  
Joann Lam  
Nghi Lam  
Rachel Lam  
Sonam Lamu  
Sabryne Nicole Lapay Yu  
Ashley Larose  
Daniel Laszczych  
Justin Lau  
Samuel Lau  
Duc Le  
Esther Lee  
Hazel Lee  
In Jae Lee  
Madeleine Lee  
Wonhee Lee  
Elizabeth Lei  
Thomas Leick  
Maria Lekomtseva  
Danny Li  
Leo Li  
Meile Li  
Peijiu Li  
Matthew Li-Ah-Kim  
Henry Liang  
Joe Liang  
Nelson Liang  
Susan Liang  
Rebecca Lietzau  
Jessica Liew  
Alice Lin  
Amber Lin  
Amy Lin  
Hanbin Lin  
Jinqi Lin  
Kent Lin  
Queen Lin  
Raymond Lin  
Sharon Lin  
Zixuan Lin  
Miles Litzmann  
Alice Liu  
Becky Liu  
Emerson Liu  
Emily Liu  
Jian Jun Liu  
Junxiong Liu  
Max Lobel  
Ricardo Lobo  
Philip Lockwood  
Amanda Loo  
David Lopue  
Evan Low  
Jackson Ludwig  
Erica Lynch  
Yingjie Ma  
Finn Mackin  
Julia Makboulian  
Gabrielle Man  
Matthew Manalo  
Zakiya Mars  
Peter Martin  
Amanda Mascia  
Sanah Matin  
May Me Me Maung  
Rahid Mazumder  
Jack McCarron  
Emily McGhee  
Theresa McGiff  
Michael McMahon  
Kareem Mehdi  
Joseph Melillo  
Erin Menkes  
Matthew Messina  
Atikul Miah  
Erica Miller  
Robert Milone  
Ryusei Miyanaga  
Sierra Moench  
Iqra Mohiuddin  
Marwa Begum Mokky  
Daniel Molloy  
Shannon Molloy  
Samantha Monroy  
Junior Moreno  
Amanda Morreale  
Elizabeth Morseman  
Giridhar Mula  
Batool Mulla  
Peter Munoz  
Laura Murphy  
Matthew Murray  
Jee Min Myung  
Ramya Nadendla  
Abu Nafi  
Ankit Nagpal  
Aniqah Nashiat  
Amrit Nasiruddin  
Bryan Navas  
Marc Negrin  
Allison Ng  
David Ng  
Michelle Ng Du  
Henry Ng Li  
Amy Ngo  
Gabriela Niculescu  
Leslie Nunez  
James Nuqui  
Faith O’Connor  
Rory O’Neill  
Randy Ochs  
Ah Young Oh  
Benjamin Okin  
Sidney Okray  
Samantha Okula  
Jared Okunewitch  
Seyi Olajuyi  
Angelo Olivo-Hyder  
Philip Omole  
Enitan Omolewa  
Alyssa Ong  
Tulin Ortalan  
Janar Osmonaliev  
Brittany Ou  
Sabrina Oza  
Melissa Ozel  
Francesca Paduano  
Bryan Palacios  
Joshua Paley  
Dalila Paredes  
Jin Min Park  
Vishvas Parwani  
Anish Patel  
Jui Patel  
Shivani Patel  
Shade Patterson  
Zakary Patton  
Hrithika Paul  
Helen Paulose  
Connor Pearce  
Michael Pellegri  
Bianca Perry  
Juliana Pham  
Joseph Phung  
Kenny Pierre-Louis  
Kyle Pilotti  
Gabrielle Pirrung  
Evanna Plakas  
Courtney Pohl  
Christa Post  
Anjana Prakasam  
Tania Prudencio Martinez  
Erika Pugliese  
Samantha Puleo  
Solange-Renee Puryear  
Thompson  
Kelly Qi  
Alexandra Quaglio  
Zakariya Rahimi  
Rayat Rahman  
Michelle Raja  
Victoria Rakhmaniskiy  
Avinash Ramsoomye  
Daniella Rana  
Sudara Ranasinghe  
Holly Rapkin  
Lizzy Rayle  
Roshan Reddy  
Anna Redmond  
Patience Reilly  
Samantha Reilly  
Angela Reyes  
Jahangir Riaz  
Brooke Rittenhouse  
Lydia Rivera  
Chelsea Robinson  
Sarah Rodriguez  
Justine Rohan  
Nicholas Romanoff  
Hadie Romero  
Jessica Rosati  
Hadley Rotter  
John Russo  
Daniel Ryan  
Muntej Sahni  
Melissa Sahadeo  
Muntej Sahni  
Jeffrey Saji  
Abeerah Sajid  
Jessica Salmon  
Sara Samad  
Catherine Sangiovanni
CANDIDATES FOR GENERAL HONORS

Gabriella Santana
Victoria Sarita
Suma Satish
Aaliya Sayed
Kristina Schatzel
Sara Scheibert
Samantha Schelberg
Maya Scopin
Kushal Sedhai
Victoria See
Andrew Seeman
Kimberly Sehested
Brian Serra
Francesca Serraino
Peter Sgouros
Suleman Shahid
Nuha Shaikh
Zarya Shaikh
Shah Ali Haider Shanto
Yihan Shao
Ishita Sharma
Shivani Sharma
Zac Shearon
Winnie Shen
Felo Shenouda
Tonni Sherard
Yutong Shi
Sabrina Shih
Yujeong Shin
Ishita Sharma
Yuhan Shao
Ishita Sharma
Sunny Sharan
Carmen Sham
Saman Rahnama
Farzeen Siddiquee
Valentina Silva
Joshua Sinanan
Daljit Singh
Shivajit Singh
Aiden Smyth
Sandra Sok
Emily Sonant
Injay Song
Camryn Stewart
Mei-Lyn Stout
Amanda Stuart
Aileen Sun
Zhongli Sun
Nichole Sutton
Asad Syed
Ethan Tam
Mika Tan
Victoria Tan
Jacquelin Tang
Melany Taranto
Seaan S Tarique
Farah Tasneem
Ashley Tavarez
Jkai Taylor
Sanjana Thahara
Tiffany Thai
Chad Theall
Amy Truong
Vincent Tsou
Amanda Tyrrell
Miriam Ucho
Abar Uddin
Maria Uscanga
Eren Ustaoglu
Gabrielle Vaillant
Grace Van Gelder
Shana Vangordon
Edward Varvak
Amy Vasili
Maria Vasiliou
Amy Vasquez
Leonardo Velandia
Angel Velazquez
Joli Vidal
Nick Vlachos
Kim Vu
Roseann Walker
Sydney Walker
Samuel Wallach
Daniel Walsh
Brandon Wan
Dingkai Wang
Jingzhu Wang
Kehao Wang
Kevin Wang
Weize Wang
Xiaoke Wang
Xiyong Wang
Yizhuo Wang
Yufei Wang
Spenser Warantz
Erica Wertel
Matthew Weygang
Rachel Winer
Danielle Winnegar
Briana Wong
Clifton Woo
Madison Woolley
Giting Wu
Raymond Wu
Tong Wu
Danny Xu
Xinyi Xu
Yinchuan Xu
Zifeng Xu
Selin Yalcin
Frances Yang
Han Yang
Isabel Yang
Joanne Yang
Sabrina Yang
Jordan Yates
Simon Yatskar
Stephen Yatvitskiy
Brittney Yearsley
Peony Yee
Alec Yetter
Jinxing Yin
Megan Yoos
Jordan Youner
David Yu
Joshua Yu
Qingcheng Yu
Zi Wei Yu
Christina Yudin
Christian Yun
Hye Jeong Yun
Benson Yunatanov
Mohamed Zaman
Michal Zaniewski
Kai Zhang
Keith Zhang
Shihong Zhang
Yawan Zhang
Zichen Zhang
Cindy Zhao
Jason Zhao
Jingyu Zhao
Zhi Zhao
Ashley Zhen Liang
David Zheng
Evelyn Zheng
James Zheng
Tony Zheng
Jeffrey Zhong
Alex Zhou
Wei Wen Zhou
Ying Lin Zhou
Riley Ziegler
Dayanna Zuluaga
Nicole Zumbana

Please note: All honors listed above are based on the current grade point average at the time of publication. The actual honor awarded may be different as it is based on the FINAL grade point average. The actual honor will appear on the final transcript and diploma.
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACCALAUREATE

Africana Studies
Stephanie Torres
Mahambe Toure

Anthropology
Robin Abrol
Braeden Bierwiler
Clara Domke Youens
Nicholas Gonzalez
Emily Hernandez
Sara Jaramillo
Amy Lin
Angela Miles
Hanna Sandler
Alexandra Shanteau
Gabrielle Vaillant
Kelsey Vianese
Megan Yoos

Applied Mathematics
and Statistics
Mahan Agha Zahedi
Masis Akdemir
Eram Alam
Kailey Ali
Abhi Allu
Luc Annise
Walesa Arias
Michael Arkhangeskiy
Edmund Arrowsmith-Kron
Auerman Atif
Paavankumar Avasatthi
Youngjun Bae
Charuta Manikrao Bamane
Brandon Banarsi
Arudra Baradwaj
Rohan Basavaraju
Ashlynn Beckwith
Conor Brandon
Tuan Bui
Seung Won Byun
Edward Carey
Hakyung Cha
Nicole Chan
Nilson Chapagain
Nikita Chatoreddussy
Garrett Chen
Jian Xi Chen
Kevin Chen
Kunpeng Chen
Mandy Chen
Oscar Chen
Sishi Chen
Sisi Chen
Xiaoyue Chen
Yu Feng Chen
Zequan Chen
Crispen Chisina
In Kyung Cho
Dajung Choi
Cheukhei Chong
Danielle Christian
Charles Clark
Yanjun Cong
Connor Cowan
Tianhao Cui
Luige Da Silva
Ranyun Dai
Austin Davis
Zhouyi Deng
Shannon Deutsch
Kostadin Devedzhiev
Mariam Diarra
Julia Dinger
Nancy Dong
Abraham Drogin
Jordan Drummond
Jinyang Du
Qinglu Du
Stan Du
Mohammad Eimon
Emmanuel Ekwebelem
Ethan Ertel
Xuanzhou Fan
Ben Fero
Jenny Fu
Jade Gallagher
Kishon Ghosh
Catherine Gildersleeve
Joshua Goodman
Jonathan Grant
Chenlin Gu
Jiayu Gu
Wanting Guan
Xirui Guan
Joshua Guo
Zhen Guo
Dennis Hahn
Paul Han
Alon Hassman
Jialun He
Zachary Hicks
Ned Hintzschke
Sebastian Holguin
Torsa Hosayin
Steven Hsin
Xiyang Hu
Xuankai Huang
Zhibin Huang
Robert Hunt III
Akm Islam
Shafiq Islam
Jasmine Iwadare
Suheyla Ceyda Iyimaya
Daniyal Jamal
Deric Jiang
Emily Jiang
Mingyu Jiang
Wenrui Jiang
Malik John
Robert Jung
Abhishek Kafle
Stephanie Karikari
Joshua Kartzman
Jing Kong
Dongqi Li
Jian Xian Li
Ruoqing Li
Shanshan Li
Max Lobel
Stephanie Low
William Luvera
Lisa Mai
Oskar Mai
Evan Mancini
Ben Marantz
Joseph Mathai
Alexander Maus
James McKiski
Michael McNeill
Disha Mishra
Sierra Moench
Matthew Montalbano
Youngjae Moon
Olivia Moy
Giridhar Mula
Shahriar Mustafa
Eesh Naik
Som Naik
Anindita Nali
Zachariah Naqvi
Lolita Nazarov
Kyle Ness
Samuel Ng
Henry Ng Li
Thai Thanh Nguyen
Heyu Nie
Nicole Niemic
Benjamin Okin
Ken Otomo
Diana Panarello
Anthony Paolillo
Nara Park
Solha Park
Song Hyeop Park
Subin Park
Pujan Patel
Prathamesh Patwekar
Nathanael Payen
Michael Pelegreini
Chuo Peng
David Peng
Dillon Peng
Alexa Pettenati
Sohan Reddy Podduturi
Kelvin Porter
Aneer Qadri
Daniel Regassa
Chelsea Robinson
Kenneth Rose
Shuvam Roychowdhury
Joseph Rueck
Hadi Salameh
Nandini Saxena
Kushal Sedhai
Victoria See
Taehyun Seok
Shail Shah
Shrey Shah
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Zoya Shahid
Xu Shao
Yihan Shao
Yeon Joo Shin
Matthew Shinder
Linsheng Shu
Daniel Shulman
Veronica Sih
Alexander Silberman
Agam Singh
Zhuo Feng Situ
Megan Small
Jordyn Sollecito
Jihee Son
Elena Song
Zhiwei Song
Peter Spoleti
Kayla St. Denis
Bo Sun
Haonan Sun
Ruipeng Sun
Shaoqin Sun
Huanyu Takh
Andrew Tam
Ethan Tam
Jerry Tan
Chengkai Tang
Divya Sri Thala
Killian Thompson
Jihaoo Tian
Gabrielle Vaillant
Edward Varvak
Ashwin Verghese
Jayson Vu
Long Vu
Michael Wahl
Samuel Wallach
Chenzhe Wang
Dingkai Wang
Kehao Wang
Siyan Wang
Yufei Wang
Daniel Wei
Justin Wei
Ziyan Wei
Tyler Weinman
Erica Wertel
Ryan Willett
Andrew Wu
Ben Wu
Min Ting Wu
Yue Xiao
Danny Xu
Jingyan Xu
Yinchuan Xu
Lei Yang
Sabrina Yang
Stephen Yatvitskiy
Peony Yee
Devin Yeung
Jianheng Yu
Qingcheng Yu
Zi Wei Yu
Liming Yuan
Christina Yudin
Yucan Zeng
Berta Zegiri
Junchi Zhang
Kai Zhang
Stanley Zhang
Yawen Zhang
Zhixin Zhang
Cindy Zhao
Jingyu Zhao
Rui Zhao
Andy Zheng
David Zheng
Evelyn Zheng
Menglin Zheng
Cheri Zheng-Fredericks
Jeffrey Zhong
Nan Hao Zhou
Wei Wen Zhou
Yilong Zhou
Yudong Zhou
Zitao Zhu
Ruipeng Zou
Maria Maurer
Durr-E-Shahwar Riaz
Shah Ali Haider Shanto
Ishita Sharma
Jonathan Tekverk
Violette Walker
Amanda Lee
Stephen Luniewski
Ryan Mahon
Maria Maurer
Christopher Reynolds
Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Miles Litzmann
Marlon Quinteros
Deshaun Robinson
Julia Tetarut
Biochemistry
Shaheed Abdelfattah
Christian Abejar
Subha Aggarwal
Zarooon Ahmad
Nabeel Ahmed
Maha Alam
Katherine Alanya
Nadia Ashraf
Keith Bannerman
Ariana Barrantes
Mohammed Bhuian
Bismi Biju
Victoria Bocz
Azamath Bozorov
Andy Cai
Lily Cam
Hao-Yen Chang
Nikki Chati
Angela Chen
Darren Chen
Eason Chen
Jessi Chen
Victoria Cheung
Alexis Choi
John Choo
Kathy Chu
Arya Clyne
Jack Crowley
Michael Dilluvio
Cindy Du
Vlada Dubovik
Natalie Dzikowski
Fabliha Fairuz
Juan Flores
Riya Gandhi
Jeevan George
Peter Giannomna
Julia Gomez
Rosalia Greco
David He
Isabella He
Jeudy Hernandez
Mackenzie Herron
Afsana Hossain
Sumaiya Islam
Aditya Iyer
Forrest Jin
Emma Keegan
Mark Khalil
Andrew Khan
Urooj Khan
Muhammad Khattak
William Khayyo
Esther Kim
Joseph Kim
Anton Kobrin
Yukta Kulkarni
Chloe Kwok
Eric Lam
Danny Li
Jiaxin Li
Meile Li
Winston Li
Zhen Hong Liang
Joseph Liebler
Raymond Lin
Pauline Liu
Jonas Lopez
Samiha Lubaba
Samer Mahmoud
Matteo Masotti
Alexander Mertz
Atikul Miah
Hafeza Mim
Andrea Mirauti
Mahir Mohtasen
John O’Hare Jr.
Chike Odue
Eligha Ojok Weiss
Iman Oza
Sara Page
Helen Paulose
Aiden Peleg
Heather Quigley
Samita Rahaman
Neil Rupchand
Aaliya Sayed
Rebecca Scott
Sohaib Shah
Zarya Shaikh
Gaurav Sharma
Gauri Sharma
Felo Shenouda
Isabelle Shi
Nicholas Siegel
Sandy St Fleur
Nichole Sutton

Art History and Criticism
Emma Boshart
Jessica Ciulla
Malika Desire
Valerie Farrugia
Riku Inoue
Hui Pan
Karina Roussev
Jiang Shi
Megan Yoos
Asian and Asian American Studies
Christy Cheung
Stephen Clifford
Liliana Conte
Shuring Lin
Ameena Mashaikh
Shuqiao Qu
Jinghuo Wang
Cynthia Zhu
Astronomy/Planetary Sciences
Nathan Adler
Payton Bartz
Braeden Bierwiler
Brianna Farella
Seong In Hong

(Continued on next page)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

BACCALAUREATE

Satyam Talele
Quilan Tan Rong
Shrey Thaker
Martin Umali
Tracey Vadakel
Shivasuryan Vummidi
Vicky Wang
Jason Weng
Sebastian Wirawan
Wenjie Xu
Frances Yang
Guang Yang
Emily Zavala
Hongxiang Zhao
Lin Zhao
Jan Ziembicki

Biology

Gaurav Aanand
Mohamed Abdelgadir
Richard Adam
Azal Adee
Aderonke Adelana
Sean Adu-Amanfoh
Ali Ahmad
Mayesha Ahmed
Zain Ahmed
Yao Akapto
Hyder Akbar
Aarinola Akinduyi
Salman Akinwunmi
Sallal Akmal
Tanvir Alam
Kaithlyn Albano
Kayla Albano
Brian Aldaba
Ahad Ali
Aisha Ali
Aliyah Ali
Tahsin Ali
Kevin Alvarenga
Ruslan Ametov
Zakeria Aminzada
Arshia Anand
Amit Anugu
Vanessa Anyakwo
Christieann Aprea
William Arthur
Christina Artusa
Celestana Banegas
Kayla Barnes
Liliya Barone
Victoria Base
Stephanie Basin
Arelis Batista
Elizabeth Belarj
Alexis Bellino
Michael Bentil-Owusu
Anushka Bhatt
Ria Bhutra
Kara Birthwright
Sinigdha Biswas
Christian Blanco Melendez
Janely Bonilla
Haley Brown
Janine Broxmeyer
Sidney Brunner
Julian Buchen
Blayse Buitrago
Mindy Burckell
Anna Buskhiridze
Christian Butler
Samantha Byrne
Ryan Cahn
Tatum Calvagna
Casey Campanile
Bailey Campbell
Grace Cando
Jennifer Cao
Melanie Castaneda
Isabelle Cataldo
Diana Celano
Sairnmit Chaddha
Bailey Chan
Rachel Chan
Vanessa Chan
Debolina Chanda
Pharto Chanda
Yugisthir Chattergoon
Fiza Chaudhry
Anjali Chauhan
Harry Chen
Jasmine Chen
Kelly Chen
Kevin Chen
Linda Chen
Ryan Chen
Sanny Chen
Songwen Chen
Mei Xia Chen Deng
Karen Cheng
Rocky Cheng
Destiny Childs
Evelyn Choong
Zoe Chow
Olas Christie
Jessica Ciulla
Emily Clackett
Michael Cleary
Madison Colangelo
Caillen Collica
Darren Cornelio
Jayna Correale
Carolyn Cosentino
Jennifer Cruz
Liana Cubells
Yijia Dai
Yiming Dai
Mark Dakov
Lianna Dang
Monthita Dankaoyai
Jonathan Dara
Ricky Dartawan
Gabriella Dattolo
Kristen De La Cruz
Brian De Silva
JB DeCicco
Julia Del Pozo
Lidiya Deneke
Andrea DeRosa
Kaylyn Diaz
Margaret Diflora
Christopher Diktas
Victoria Dingman
Sabrina Dipalma
Amy Dong
Stanley Dong
Kaitelyn Dorlette
Meera Doshi
Victoria Dotto
Mariah Dowling
Talia DuBois
Edie Duque
Osman Mohammed
Ekramul Haq
Emily Enzinger
Raisa Eram
Robert Espinal
Christopher Espiritu
Melissa Evrensels
Adil Farooq
Rimsha Farooq
Adan Fatima
Nicolette Fenelon
Katherine Feng
Joseph Fensley
Sarah Ferrante
Bailey Fiedorowicz
Jason Finkelstein
Abigail Fridman
Kristi Fung
Michael Fung
Angelina Gaetan
Jeremiah Ganthier
Lorena Garcia
Jackelyne Garcia Cruz
Alexis Garramone
Nicholas Garvey
Imani Gayle
Deanna Gerakyan
Kultaran Ghotra
Gladwyn Gillis II
Kyra Gilmore
Joshua Gonzalez Jr.
Veronica Gonzalez
Joshua Goodman
Andrej Gryshchenko
Zun Ren Guan
Zeynep Gungor
Annie Gupta
Milena Gyulbudaghyan
Sijaad Haidary
Mahnoor Haleem
Stefanie Halioris
Aya Halwah
Lauren Hanrahan
Annie Harris
Grace Hessier
Cayla Holdcraft
Danielle Hood
Meahjabeen Hoque
Paige Horvath
Mohammed Hossain
Sakib Hossain
Katie Houston
Mary Hovanec
Katelyn Hoyle
Eleanor Hoyler
Brian Hsiao
Alesandra Hubczak
Arbab Hussain
Tamara Idir
Annmarie Impastato
Spenser Interiichio
Shumayla Islam
Syed Islam
Pemla Jagtiani
Raihan Jamal
Doyeon Jang
Josephine Jean
Andy Jiang
Shiya Jiang
Thomas Jiang
Mia Jimenez
Ciara Joseph
Laniya Jubaid
Florence Juwana
John Kaba
Chris Kang
Ariadne Katsifas
Harjaaspreet Kaur
Jashanpreet Kaur
Lovepreet Kaur
Asif Khan
Haris Khan
Sayeed Khan
Sher Ali Khan
Farhana Khatun
Zainab Khurshid
Caleb Kim
Jae Min Kim
James Kim
Noah Kim
Seohee Kim
Melissa King
Emma Kolsch
Emily Kong
Haasitha Korlipara
Ennis Kouassi-Akoupo
Crystal Kraemer
Shrey Kukreja
Jasmine Kumar
Clint Kyaw
Rachel Lai
Sadie Landivar
Lauren Langman
Sabryne Nicole Lapay Yu
Justin Lau
Shieun Lee
Wonhee Lee
Elizabeth Lei
Hannah Leibowitz
Belle Leishman
Maria Lekomtseva
Justin Leu
Raymond Leveille III
Annie Li
Melissa Li
Yuejia Li
Andy Lin
Jacky Lin
Karen Lin
Leon Lin
Lisa Lin
Rosemary Lin
Tiffany Lin
Nicole Lis
David Loayza
Michelle Lopez
Katherine Lopez-Tapia
Bianca Lucas
Pooja Madhanraj
Maheen Mahar
Siddhartha Maharjan
Serananda Maiki
Alexander Maiorana
Tasmia Majid
Matthew Manaloto
Stephanie Manzano
Kathiana Mardy Silofab
Layla Maria
Hugo Martins Moura
Sherlin Mathew
Timothy Mathew
Sanah Matin
Carolina Maurad
Jack McCarron
Kenelia McLean
Eamon McNamara
Rachel Meacham
Anastasia Meleshko
Erie Menkes
Jacob Merchant
Michael Mezhuritskiy
Stephanie Michael
Julia Miguel
Brian Milone
Stephen Milvid
Alysya Minaev
Leonardo Minuza
Ryusei Miyanaaga
Samira Mohammad
Igra Mohiuddin
Edwin Mok
Marwa Begum Mokky
Christina Molnar
Victoria Mondejar
Tasnia Monir
Alysya Moonilal
Victoria Moushiaveshi
Olivia Moy
Batool Mulla
Peter Munoz
Brianna Murillo
Kerry Murphy
Lamisa Musarat
Cindy Mutuku
Peter Muzac
Ramya Nadendla
Abu Nafi
Ankit Nagpal
Shoumik Narmeem
Alysya Negron
Naomi Newen
Jessica Ng
Karen Ng
Michelle Ng
Nicolete Ngo
Onyinye Njoku
Grace Noonan
Leslie Nunez
Ufuoma Nuwere
Dogan Okur
Lindsey Osmer
Bryan Palacios
Jennifer Pascal
Valerie Pasion
Anish Patel
Jui Patel
Monit Patel
Namrata Patel
Sana Patel
Shivani Patel
Sunny Patel
Zeel Patel
Jocelyn Paulose
Enrique Pellicer Alabau
Michaela Pereira
Jack Petroski
Tiffany Pham
Filip Pomianek
Hansika Poovannan
Wiktoria Portka
James Prawdzik
Kayla Proux
Nawab Rustum Qadri
Jason Qu
Emilio Quevedo
Alexa Quinteros
Muhammad Qureshi
Rabbi Rahman
Michelle Raja
Vinay Randhane
Matt Ramirez
Hillary Ramos Espinoza
Vishnu Rampersaud Jr.
Daniella Rana
Syed Rashid
Megha Ravindran
Grace Reamy
Valery Rios
Arianna Rivera
Celine Rivera
Christine Ro
Jacob Rocha
Christina Rodrigues
Nicholas Roethel
Chana Rosenzweig
Cheyenne Roth
Brianna Ruiz
Carolina Ruiz
Hosea Ryoo
Ahmad Saad
Andrew Sahawneh
Muntej Sahni
Emily Salazar
Natesh Samaroo
Isaac Sampson
Alise Santos
Kristina Schatzel
Victoria Sculley
Delali Seddoh
Akiho Semimoto
Vaibhavi Shah
Mahnood Shahid
Nuha Shaikh
Riah Sharma
Riya Sharma
Nichole Shef
Emily Shen
Kaiyo Shi
Kevin Shi
Somee Shin
Amritpal Singh
Gabrielle Singh
Nain Singh
Rajwinder Singh
Cecilia Skopec
Jennifer Smalls
Sandra Sok
Antonio Spaleta
Natalie Strohmayer
Charles Sun
Shaqin Sun
Haereny Surendran
Arjun Suresh
Ahmad Syed
Maisha Tabassum
Ean Tam
Tina Tang
Sehaan S Tarique
Leonardo Terrones-Nunez
Sanjana Thahura
Tiffany Thai
Kajal Thakker
Ryan Thornhill
D’Andre Thorpe
Tasnim Tisha
Kaitlyn Tobias
Halima Tokhi
Jana Traver
Patrick Trinh
Stephanie Trinh
Inna Trygubchuk
Vincent Tsoi
Abrar Uddin
Jheimy Uguna
Yansaguano
Courtney Uss
Sarah Vaccaro
Alexa Valentin
Grace Van Gelder
Stephanie Vargas
Stefanie Vargas Sr.
Alvin Varghese
Maria Vasiliou
Amy Vasquez
Jhanel Martina Venturina
Byron Villa
Alvin Wang
Juliana Welk
Asher Wen
Brandon Wheeler
Marina Whitehouse
Taylor Witt
Asa Wong
David Richard Woodson
Kaitlyn Wright
Jian Yuan Wu
Joann Wu
Xiaoyi Xiong
Xinyi Xu
Selin Yalcin

(Continued on next page)
# BACCALAUREATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ashutosh Yaligar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen Yan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ching Chi Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiahana Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahan Yang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tae Yeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald Yeung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun Jae Yoo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Yousef</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Yun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benson Yunatanov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoya Zahid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Zaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunayra Zaman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michal Zaniewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibrahim Zeme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bo Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Zhen Liang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evelyn Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justina Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shengqian Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ying Lin Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madiha Zia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayanna Zuluaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Zumbana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Zurobski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Meaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giridhar Mula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Ng Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daksha Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revanth Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah Shearon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Shum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiden Smyth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Smyth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Spinelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Sprague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Stern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Strait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Swayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Tong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Vasyltsiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashwin Verghese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Weng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickey Yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo Bringas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Bromberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saniya Butt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ningjin Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Calderone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Caliendo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Carron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Carucci Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Carvajal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobby Casazza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Cassidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Catalanotto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julissa Cevallos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rico Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sishi Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuki Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimin Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayoungh Chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hildi Chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiwani Chitroda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunseoel Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heejung Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branden Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Colavita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Copertino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Cosenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Deangelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Delgado-Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Delyra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaylie DePalma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Deskiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Diantonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Dibenedetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Dimonti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Donegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Dowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Dryll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Duong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Eakins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Espinoza Rojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Fam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selina Finewood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Fiorentino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Franco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Fratta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Gauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Giordano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Giuffranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Golowach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Gouvis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatiana Granados</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Graziosi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Greenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tykei Greene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ting Guo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jongwo (Tony) Ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Haley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suliman Halimi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Izza Hamid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeongyoun Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minsi Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dylan Harrigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Harte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Hartmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent He</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hernandez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mackenzie Herron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Hilario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Hoi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazi Hoque</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weilu Hou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungkai Hsu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jingchen Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoonsoo Hur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Hurley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Huynh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Iaboni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilun Inan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebony Jernigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruonan Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shishi Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ziang Jiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Jimenez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunhee Jun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasom Jung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junhyeok Jung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitin Kancharla</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Kang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chirag Katal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caitlin Kavanaugh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Kelly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongyeub Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minkyu Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seungmin Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shan Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yihu Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Konstantinos Koukounas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eden Ksendzovsky</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## Biomedical Engineering

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shara Akanda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Anchundra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luc Annise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriella Baraks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Beretvas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Bievenue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Birchmore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Carlson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Chua</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Cottone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Cowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Dibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Eichert</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emmanuel Ekwebelem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan Ertel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdulllah Hassan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shayne Hays</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harry Jung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rithika Katpally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irfan Khan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunyeong Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeri Kim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Koch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Lobel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Ly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayli Manalo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Maus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Meaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Morris</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giridhar Mula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Ng Li</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daksha Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revanth Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah Shearon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carmen Shum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aiden Smyth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Smyth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Spinelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lydia Sprague</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Stern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lia Strait</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Swayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Tong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene Tu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Vasyltsiv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashwin Verghese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Weng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Wolf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mickey Yu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Business Management

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ahlstrand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayoub Ait Elkadi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruna Akhoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olamiposi Akindele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Albanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waverly Alcure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Altun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlene Alvarez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julio Anchiracyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Andersen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Anderson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britney Ankelman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Argueta-Zamora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Arriaga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmet Asan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tate Atherton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Augugliaro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus Ayala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aman Badani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Esra Balim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabrina Barakzai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muhib Bari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdoulaye Barry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Berlino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danny Bermeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydnee Bernhardt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Beynon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Bonfils</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Brancato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Breslin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Brickley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guillermo Bringas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Bromberger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saniya Butt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ningjin Cai</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Calderone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Caliendo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colin Carron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christian Carucci Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Carvajal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobby Casazza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Cassidy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Catalanotto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julissa Cevallos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edward Cha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoe Chan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amelia Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rico Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sishi Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xing Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuki Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimin Cheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayoungh Chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hildi Chin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiwani Chitroda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunseoel Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heejung Choi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branden Cohen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Colavita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remington Copertino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Cosenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthony Deangelis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Delgado-Cruz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katrina Delyra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor Dempsey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaylie DePalma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Deskiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolette Diantonio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Dibenedetto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Dimonti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Donegan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Dowd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Dryll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Dunn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Duong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Eakins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Edwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Espinoza Rojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Fam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selina Finewood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Fiorentino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Franco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Fratta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony Fu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Gauer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Giordano</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

# CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Jack Kunis
Myo Htet Kyaw
Deborah Lai
Joann Lam
Zerah Aizle Lamorena
Sonam Lamu
Duc Le
Dong Hoon Lee
Elina Lee
Haeram Lee
Jeongyeon Lee
Ken Xin Lee
Lucia Lee
Matthew Lee
Amir Levitsky
Jacob Li
Leo Li
Minghui Li
Joe Li
Yangson Liang Tan
Tian Liao
Danny Lin
Drake Lin
Jonathan Lin
Yutong Shi
Gyuho Shim
Dong Jun Shin
Sid Singh
Colson Skorka
Matthew Smith
Peter Smith Jr.
Sujeong Son
Zhuosen Song
Anthony Squazzo
Kayla St. Denis
Camryn Stewart
Paul Stewart
Anthony Sturks
Thomas Sullivan
Thomas Sullivan III
Zhonglei Sun
Ayaka Suzaki
Asad Syed II
Klever Tacuri
Jovher Taganglyjov
Saramma Thomas
Weiting Tian
Matthew Timmel
Jacob Tokofsky
Jeremy Torres
Anthony Tran
Madison Tripolone
Matthew Trusinski
Brianna Tucciarone
Iliana Tzanis
Maria Uscanga
Eren Ustaoglu
Vincent Varone
Amy Vasilii
Natalia Vetri
Loreto Del Carmen
Villalta Rubio
Vitaliy Vilshanetskyy
Erik Vonbevern
Long Vu
Connor Weggeland
Matthew Weygand
Mikhaila Whiteman
Andrew Wiedersum
Nicholas Wilson
Tong Wu
Danny Xu
Zhuoyuan Xu
Yung-Cheng Yang
Joanne Yao
Zicong Ye
Peony Yee
Binur Yeraliyeva
Juyoung You
Stephanie Young
Alexandria Yu
Jaewon Yun
Adem Yurt
Chemical and Molecular
Engineering
Emily Abplanalp
Jessica Arnoldi
Melanie Brito
John Calderon
Olias Christie
Jamie Decoster
Zachary Dwyer
Maya Florentino
Geuris German
Kishon Ghosh
Robert Haxhari
Stephanie Helbock
Nia Holmes
Sharika Hoque
Nabill Huq
Anya Justin
Muqsit Khan
Sally Kremer
Sherry Liang
Kelvin Linskens
Huiting Luo
Poppy Mak
Kristen Mardenborough
Kareem Mehdii
Krish Patel
Alexandra Przyborowski
Ifololuwa Rasaki
Allison Shaw
Emma Waechter
Qingcheng Yu
Stanley Zhang
Kevin Zheng
Menglin Zheng
Yudong Zhou
Tyler Zmarzlak
Chemistry
Pavarotti Absalon
Melike Akoglu
Ailsa Augustyn
Calden Ball
Blerim Bardhi
Kiruthika Chan
Michael Choi
Jiyun Chong
Elias Dimatis
Joelle El Hamouche
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Jessica Estrada
Michelle Figueroa
James Fox
Darryl Fung
Sean Galligan
Maria Francesca Giordano
James Giunta
Dylan Gordon
Chaewon Jeon
Chan Jun
Fajr Karim
Patrick Kruzson-Oeffner
Chenjia Kuang
Fajr Karim
Patrick Kruzson-Oeffner
Chenjia Kuang
Antony Lee
Katherine Lee
Andrea Leguizamon
Jenny Ling
Anna Lu
Christopher Muratore
Thomas Murphy
Amy Ngo
Soojeung Park
Shailee Patel
Juliana Pham
Christa Post
Eric Rendon
Brian Serra
Yanlee Tan
Jacquelin Tang
Chihua Wang
Amanda Witkowski
Simi Zahra
Peter Zimmerman
Sylvia Zuo

Civil Engineering

Nabba Alobeidy
Anthony Beck
Darla-Ena Boyer
Ephraim Bryski
Nikita Cherne
Andrew Chirico
Jonathan Craig
Joseph Croft
Julia Dinger
Jonathan DiSiena
Tomas Gaviña Correa
Alex Guzowski
Xin Tong Huang
Megan Kam
Pelin Kanay
Jessica Kong
Anik Kundu
Benjamin Leung
Ian Linden
Samantha Madray

Clinical Laboratory Sciences

Chloe Albro
Anshul Baid
Richard Barnes
Brian Blair
Estelle Calderon
Heather Calderon
Mikaela Canavan
Celestine Castillo
Christine Cawley
Wing Ben Cheung
Cassey Chung
Jennifer Derry
Keerthana Dutta
Osman Mohammed
Ekramul Haq
Tubah Farooq
Erica Hertzman
Alessandra Iacona
Mamta Kaur
Navdeep Kaur
Katie Li
Angela Liu
Sabina Ma
Bharati Mahadeo
Rachel Marcano
Adam Meltzer
Elizabeth Morseman
Sandy Ni
Ryan Ruscitto
Elizabeth Sanchez
Nancy Tang
Amy Tran
Oscar Vargas Colon
Wendy Wu
Shu Min Yu
Cuishan Yuan
Angel Zheng

Coastal Environmental Studies

Ansel Huang
Shweta Karmakar
Sarah Kelly
Nicholas Ring
Illusion Rivera
Elena Sudano
Emily Watson

Computer Engineering

Subhan Akhtar
Minha Anika
Jaden Antoine
Pavankumar Avasaththi
Judah Ben-Eliezer
Henry Chen
Jiale Chen
Winnie Chen
Tennyson Cheng
Daniel Deda
Khusi Desai
Mouhameth Diba
Zachary Doctor
Alan Domingo Jr.
Brandon Guzy
Jeongbin Hwang
Naziha Islam
Shafin Islam
Anthony Jiang
Jawwad Khan
Jan Kowalski
Thomas Leick
Jessica Li
Lily Li
Henry Liang
Jeffrey Liao
Paula Lin
David Man
Kevin Mathew
Matthew Ng
Seyi Oluajui
Shivani Prabhu
Daniella Rocha
Suleman Shahid
Daniel Shao
Zachary Smith
Kellie Snyder
Jason Tan
Kevin Vucinic
Ze Chao Wei
Wesley Wong
Yilai Wu
Jinxing Yin
James Zhang
Angel Zheng
Jessie Zheng
Xiaoying Zheng

Computer Science

Adithya Ajith
Menarul Alam
Dylan Andres
Michael Arkhangelisky
Jahnavi Arora
Wing Au
Angkan Baidya
Benjamin Berdy
Giannaria Biselli
Srđjan Bozin
Conor Brandon
Matthew Broadbent
Edward Carey
Michael Carpenzano
Kurtis Chan
Singwa Chan
Vicky Chan
Kevin Chao
Bryan Chavez
Annie Chen
Garrett Chen
Jian Xi Chen
Jinquan Chen
Kaiwen Chen
Kelvin Chen
Maggie Chen
Ronnie Chen
Sheng Chen
Yu Feng Chen
Xincheng Chi
Melanie Choio
Dajung Choi
Dongjun Choi
Peter Christensen
Matthew Chun
Carwyn Collins
Timothy Corcoran
Ranyun Dai
Nitin Dev
Kostadin Devedzhiev
Olivia Dickerson
Zagham Doora
Dylan Downard
David Esipitu
Justin Fagan
Jenny Fu
Luye Ge
Taylor Giles
Gilvir Gill
Zachary Grandison
Matthew Guidi
Joshua Guo
Shuaiwei Guo
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Dennis Hahn
Paul Han
Elijah Harris
Taejun Ho
Pyungkang Hong
Steven Hsin
Timothy Hsu
Dawei Hu
Hungqing Hu
Xiyang Hu
Ramon Huang
Xuankai Huang
Kwon Hyuntaek
Robert Ignatowicz
Suheyla Ceyda Iyimaya
Hojin Jeong
Hasung Jun
Jaeyoon Jung
Jiyeon Jung
Shaan Khan
Chung Hyun Kim
Hak Soo Kim
Harry Kim
Juyeon Kim
Yoora Kim
Kyuri Kyeong
Rachel Lam
Joanna Lao
Daniel Laszczych
Daniel Lee
Nicholas Leong
Liuxin Li
Ziming Li
Ziyue Li
Matthew Li-Ah-Kim
David Liang
Nelson Liang
Gabriello Lima
Hua Lin
Michelle Lin
Queen Lin
Derek Liu
Jack Liu
Judy Liu
Junming Liu
Meng Ting Liu
Pei Liu
Cesare Lucido
Jackson Ludwig
May Me Me Maung
Michael McNell
Liomard Mesa
Matthew Montalbano
Youngjae Moon
Bryan Navas
Lolita Nazarov
Samuel Ng
Nicole Niemiec
Ah Young Oh
Abdullo Omonullaev
Janar Osmonaliev
Ken Otomo
Ayush Parikh
Hawon Park
Seongeon Park
Subin Park
Nayan Pasari
Nathanael Payen
Kelly Peng
Rocco Persico
Alexa Petrenati
Tyler Htet Naing Phyo
Anthony Pizzuli
Kelvin Porter
Roshan Poudel
Sudara Ranasinghe
Jerry Ren
Chelseae Robinson
Kenneth Rose
Dipen Rupani
Aidan Russell
Md Sadiq Sada
Catherine Sangiovanni
Steven Secreti
Umang Sethi
Usman Shafiq
Shivani Sharma
Jeong Ho Shin
Yejin Shin
Yujeong Shin
Matthew Shinder
Wan Shiqi
Joshua Sinanan
Teghpal Singh
Christopher Smith
Jihee Son
Adrian Sowandi
Jonathan Su
Ruipeng Sun
Jiannung Tang
Michelle Tham
Eric Tong
Angel Velazquez
Xavier Velez
Sydney Walker
Eric Wang
Janice Wang
Justin Wei
Mailan Wen
Ryan Willett
Chester Woo
Clifton Woo
Andrew Wu
Daniel Wu
Qiting Wu
Timothy Wu
Yunhan Xu
Xudong Yang
Seniha Yarma
Ziyun Ye
Alan Yi
Junghwa Yoon
David Yu
Zi Wei Yu
Hye Jeong Yun
Keith Zhang
Zhixin Zhang
Zhixing Zhao
Andy Zheng
Simon Zheng
Gordon Zhong
Jeffrey Zhong
Edmond Zhou
Wei Wen Zhou
Sheng Wei Zhu

Creative Writing and Literature
Michael DeNicola
Emmaline Horne
Eva McCarthy
Adebusola Owoseni
Jenny Wang

Earth and Space Sciences
Amy Lin
Nicholas Montero
Caitlin Ocasio
Lia Reisner

Economics
Joshua Agee
Tamzid Ahmad
Mazidul Ahmed
Masis Akdemir
Eram Alam
Kailey Ali
Benjamin Allen
Haseeb Altaf
Veronica Alvarenga Hon
Adrianna Amatyoleon
Zihan An
Lissett Angamarca
Tyler Azzariti
Heiber Baez
Charuta Manikrao Bamane
Arudra Baradwaj
Khaliun Battugalag
Liam Beirne
Brandon Bellochio
Jiawei Bi
Zachary Cavanagh
Emmaline Chen
Jay Chen
Leo Chen
Oscar Chen
Ruoxuan Chen
Ying Chen
Yuqi Chen
Jiale Cheng
Xiang Cheng
Shiwani Chitrodha
Cheukhei Chong
Larena Circhirillo
Charles Clark
Luke Colavita
Matthew Colletti
Matthew Collins
Cassius Connor
Jonathan Crowley
Wenwei Cui
Yifei Cui
Zhaoyang Cui
Deandra Desnoes
Mariam Diarra
Joseph Diaz
Thomas Dominic
Jhordyne Donaldson
Mengtian Dong
Abraham Drogin
Stan Du
Adwoa Enin
Eric Fan
Xuanzhou Fan
Zongze Fang
Michael Fiorentino
Jonathan Firenstejn
Nianyi Gan
Steve Gagemella Jr.
Helena Ge
Alexander Govdyst
Sean Gregory
Wanting Guan
Sabrina Gumper
Tongxin Guo
Hong Han
Jonathon Hawthorne
Jialun He
Vincent He
Molly Heneghan
Swe Hnin
Vivian Ho
Kayla Hoey
Michelle Hoi
Chao Hu
Johnson Huang
Michelle Huang
Xuzhe Huang
Yuanqing Huang
Zhibin Huang
Zeeshan Hussain
Paige Jaeger
Emily Jiang
Mike Jiang
Forrest Jin

(Continued on next page)
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Zuorui Jin
Luke Jiskra
Aaron John
Andy Ke
Numayer Khan
Andrew Kim
Jay Kim
Uijeong Kim
You Kwhan Kim
Zenia Kim
Matthew Kogan
Manleen Kohli
Daniel Korobko
Zerah Aizle Lamorena
Elina Lee
Haodong Li
Huina Li
Ji Li
Peijiu Li
Wenwen Li
Wenyao Li
Xingbo Li
Zehui Li
Zhourui Li
Shiya Lian
Benny Liu
Dongqi Liu
Jiayi Liu
Jinyi Liu
Eddy Lu
Haosen Ma
Yanni Ma
Yingjie Ma
Malachai Maloney
Joseph Mathai
Isabel Medrano
John Meehan
Thomas Mei
Anindita Nalli
David Neese
Evon Nilsson
Angela Noh
Mirette Nunez
Timothy Odulaja
Benjamin Okin
Adam Ostrowski
Minhao Pan
Anthony Paolillo
Dhruv Parekh
Ansh Parikh
Rondell Payne
Michael Pellegrini
Dillon Peng
James Pizaro
Sohan Reddy Podduturi
Xin Qian
Yuqi Qian
Zack Qiu
Rayat Rahman
Leela Rajeev
Radion Sarbinov
Suma Satish
Michael Scala
Justin Scott
Andrew Seeman
Juan Segura
Shail Shah
Henglei Shang
Bhanu Sharma
Manaal Siddiqui
Megan Small
Elena Song
Peng Su
Kring Sun
Etham Tarn
Minhui Tan
Nicole Tan
Chengkai Tang
Jieyu Tang
Jiahao Tian
Chelsea Uwamanzu-Nna
Julio Vaca Jr.
Vaina Vincent
Zeyu Wan
Dingkai Wang
Feifan Wang
Haoran Wang
Xiaoke Wang
Xinyue Wang
Xiyning Wang
Yizhuo Wang
Yu Wang
Yuwei Wang
Yujiie Wang
Yuxiang Wei
Erica Wertel
David Richard Woodson
Min Ting Wu
Jie Xiao
Yue Xiao
Xionghui Xie
Zhehan Xing
Alec Xu
Jingyan Xu
Chen Yan
Jessica Yang
Peiqi Yang
Tung-Sheng Yang
Yifan Yang
Ziqi Yang
Stephen Yatvitskiy
Ozgur Yildirim
sai yinbay aer
Jun Hyeok Yoon
Christina Yudin
Aya Zaid
Yucan Zeng
Junchi Zhang
Zerui Zhang
Jingyu Zhao
Shawn Zhao
Ziyu Zhao
Alex Zhou
Nanhao Zhou
Tianyu Zhou
Zihao Zhou
Ziyu Zhu

Ecosystems and Human Impact

Myra Arshad
Jessica Esposito
Emily Farrell
David Lopue
Johanna Mitra
Francesca Paduano
Joshua Yu

Engineering Chemistry

Jacob Acosta
Junior Alcantara
Mohammed Aljarrash
Antonio Ditta
Katherine Lee
Xinye Yang

Engineering Science

Joseph Heinz
Steven Holder
Alvin Kim
Manosh Majumder
Donald McMahon
Evanna Plakas
Nazid Quadir
Tonni Sherard
Vivian Su
Roseann Walker
Zhongkai Wang
Alexandra Zararis
Alvin Zhang
Minyao Zheng

English

Nicole Arguello
Elizabeth Blassingame
Emily Booskila
Paul Bryant II
Heather Camacho
Dharya Campbell
Ashley Chan
Jonathan Chean
Raifa Chowdhury
Emma Courtney
Hayden Cuthone
Erik Czachor
Dominic D’Elia
Vincent D’Elia
Michael Evers
Gage Everts
Jeremy Fabrizio
Michelle Farren
Jessica Fowler
Nicoletta Gasparis
Josef Goncalves
Yueying Guo
Jayson Hines
Emily Imbergamo
BACCALAUREATE

Emily Espeso
Milka Espinal
Galib Fahim
Rimsha Farooq
Lydia Fawole
Jerica Felix
Wyslor Felix
Nur-E Ferdous
Alyssa Fernandez
Kenya Fitzpatrick
Rachel Foong
Demetria Fraser
Adelaide Frimpong-Manso
Keito Fukui
Faris Furoogh
Ivan Gao
Kevyn Garcia
Brooke Geffken
Thomas George
Peter Gerdyl
Kate Gillen
Elah Ginsburg
Giavanna Glaser
Narralie Glebocki
Hallel Godsaye-Simpson
Kelly Golden
Noelle Golding
Joseph Gonell
Deanna Gonzalez
Kristina Gonzalez
Hakeem Gordon
Jordon Graver
Nataly Guerrero
Leila Guillaume
Amy Guo
Dino Hadzibajramovic
Drew Hahn
Zainab Halimi
Tearah Harrigan
Corinne Harris
Samantha Hassan
Daniel Hassel
Mohsin Hayati
Kelsey Heeralall
Emily Hernandez
Emily Hernandez
Courtney Hole
Heather Holzer
Malika Hossain
Hannah Huang
Winnie Huang
Fanny Hung
Amen Hussain
Gianna Inserro
Melanie Intrizio
Tasnim Islam
Kaylah Jackson
Lenny Jacome Yshii
Kadiatou Jalloh
Daniel Janowicz
Andre Janums
Sumbul Javed
Anne-Isabelle Jean
Sarah Jean
Yolanda Jean-Toussaint
Angela Jiang
Jada Johnson
Layne Johnson
Ryland Johnson III
Emily Jordan
Alina Kannadan
Kevin Karott
Ameeta Kaur
Saira Khwaja
Zenat Khwaja
Christopher Kim
Dahee Kim
Jenny Kim
Susan Kim
Derek Kissane
Chaehyun Ko
Nikhil Krishnani
Crystal Ku
Wenjin Kuang
Angelica Kumar
Brittany Kusi-Gyabaah
Simon Kwok
Andy La
Aaron Lai
Devim Lam
Yorly Lam
Callista Lang
Anne Laroc
Caway Lau
Alexis Lauron
Ashley Lavdas
Rodolfo Laya
Ryanne Leap
Christopher Lee
Derek Lee
Jing Lee
Michelle Lee
Nicole Lee
Vivian Lee
Jellissah Lewis
Amy Li
Beikai Li
Justina Li
Lisa Li
Noemie Li
Zoey Li
Susan Liang
Yi Ling Liang
Haley Llin
Alice Lin
Kate Lin
Xi Lin
Emily Liu
Ruben Llanto
Lisa Lo
Ricardo Lobo
Carolyn Loh
Daniel Londono
Andiz Lopez
Ryan Lopez
Vicky Lou
Maria Lozano-Vargas
Jessica Lu
Jillian Lukasiewicz
Bronton Luo
Anthony Machuca
Allison Mai
Kyle Mai
Conor Malanaphy
Olivia Mantone
Francesco Marrell
Amanda Mascia
Melissa Masotto
Jermaine Matthews
Rahid Mazumder
Kaya McDonald
Connor McGee
Theresa McGiff
Kayla McSpedon
Connor McVey
Muriam Mehnood
Timothy Mei
Priscilla Menendez
Kofi Mensah
Gwenyth Mecpec
Matthew Messina
Israel Miller
Ramona Mills
Talha Mojawalla
Bryan Molina
Veronica Molina-Cueva
Kayla Monahan
Aby-Gaelle Montalment
Jennifer Montiel
Sarah Montreuil
Nicolette Morales
Traci Morello
Jenna Mui
Lesly Munoz
Ridwan Nafiu
Alexa Nallan
Sairah Naroo
Michael Naughton
Jonni Nazarian
Gia Nealy
Kimberly Ng
Steven Ng
Glenn Nguyen
Stephanie Nicolette
Nerogica Nimis
Uzoma Nwachukwu
Erin O’connor
Alexandra Oderwald
Jennasia Otway
Alex Pae
Brianna Pajares
Christine Paredes
Christina Park
Constantinos Parpounas
Anjali Patel
Dhwani Patel
Mohit Patel
Priyanshi Patel
Ashley Julieann Patilano
Brianna Patippe
Christopher Pavesse
Ian Pedersen
Leigha Peluso
Anna Peraino
Audrey Phung
Joseph Phung
Kenny Pierre-Louis
Anjana Prakasam
Sabrina Prisco
Nicole Pupo
Yina Qiao
Ayanna Queen
Alicia Quinitchett
Kiara Loraine Quitayan
Boosung Ra
Iqra Rahat
Miftah Rahman
Rameana Rahman
Sabra Rahman
Iqra Raja
Cisco Ramos
Devendra Rampal
James Raykis
Lizzy Rayle
Natalia Reinozo
Valentina Restrepo-Giraldo
Angela Reyes
Rad Reyes
Cristina Ribeiro
Kayla Richardson
Samantha Riger
Aaliyah Robinson
Adaz Rodriguez
Gia Rossi
John Russo
Miles Ryan
Ophir Sabah
Bianca Salcedo
Ana Salvador
Marcelo San Roman
Samantha Sanchez
Lianne Sang
Naomi Scott-Walton
Safiya Shehu
Eunjin Shin
Layla Shrivnauth
Stephanie Shum
Maheen Siddiqui
Nawrin Sikder
Christopher Sindo
Micaella Singayan
Natalia Skonieczna
Celine Dion Smith
Nakxia Smith
Sarah Sonntag
Tania Sood
Brooke Sparacio
Vito Squicciarini
Brianna Stalzer
Kelly Strasser
Devika Sukhu
Nicholas Sunday
Lauren Suttonberg
Nakaya Sylvester
Daria Szymczyk
Kevin Ta
Mika Tan
Victoria Tan
Rachel Tanenblatt
Jason Tang
Farah Tasneem
Sabella Temporal
Keana Theodore
Briattney Thomas
Vito Titone
Joshua Titus
Desiree Tolbert
Andromeda Torre
Alyssa Dibenedetto
Salvatore DiBenedetto
Alysson Kraft
Michael Laino
Lucas Lewin
Raymond Lombardi
Casey Lovetere
Colleen McGrath
Daniel Miranda
Jack Myhill
Hasna Naseer
Nicholas Osborne
Pedro Panagiotakos
Gina Parisi
Gina Parisi
Giselle Picon
Gabrielle Pirrung
Lucien Pojero
Michael Puiu
Nimesh Withanage
Kira Woltin
Briana Wong
Kim Ming Wong
Ariana Wright
Raymond Wu
Wenjun Xu
Wenyun Xu
Joanne Yang
Yahna Yates
Alex Yim
Ramon You
Kenny Zambrano
Stephanie Zambrano
Carsyn Zelli
Eden Zhang
Michael Zhang
Shuwen Zhang
Fanny Zhao
Geoffrey Zheng
Tony Zheng
Jonathan Zhou
Kevin Zhou
Edward Zhu
Elaine Zhuo
Lauren Zito
Josh Zizov

Alexandra Verde
Alisha Victor
Richard Vidal
Francesca Vigerzi
Taylor Wagner
Alexia Walker
Ginger Wang
Lilian Wang
Anastasia Warren
Patrick Watters
Michael Welsh
Wendy Werther
Max Whelan
Malchijah Whiskey
Jania Williams
Antoine Williams Jr.
Thomas Wilson
Nimesh Withanage
Kira Woltin
Brian Wong
Kim Ming Wong
Ariana Wright
Raymond Wu
Wenjun Xu
Wenyun Xu
Joanne Yang
Yahna Yates
Alex Yim
Ramon You
Kenny Zambrano
Stephanie Zambrano
Carsyn Zelli
Eden Zhang
Michael Zhang
Shuwen Zhang
Fanny Zhao
Geoffrey Zheng
Tony Zheng
Jonathan Zhou
Kevin Zhou
Edward Zhu
Elaine Zhuo
Lauren Zito
Josh Zizov

Emily Friello
Liam Garino
Bridget Haglund
William Han
Adrienne Hansome
Tara Hauff
Donald Jimenez
Justin Kalinowski
Steven Kelly Jr.
Alexandra Kotevski
Allyson Kraft
Michael Laino
Lucas Lewin
Raymond Lombardi
Casey Lovetere
Colleen McGrath
Daniel Miranda
Jack Myhill
Hasna Naseer
Nicholas Osborne
Pedro Panagiotakos
Gina Parisi
Gina Parisi
Giselle Picon
Gabrielle Pirrung
Lucien Pojero
Michael Puiu
Nimesh Withanage
Kira Woltin
Briana Wong
Kim Ming Wong
Ariana Wright
Raymond Wu
Wenjun Xu
Wenyun Xu
Joanne Yang
Yahna Yates
Alex Yim
Ramon You
Kenny Zambrano
Stephanie Zambrano
Carsyn Zelli
Eden Zhang
Michael Zhang
Shuwen Zhang
Fanny Zhao
Geoffrey Zheng
Tony Zheng
Jonathan Zhou
Kevin Zhou
Edward Zhu
Elaine Zhuo
Lauren Zito
Josh Zizov

Human
Evolutionary Biology
Deanna Cunha
Faith Doll
Sarah Karkout
Evan Lassiter
Sydney Macgregor
Paul McDonough
Mirena Medina
Elijahmichele Mehand
Heather Quigley
Nicholas Streb
Selin Yalin
Simon Yatskar

History
Jonathan Acosta Umanzor
Morgan Alcure
Lisset Angamarca
Tyler Bakunas
Robert Becker
Veronica Buhler
Yessica Carela
Robert Casino
Matthew Daniels
Sophia De Jesus
Alyssa Dibenedetto
Salvatore DiBenedetto
Franklin Eck

Information Systems
Shein Aung
Batuhan Ayakac
Adolfo Bustos-Cuautle
Kaelan Charles
Tristan Chau
Jeremy Chen
Mandy Chen
Milner Chen
Qibing Chen
Kelley Chiu
Jinyang Du
Qinglu Du
Saiyam Dudeja
Mohammad Eimon
Winston Gong
Zachary Hicks
Wing Yi Ho
Michael Hom
Steven Jin
Kangmin Kim
Michael La
Calvin Lam
Jason Lin
Kent Lin
Oskar Mai
Vivek Mathew
Kent Christian Mira
Eesh Naik
Som Naik
Daniel Pelepepin
Shadman Ur Rabbi
Sandhya Rani Rapelli
Jon Reyes
Jeffrey Saji
Hadi Salameh
Nikhil Sanghvi
Zhao Feng Situ
Joshua Steigerwald
Bryce Stoker-Schaeffer
Andrew Tam
Divya Sri Thala
Rishi Thomas
Jake Tompkins
Victoria Wen
Sarbrina Yang
Kai Zhang
Shihong Zhang
Cindy Zhao
Xingtong Zhou

Journalism
Jacob Alvear
Jake Basile
Sarah Beckford
Maya Brown
Katharina Buczek
Nicholas Cipolla
Jocelyn Cruz
Christopher Cumella
Anna DeAssis
Jordan Eugene
Shannon Fan
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Jayden Feisthamel
Benjamin Fiebert
Fanni Frankl
Katelynn Heredia
Danyi Ji
Joshua Joseph
Willem Joseph
Heath Kalb
Steven Joseph Keehner
Sean Kelly
Hyo Ju Kim
Juliette Kimmins
Madeleine Lee
Anthony Leon
Ryan Magill
Tristan Manaloto
Amaya McDonald
Nicholas McEntyre
Nicole Morett
Niki Nassiri
Isabelle Panza
Raina Park
Lilly Parnell
Lauren Pena
Lauren Leon
Ameena Mashaikh
Patrick McKenna
Erica Miller
Ryan Mounce
Daniel Murakami
Amanda Negron
Shade Patterson
Courtney Plocica
Victoria Polito
Maria Sanili
Esther Silver
Kelsey Vianese
Jodie Wu
Jordan Youner
Nico Young
Sean Zhan

Marine Sciences

Alexander Anthony
Jessie Atamanuk
Zoe Brown
Davis Bush
Margot Eckstein
Anna Kolanojc
Corinn Kraemer
Lang Ming
Jessica Semp

Marine Vertebrate Biology

Grace Ahn
Samantha Aplin
Kirstin Brown
Travis Cutter
Sierra Drury
Thaliyah Fraser
Carina Lara
Justin Norona
Tulin Oratala
Stephanie Reiter
Valerie Reiter
Jessica Salmon
Sarah Spencer
Hossain Uchchal

Mass Communication

Tedd Kananakis
Michael Panagiotopoulos

Mathematics

Stachys Aho
Kelly Araujo
Jhecyl Balansag
Talika Basantani
Brian Becker
Theresa Borrello
Hayley Brigham
Kimberly Buell
Jeffrey Caputo
Hailey Cassese
Zhihao Chen
In Kyung Cho
Mei Rose Connor
Joseph Consalazio
Thomas Conway
Dang Dang
Austin Davis
Anthony Del Valle
Ezekiel Delasho
Zhuoyi Deng
Kenechukwu Ejinkonye
Lars Erickson
Jada Franklin
Matthew Giaconelli
Catherine Gildersleeve
Givir Gill
Jiayu Gu
Jeremy Guale
Xirui Guan
Neil Gustafson
Molly Heneghan
Kody Hommel
Da-Wei Huang
He Huang
Hongli Huang
Qinting Huang
Xiping Huang
Robert Hunt III
Jay In
Sambou Jaiteh
Peter Jespersen
Wenrui Jiang
Timothy John
Abdelfaziz Khalil
Evan Kim
Eric Kuang
Xuanchen Kuang
Jialing Lin
Jingqi Lin
Jian Jun Liu
Mengyin Liu
Twentififty Liu
Yuanxin Liu
Maggie Loh
Nicholas Manzella
John Meehan
Moses Miao
Caitlyn Miller
Mary Neff
Joshua Paley
Diana Panarcelo
Eliana Panopoulos
Isabella Persaud

Linguistics

Paula Abila
Tiffany Blanco
Anna Borrelli
Scott Boyd Jr.
Erica Camilleri
Kevin Chacon
Steven Chu
Mei Rose Connor
Thomas Conway
Marc Cook
Thanasee Darmcharnjitt
Rashawn Davis
Clara Dunlop
Madison Geiger
Bridge Haglund
Liv Haring
Kaylee Hotaling
Tubanur Kayaa
Kiara Kolaczynski
Kayla Kretzer
Nghi Lam
Rebecca Leggino

Mechanical Engineering

Tanim Ahmed
Usman Akbar
Christopher-John Amano
Ismael Amny
Andrew Arceo
Waleska Arias
Willie Bedoya
Jay Best
Raymond Betances
Shah Rifat Alam Bhuiyan
Nicholas Brennan
Joshua Chacko
Allen Chen
Anthony Chen
Mike Chen
Patrick Chin
Brian Chin Hong
Joyce Chow
Alex Christie
Joshua Chwes
Kristin Cimmerer
Douglas Cortez-Portillo
Netzicleta Da Silva
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Emile El-Kallassy
Erin Floody
Javier Flores
Quinn Goldberg
Leana Groth
Rosa Guarneros
Jason Gutierrez
Teddy Hafif
Michael Hanna
Amir Hassan
Shazim Hassan
Suttawee Hattakitkosol
Jacob Hinte
Andrew Hsu
Daniyal Jamal
Ayaz Javaid
Seojeong Ji
Jiaxin Jiang
Kai Kafle
Timmy Karpunin
Jay-Hyung Kim
Aakanksha Kirtane
In Jae Lee
Jae Won Lee
Harvey Li
Kevin Li
Simon Li
Genevieve Lin
Sharon Lin
Winfred Lin
Xiaoyang Lin
Jada Lindo
Emerson Liu
Josias Lucutman
Alhajee Maqood
Joseph Marrone
Kentarou Matsumura
Nicole McCarrill
Jessica Morales
Angelo Olivo-Hyder
Kaylee Orellana
Srushi Patel
Nelson Qu
Scott Rossillo Jr.
Cody Ruan
Ruben Saint Paul
Peter Sigouros
Yihan Shao
Emily Sonant
Injay Song
Anish Subedi
Samuel Tan
Arjun Thapa
Kevin Wang
Hiram Yuan
Blerta Zeqiri

Multidisciplinary Studies

Antonio Aguilar
Jeongin Bae
Madison Bratone
Cassidy Connelly
Leray Davis
Lauren DeBellis
Shelbi Denman
Myles Dewar
Sam Felix
Abigail Fernandez
Thomas Gaylor
Isaiah Givens
Sara Guevara
Mark Guilaev
Grace Huang
Syed Husain
Madison Jay
Joel Joseph
Tatiana Jones
Liam Kelbach
Fayeze Khalilullah
Michael Kohut
Jieqiu Li
Joseph Madonia
Alex Maldonado
Guillermo Martinez III
Christolin Michel
Kyria Moore
James Moran
Cindy Mutuku
Taje Nelson
Daniel Ofer-Moran
Franklin Policelli
Quenton Porter
Juan Rodriguez
Shy Rodriguez
Mohammed Sadman
Elizabeth Seidel
Madeik Smith
Jean Tremmel
Patrick Walsh
Winni Xie
Maria Yagual
Angela Yang
Gregory Young
Emily Yu
Joshua Zamot
Ruocheng Wang
Zhiyi Wang
Victoria Wen
Haotong Zhu

Nursing

Ariane Aguilar Guevara
Alexandra Albrecht
Ahmed Almanfi
Marian Alrayes
Audrey Anderson
Denise Anderson-Regan
Joselle Antonacci
Lauren Arceri
Priscilla Asante
Giorgio Aviani
Menucha Avruch
Won Joon Bae
Sarah Bayada Silva
Cassandra Baldwin
Justin Balsamo
Tamia Baskin
Lisa Beebe
Eric Bholan
Jobi Kaye Brown
Helder Bugay-Nunes
William Burkard Jr.
Brianne Cabrera
Sabrina Cabrera
Paul Camacho
Brianne Canner
Shannon Carney
Olivia Carroll
Angelica Celis
Michelle Chan
Donna Chen
Fi Cheng
Julie Childe
Jennifer Chung
Elizabeth Ciarcarelli
Kristen Connor
Jack Costas
Nicole Criscuola
Brianna Cristiano
Danielle DeGregorio
Beyzanur Demiroglu
Shannon Depuy
Brittany DeVita
Rachel Di Lieto
Jeffrey DiLorenzo
Vanessa D’Alessio
Kailyn Dorrien
Cody Drasser
Fanny Du
Thomas Fellows
Gregorio Ferrando
Kayla Fitzpatrick
Danielle Flynn
Sandra Franco
Melissa Frederick
Christina Frohnhoefer
Olivea Gatto
Syeda Gilani
Michael Gilroy
Victoria Goldberg
Daniel Gordon
Leelan Green
Jennifer Greene
Sara Griffin
April Griggs
Tiffany Guo
Munich Gyampo
Sarah Habashy
Danai Hartley
Gianna Hendrickson
Kierra Hill
Jonathan Hooper
Alison Huang
Sara Huie
Angela Hurte
Nakeisha Jackson
Hashley Jimenez
Riya Joy
William Judd
Brandon Kann
Evan Kantor
Jasmeen Kaur
Lisa Kelly
Jyoti Khanna
Andrea Kidd
Peter Killian
Ah-Hyun Kim
Tae Kim
Rena Kitagawa
Jodi Klass
Avigail Kohanteb
Maura Koszalka
Victoria Krause
Jasmine Kwan
Julie Lambelet
Ben Lee
Francesca Lee
Matthew Lepage
Tori Levine
Jia Yu Li
Amber Lin
Fiona Lin
Amanda Loo
Brian Loo
Catherine Lopez
Cassidy Lowell
Samantha Lucker-Gentile
Brittany Luisi
Melissa Mason
Caitlyn McGillicuddy
Caroline McManus
Jenna McNeil
John McNeil

(Continued on next page)
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Kristina Meinardus
Robert Milone
Samantha Mingoia
Neelo Mohmand
Daniel Molloy
Matthew Montanez
Amanda Moreno
Sara Moreno-Romo
Megan Morgan
Casey Morrow
Matthew Murray
Jan Daniel Navarra
Jean Duplex Nkweni
Lyanne Oblein
Shanti Olivero Hernandez
Salma Omer
Philip Omole
Klaudia Paone
Lauren Parker
Vishvas Parwani
Komal Patel
Connor Pearson
Nicholas Pena
Kevin Pigott
Kayla Pipitone
Jacklyn Poetzsch
Gabrielle Polanco
Christian Powers
Tania Prudencio Martinez
Eva Rabson
Nina Ramirez
Trevis Ramlochan
Heather Rasmussen
Samantha Reilly
David Reiss
Vrhandejah Reno
Darian Reyes
Brooke Rittenhouse
Brittney Robinson-Smikle
Francis Rodriguez
Alanna Rohan
Jessica Rosati
Melissa Roxas
Emily Ruan
Christopher Russo
Tatiana Sameyah
Dana Lee Schneider
Tara Schneip
Lauren Schwalje
Nicole Schwartz
Kimberly Sehested
Akshay Sharma
Winnie Shen
Lori Shencavitz
Claudia Siu
John Spellman
Danielle Sperando
Ilka St. Denis
Aviva Stahl
Av斯塔lone
Stephanie Stasik
Izabela Sujka-Kwok
Nandy Sukul
Drew Swzey
Cheyenne Sylvester
Claudia Szczepan
Kelly Terken
Amanda Thompson
Shannon Torre
Karla Traylor
Daria Tverdokhlib
Miriam Ucho
Marta Urbanovic
Arthur Valeeva
Melissa Vedrin
Nicole Velasquez
Nathalie Velez
Madai Villa-Coppiano
Usamah Wakid
Daniel Walsh
Kaylaugh Walsh
Wendy Weng
Dylan White
Angela Wong
Courtney Woods
Madison Woolley
Rasheedat Yusuf
Ludan Zhang
Amy Zheng
Jessica Zheng
Mandy Zheng
Zepeng Zheng Yu
Shukai Zhong

Philosophy

Keith Bannerman
Lena Basso
Bobby Casazza
Jeremy Guale
Shweta Karmakar
Zakiya Mars
Alice Mo
Amrit Nasiruddin
Bryson Okeoma Jr.
Owen Polley
Abeera Sajid
Enze Wu

Physics

Nathan Adler
Steven Baek
Payton Bartz
Aiden Bystrak

Austin Colon
Anthony Del Valle
Ezekiel Delasho
Wenbo Du
Henry Edmondson
Lars Erickson
Adam Esfandiari
Brianna Farella
Max Frankel
Kody Hommel
Sara Kurdi
Amanda Lee
Jian Jun Liu
Stephen Luniewski
Ryan Mahon
Evan Mancini
Nicholas Manzella
Maria Maurer
Shivani Mishra
Long Ngo
Nicholas Pastore
Eric Rendon
Christopher Reynolds
Leonardo Ruales
Kyle Salamone
Alexander Senkow
Suleman Shahid
Shah Ali Haider Shanto
Ishita Sharma
Daljit Singh
Eric Stern
Jonathan Tekverk
Aakash Tripathi
Nkeiru Ubadike
Roman Vasytsov
Kevin Villavicencio
Michael Wahl
Zhiyi Wang
Jonnoi Whyte
Baron Wu
Jianneng Yu

Political Science

Bareera Abid
Brenda Aguilar
Esther Alatishe
Haseeb Altaf
Veronica Alvarenga Hon
Tajea Anderson
Alina Aponte
Lina Arteaga Noguera
Mark Badolato
Serena Baker
Britny Barrientos
Steven Basileo
Alexa Betancourt
Vassilis Boletis

Julia Brandenstein
Maya Brown
Erin Byers
Murray Cento
Evan Chen
Naisha Chowdhury
Rumana Chowdhury
Manny Corona
Dominic D’Elia
Ariana Dingle
Caroline Dunn
Jenna Eldred
Andrew Fecik
Erika Franco
Fanni Frankl
Connor Gallagher
Matthew Giarraputo
Katherine Gkini
Elizabeth Gouvis
George Grolz IV
Allison Guzman-Martinez
Sabine Haddad
Jessica Haegele
Faiza Hameed
Arly Hernandez
Brian Hesselbach
Sayre Hildreth
Arian Howlader
Brian Jedlicka
Aaron John
Skyler Johnson
Christine Kapps
Sameer Kareem
Juliette Kimmis
Nicholas Kissoun
Ethan Lee
Ariel Legall
Allison Link
Alice Liu
Marcelo Loja
Eva Machlis
William MacLean-Kish
Ryan Magill
Malachai Maloney
Ryan Martinez
Hunter McGrath
Sage McMorris
Tarik McRae
Joseph Meillo
Ryan Misiewicz
Seemal Nagra
Jiseok Nam
Hasna Naseer
Aniqah Nashiat
Fatima Nasim
Bryan Newbary
Ifunanya Ojukwu
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Jailene Ortiz
Teddi Panagiotakos
Gabriel Passer-Muslin
Larner Peak
Emma Peck
Kyle Pilotti
Anthony Powell
Erika Pugliese
Zakariya Rahimi
Anna Redmond
Jessica Reed
Arianna Rosas
Robert Rosenberg
Colin Ross
William Russell
Muhammad Sahibzada
Sabriya Saif
Sebastian Sampson-Tonge
Francis Saw
Kirstin Schlecht
Kelly Sexton
Husbaan Sheikh
Iryna Shkurhan
Farzeen Siddiquee
Sara Siddiqui
Andrea Simon
Matthew Sowers
Brenna Spillane
Josefina Suarez
Nichole Sutton
Joseph Sweeney
Racine Topaloglu
Claudia Turturro
James Unger
Julio Vaca Jr.
Rayssa Valencia
Alexandra Vega
Malhar Virda
Nicholas Williams
Danielle Winnegar
Kevin Wu
Christina Yu
Angel Zheng
Sophia Zhukovsky

Psychology

Nabila Abdulkarim
Annabelle Albertad
Bareera Abid
Chelsea Abreu
Daniel Adeyemi
Jasmin Adunah
Atua Agyekum
Aaditi Ahlawat
Zaroon Ahmad
Yashna Ahmed
Faisal Alam
Yaasin Alam
Matthew Alfred
Denise Almonte
Audry Alvarado
Arlene Alvarez
Daniela Alzate
Emma Anderson
Jamie Arborea
Catherine Argitis
Adena Assawakulpaibool
Ezza Awais
Nicole Ayala
Huma Babar
Cindy Baez
Aleksandra Bakowska
Hailey Barden
Justin Bauco
Nicole Beneat
Marina Benenati
Claire Berdel
Lawrence Betz
Hanwen Bi
Tiffany Blanco
Hailee Boscoe
Julia Brandenstein
Ally Brasin
Mari Brenden
Justin Brooks
Deja Brown
Janine Broxmeyer
Antonia Bruno
Nicole Bruno
James Buchalski
Melody Burgos
Jason Burns
Jason Burns
Veronica Bushey
Alessa Bustillo
Sanaya Butt
Hailey Buttaro
Erik Byers
Ashley Cannizzaro
Zikang Cao
Lucas Cardaci
Paola Cardenas
Claudia Carranza Calagua
Deisyia Caruso
Raylette Castellanos
Gabriella Catapano
Loris Caxaj
Dana Cebone
Emma-Rose Cervone
Brandon Chan
Seoungyeun Chang
Anjali Chauhan
Evan Chen
Fanqi Chen
Kathine Chen
Justin Cheng
Victoria Cheung
Hildi Chin
Dipro Chowdhury
Shamina Chowdhury
Samantha Cicchetti
Elizabeth Clark
Catherine Clehane
Alexa Cofone
Kevin Miro Collado
Keren Collins
Elizabeth Corso
Rachel Cronin
Kaiyuan Cui
Pooja Das
Lisha Dash
Xaneveya Davidson
Shay De La Cruz Coronado
Katelyn Deehan
Julia Del Pozo
Brenda Delgado
Michelle DeLuca
Lidiya Deneke
Isabella Desir
Craig Desouza
Kayla Devlin
Sunjum Dhariwal
Madison Dichiufina
John Difonzo
Lobsang Dolma
Clara Domke Youens
Gillian Donaghy
Lingy Dong
Victoria Dotto
Rylan Douglas
Maria Dowling
Alicia Duddy
Kennedy Dukes
Caroline Dunn
Jeffrey Dunn
Josephine Dunphy
Kim Duong
Peter Duong
Numan Dut
Mikayla Dwyer
Wagdy Eissa
Julia Enilo
David Espiritu
Diana Euceda
Sean Evans
Gabrielle Eversgerd
Sabrina Facchiponte
Kailyn Fan
Heather Farina
Sidra Farooque
Adan Fatima
Amberly Felix
Naomi Ferguson
Raquel Festa
Jaida Fisher
Elden Flores
Tiffany Flores
Stephanie Franco
Jenna Francois
Yiheng Fu
Olivia Fung
Andrew Gallagher
Elizabeth Gambino
Beverly Gandarillas
Joseph Gasparro
Evan Gauer
Macy Geier
Jessica Geist
Stephanie Gellman
Jeevan George
Gianna Giordano
Valerie Goding
Maria Gonzalez
Ellie Goodwill
Jessica Gorycki
Cindy Granados
Amaya Grant
Eric Greenberg
Marcia Greene
Jordan Gresham
Shayna Gruder
Caeley Gruhn
Yibo Gu
Lianna Gualberti
Agustina Guanex
Alexandra Guerriere
Alesha Gutierrez
Luis Guzman
Nicholas Hadzegeorgiou
Stefanie Haloris
Zaria Harrell
Christina Hennington
Caroline Henri-Munoz
Jennifer Hernandez
Olivia Hickey
Ashley Hoerauf
Christina Hoermann
Annie Hong
Candace Hooper
Lauren Houlihan
Katie Houston
Katelyn Hoyle
Cassidy Hu
Helen Huang
Michelle Huang
Shumei Huang
Justin Hubbs
Callie Hudson
Delaney Hughes
Vivian Huynh
Courtney Jannitti
Meagan Ikay
Jasmine Imprato
Nasreen Islam
Maham Ismail
Subika Jafri

(Continued on next page)
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Sofia Jagarnath
Kumar Jain
Gabriella Jamiołkowski
Andy Jiang
Emily Jiang
Timothy John
Hannah Johnson
Sarina Johnson
Isabelle Joseph
Laura Jowett
Kira Kanakar
Xinwen Kang
Nino Kapanadze
Jack Kaplan
Sreha Kapoor
Benjamin Kasson
Veronica Katsaros
Lovepreet Kaur
Emma Keegan
Katie Kelly
Rahema Kerr
Sabrina Kersaint-Paultre
Lily Kim
Seewoo Kim
Soo Ryun Kim
Dana Klager
Gillian Kondracki
Justin Koprowski
Alexis Koslowsky
Shetal Kumari
Jeremy Kunins
Taelyn Kupec
Patricia Kuster
Alyssa LaCencesaglia
Brian Lam
Brittany Lam
Mackenzie Lang
Lauren Langman
Ashley Larose
Julia LaRotonda
Elita Lee
Hannah Leibowitz
Brandon Lew
Dongze Li
Hengzhi Li
Jacob Li
Sida Li
Shiya Lian
Yangson Liang Tan
Jessica Liao
Catherine Lin
Jialing Lin
Rubin Lin
Shuning Lin
Winnie Lin
Winson Lin
Ying Lin

Meaghan Linbrunner
Alice Liu
Juliana Lizzul
Haris Ljesnjianin
Rachele Longchallon
Carmela Czara Lopez
Wendy Lopez
Oneyris Lopez Duque
John Lopez Jr.
Snow Lou
Vicky Lou
William Luvera
Lillian Macguire
Anthony Machuca
Finn Mackin
Gabrielle Man
Michael Marino
Crystal Marshall
Valentina Marzulli
Ann Mathew
Erin McClelland
Paul McDonough
Raquel McDonough
Damian Menard
Katherine Meyers
Natalie Minchinelli
Joshua Mitcham
Zarin Mohima
Betsy Molina
Bryan Molina
Christina Molnar
Junior Moreno
Lindsay Morisseau
Amanda Morreale
Erica Morris
Emily Morrison
Peter Munoz
Nicole Muntean
Erin Murphy
Laura Murphy
Lamia Musarat
Sunny Nap
Xinyue Nam
Saaima Nanabawa
Evelyn Navarro
Nanziba Nawar
Ivanna Nebelyuk
Allison Ng
Gabriela Niculescu
Benjamin Nitzke
Karen Niu
Kimberly Nolasco
Hasan Noor
Paulina Nowak
James Nuqui
Faith O’Connor
Jessica O’Connor
Alexandra O’Donnell
Erin O’Rourke
Sidney Okray
Leydiann Olivero
Alyssa Ong
Korhan Oral
Bryan Ortiz
Justin Otunba
Brittany Ou
Adebusola Owoseni
Melissa Ozel
Ritika Pabari
Inderpreet Pabla
Sophia Paone
Eujin Park
Jong Hwan Park
Tae Won Park
Savannah Parker
Nicole Passannante
Jui Patel
Neeral Patel
Sabrina Patriciello
Zakary Patton
Jessica Paul
Noah Pavone
Angie Pazmino
Emma Peck
Esmerlin Pena Rodriguez
Camila Perez
Bianca Perry
Alexandria Peters
Reuben Philip
Anastasia Philippopoulos
Sarah Phung
Kristina Pidvirny
Cory-Anne Pierre
Isabelle Pierre
Kyle Pilotti
Courtney Pohl
Anjana Prakasam
Christopher Pratt
Alexandra Quaglio
Christine Quarararo
Alexa Quinteros
Shahzad Qurashi
Alexandre Raddassi
Michelle Raja
Victoria Rakhmanskiy
Gabrielle Ramage
Matt Ramirez
Avinash Ramsoomye
Holly Rapkin
Nina Raveendran
Danielle Regan
Mackenzie Reilly
Angelina Reimers
Lesly Reyes
Gabrielle Riemma
Gabriela Rivera
Lydia Rivera
Dejanae Robinson
Arianna Rodriguez
Lucero Rodriguez
Sarah Rodriguez
Amy Romeo
Hadie Romero
Breanna Ross
Richelle Roy
Karen Ruballos
Rachel Ruggiero
Megan Rutigliano
Anastasia Saglam
Melissa Sahadeo
Sabriya Saif
Alexis Sakil
Joel Sam
Isaac Sampson
Samantha Samsel
Bernard Sanchez
Emma Santizo
Victoria Sarita
Shannon Sarker
Bernadetta Sarpong
Bridge Saw
Giavanna Scaringi
Sara Scheibert
Caitlin Schleece
Taylor Schrage
Rachel Schragen
Mia Sclar
Maya Scopin
Kira See
Jessica Seepersaud
Akiko Semimoto
Charles Severance
Daniel Shalonov
Chen Shan
Alexandra Shanteau
Crystal Shie
Hayun Shin
Somee Shin
Samara Sibbles
Farzeen Siddiquee
Sara Siddiqui
Nafshiya Sikder
Nawrin Sikder
Valentina Silva
Sophia Simon
Gabrielle Singh
Shivajit Singh
Agniva Sinha
Casey Skapinski
McKenzie Smith
Victoria Smith
Ann Song
Rabiatu Sore
Kaylah Starks
Damon Stuart-Wilson
Aireen Sun
Laura Sunder
Haenery Surendran
Joseph Sussman
Sonal Swain
Sean Sweeney
Julieanna Szczepanik
Nicholas Szoyka
Melany Taranto
Nathaly Tavarez
Ashley Taveras
Nicolle Tavolaro
Aditi Tawde
Jkai Taylor
Isabelle Teston
Tiffany Thai
Allen Thomas
Weiting Tian
Ryan Tierney
Nabila Tisa
Kaitlyn Tobias
Stephanie Torres
Michelle Tost
Sarah Touch
Melany Tsoyka
Rachel Yim
Sarah Young
Sara Yousef
Krystal Yuen
April Zhang
Sophia Zhang
Rui Zhao
Angel Zheng
Jessica Zheng
Yunyue Zheng
Cheri Zheng-Fredericks
Tingyi Zhong
Zhenhao Zhu
Riley Ziegler
Chris Zieris
Benjamin Zimmer

Respiratory Care
Brooke Alleyne
Raged Altawabini
Gwenchy Ayisi-Boahene
Angela Barbone
Max Benitez
Nancy Chen
Xiao Hong Chen
Fiona Chung
Sabrina Coto
Victoria D’Amato
Minghong Huang
Samuel Jo
Alicia Lin
Amy Lin
Tanyika Lungren
Morgan Mancine
Chelsea Mawugbe
Nuhan Mustafa
Katelyn Ng Sang
Jaydan Philogene
Soomin Shin
Duyen Tran
Amy Truong

Social Work
Nicole Abbatiello
Farha Ahmed
Jose Alvarez
Alex Bennett
Emily Borghardt
Shania Bradford
Nicole Brander
Ashley Brodzensky
Jessica Caliendo
Samantha Cinelli
Evelin Corallo
Dariana Cruz
Mia Degracia
Amanda Denzler
Jody DuBois

Sociology
Annabelle Abelard
Aaditi Ahlawat
Nolan Alexandre-Baker
Audry Alvarado
Amith Anugu
Carline Applewhite
Nadia Ashraf
Jesse Bair
Jessica Ballinger
Brittany Becker
Jack Bold
Danielle Brenner
Nicole Bruno
Veronica Bushey
Paola Cardenas
Rachel Chan
Meghan Cogan

Kevin Miro Collado
Lisha Dash
Destini Dawkins
Nicholas Degennaro
Mohamed Diallo
Julia DiBiase
John Difonzo
Jhordyne Donaldson
Lingy Dong
Xanthi Eriksson
Sean Evans
Sidra Farooque
Jaida Fisher
Elden Flores
Samantha Fong
Erika Franco
Sophia Garbarino
Yennik Glassman
Agustina Guanesc
Britni Guthy
Mahnoor Haleem
Cheyenne Harper
Elizabeth Hernandez
Annie Hong
Candace Hooper
Torsa Hossain
Subika Jafri
Alexandra Jiggetts
Yesenia Joya
Hee Young Kim
Dana Klager
Patricia Kuster
Mark Lawrence
Dongze Li
Rebecca Lietzau
Haley Lilien
Rosemary Lin
Allison Ling
Carmela Czara Lopez
Gina Louie
Samiba Lubaba
Shania Lugo
Taylor Macchia
Anthony Machuca
Alex Markstaller
Dujon McFarlane
Jasmine McGrew
Batool Mulla
Laura Murphy
Grace Napolitano
Khali Newton
Michelle Ng Du
Paulina Nowak
Alexandra O’Donnell
Ifunanya Ojukwu
Irene Okyere
Maggie Olson

(Continued on next page)
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Jin Min Park
Sae Yeoun Park
Thomas Parker
Devina Persaud
Ryan Petrone
Leela Rajeev
Tabrina Riquero
Lucero Rodriguez
Amy Romeo
Hodie Romero
Alexis Sakil
Shannon Sarker
Suma Satish
Jessica Seepersaud
Riya Sharma
Husbaan Sheikh
Crystal Shie
Nafshiya Sikder
Nikki Simonian
McKenzie Smith
Kristen Solieri
Amanda Stuart
Leo Suppa
Chelsea Thomas
Hailee Thomas
Colin Thorson
Gina Torre
Natasha Torres
Imanee Toussaint
Tenzin Tsegyal
Ryena Umar
Sophia Valos
Nairimar Vargas
Angela Velasquez
Sirrell Williams
Alexa Wilson
Steve Wilson
Leighah-Amori Wool
Gin Yu Yang
Jack Yannucci
Joanne Yao
Sarah Young
Kaitlyn Zaslavsky

Spanish Language and Literature
Anna Borrelli
Michelle Carvalho
Rashawn Davis
Thomas Doran

Clara Dunlop
Maria Fuentes
Nicoleta Gasparis
Luis Guerrero
Liv Haring
Melanie Macias
Layla Maria
Samantha Monroy
Elizabeth Peck
Stephanie Riveira
Carlos Santos
Brandon Valdez

Studio Art
Richard Acosta
Fiona Agababian
Kathine Chen
Rebecca Clayson
Jack Dambrosio
Alyssa Denis
Ashani Escoffery
Valerie Farrugia
Muyan Hao
Marie Hartofelis
Kristin Hess
Nicole Lasala
Amber Li
Jenna Linsalata
Drew Ma
Chiori Negishi
Alyssa Ortega
Kristen Reese
Hadley Rotter
Kalina Roussev
Daniel Ryan
Nicholas Sassano
Samantha Schelberg
Jiang Shi
Jingzhu Wang
Yuje Yang
Hongrui Zhang
Ziye Zhang

Technological Systems Management
Aylan Almonte
Jin Woo Bae
Amy Chen
Kevin Chen
Sisi Chen
Yong Chen
Eun Jin Cho
Joshua Cho
Young Won Choi
Nancy Dong
Gaeun Doo
Cole Durkan
Caroline Gallagher
Jose Guerra Lopez
Jihun Gwak
Shashan Hadunnetthi
Sanghoon Han
Helen Huang
Jonathan Jailall
Ena Jeong
Jack Jiang
Heera Jin
Hasung Jun
Eunyoung Jung
Jaekwon Jung
Jisu Jung
Minsu Kang
Phyo Htet Htet Khine
Dohee Kim
Dongmyung Kim
Juan Kim
Junha Kim
Tommy Kim
Min Ji Koo
Silvia Kwak
Jiwon Kwun
Jiho Lee
Junhyeok Lee
Juyoung Lee
Jun Hwan Lim
Shi Min Lin
Xiao Lin
Maria Lintang
Sohil Mehta
Jin Min Myung
Ho Namgung
Adrian Nesbitt
Thai Thanh Nguyen

Enitan Omolewa
Cheoljong Paek
Nara Park
Sandhya Rani Rapelli
Jahangir Riaz
Tanecia Sears
Tanya Sengupta
Shrey Shah
Sungjoo Shin
Yeon Jee Shin
Dojin Sim
Jeongsan Sim
Amol Singh
Tania Thomas
Jeury Tineo
Natalya Tulloch
Elise Tumbay
Brandon Wan
Yufei Wang
Heesuk Woo
Preston Wu
Dongyeon Yoo
Zichen Zhang
Eric Zheng
Xiao Zhou

Women’s and Gender Studies
Ariana Barrante
Hayden Cuttone
Armin Dhillon
Eileen Escobedo
Shannon Farley
Sophia Garbarino
Allison Guzman-Martinez
Enita Ishkhakova
Amanda Moreale
Anna Redmond
Zarya Shaikh
Jordan Shrauger
Cassandra Skolnick
Amanda Stuart
Vani Thampi
Pavithra Venkataraman
Nicole Vion
Huixin Wang
ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATES

Ashley Adler, Medical Molecular Biology
Kofi Adomako, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Lori Amon, Teaching and Learning Technology
Marybeth Apriceno, Quantitative Methods
Hannah Bacon, Art and Philosophy
Nicholas Barrett, Data and Computational Science
Debra Belanger, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Shani Bennett, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Danielle Blaise, Teaching and Learning Technology
Daniene Byrne, Science Training and Research to
  Inform Decisions
Charlotte Campbell, Health Communication
Krishna Sai Tarun Chandrupatla, Engineering Machine
  Learning Systems
Jonae Cox, Human Resource Management
Kori Cupid, Coaching
Vincent Czarnecki Jr., Data and Computational Science
Jaclyn DiMattei, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Marie Dornevil, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Eleanor Evans, Geospatial Science
Patricia Fogarty, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Courtney Furr, Human Resource Management
Sarah Halbohn, Medical Molecular Biology
Mario Henao, Women's Studies
Tamara Henry, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Ginamarie Hildebrandt, Teaching and Learning
  Technology
Matthew Hoff, Human Resource Management
Frank Ippolito, Coaching
Jinhua Jiang, Medical Molecular Biology
Maria Kasdan, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Suea Kwon, Data and Computational Science
Byungho Lee, Data and Computational Science
Kai Li, Data and Computational Science
Jonathan Loi, Medical Molecular Biology
Chelsia Love, Nurse Midwifery
Daviana Martinez, Medical Molecular Biology
Maria Mattson, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care
  Nurse Practitioner
Maria Medin Doce, Women's Studies
Jimy Micourt, Coaching
Lindsay Morrison, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Ronica Mukerjee, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Karl Nycklemoe, Women's Studies
Alyssa Oehler, Higher Education Administration
India Pagan, Coaching
Sade Peter, Medical Molecular Biology
Shu Qiu, Nutrition
Emily Rehbein, Women's Studies
Jordan Russo, Geospatial Science
Yelena Shvets, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Arlen Joy Sorel, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Joanna Sorensen, Teaching Writing
Prakhar Srivastava, Engineering the Internet of Things
Julia Stepanuk, Science Training and Research to
  Inform Decisions
Jennifer Stucchio, Teaching and Learning Technology
Kathryn Sullivan, Dietetic Internship
Ingram Tam, Medical Molecular Biology
Mara Vaccaro, Coaching
Cecelia Valentin, Psychiatric Mental Health
  Nurse Practitioner
Emily Vengilio, Health Education and Promotion
Valkiry Wagner, Bilingual Ed Extension
Wayne White Jr., Coaching
Dionne Winchester, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care
  Nurse Practitioner
Yanlin Xiang, Data and Computational Science
Jennifer Zajac, Nurse Midwifery
Diego Zhu, Data and Computational Science
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF ARTS

Annamarie Abbatiello, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Allison Alestra, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Maryann Alheidt, Liberal Studies
Megan Ali, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Katherine Allenbaugh, Music
Kristie Ames, Higher Education Administration
Alexis Aponte, Higher Education Administration
Omar Badessi, Hispanic Languages and Literature
Shuan Banh, Political Science
Aline Baumgartner, Higher Education Administration
Mariela Becerra, Hispanic Languages and Literature
Aaron Beedle, Higher Education Administration
Thomas Beitel, Physics
Kenleigh Belotte, Public Policy
Jason Bennett, Physics
Derek Berghuis, Romance Languages and Literature (French)
Isabella Betancourt Salcedo, Marine Conservation and Policy
James Bialek, Higher Education Administration
Cindy Borgen, Higher Education Administration
Zachary Boudreaux, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Michael Bowen, Marine Conservation and Policy
Chelsea Boyle, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Taylor Boyle, Liberal Studies
Christopher Brandine, Liberal Studies
Elizabeth Brooke, Liberal Studies
Brian Brown, Music
Liam Butchart, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Ryan Butler, Biology
Kevin Butterfield, Public Policy
Stephany Camacho, Romance Languages and Literature (Italian)
Kirsten Campbell, Political Science
Ryan Cardoza, History of Philosophies, East and West
Demetrios Caroussos, Marine Conservation and Policy
Yichul Choi, Physics
Talia Cohen, Higher Education Administration
Kristen Cole, Liberal Studies
Vincent Companion, Liberal Studies
Katharine Cooper, Higher Education Administration
Abigail Costigan, Marine Conservation and Policy
Vincent Czarnecki Jr., Computational Linguistics
Isabella Da Silva, Higher Education Administration
Christina DeAngelis, Higher Education Administration
Matthew Demeo, Higher Education Administration
Katie Diekman, Higher Education Administration
Krista Dimeglio, Higher Education Administration
Erica Doherty, Higher Education Administration
Lucy Donahue, Biology
Burnie Du Rant Jr., Higher Education Administration
Michael Ducker, English
Kristen Dushko, Higher Education Administration
Elizabeth Eberhardt, Liberal Studies
James Edell, Economics
Wilhelmina Esary, Music
Eleanor Evans, Marine Conservation and Policy
Alec Ewig, Political Science
Hsin Fan, Physics
Jamie Fasoldt, Liberal Studies
Delanie Fico, Psychology
Antonio Fideleo, Romance Languages and Literature (Italian)
James Finnerty, Liberal Studies
Lauren Foley, Liberal Studies
Natalie Foster, Higher Education Administration
Ariana Franz, Liberal Studies
Yenixa Galvez, Political Science
Joy-Louise Gape, History
Allyson Garcett, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Allyson Garcett, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Benjamin Geier, Higher Education Administration
Stella Giangarra, Marine Conservation and Policy
Justin Goot, Higher Education Administration
Jonathan Gordon, Physics
Declan Graham, Public Policy
Sarah Greco, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Tamara Gregorian, Higher Education Administration
Joanna Grunin, Marine Conservation and Policy
Kirshani Gunaratnam, Higher Education Administration
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Sarah Gutierrez, Higher Education Administration
Rebecca Haas, Higher Education Administration
Victoria Hamilton, Computational Linguistics
Alyssa Haney, Philosophy
Sarah Hartmann, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Cassandra Hauff, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Wenting He, Psychology
Cheryl Hege, Political Science
Steven Honovic, Psychology
Nicole Iannone, Liberal Studies
Frank Ippolito, Liberal Studies
Sakura Ito, Psychology
Sichole Jackson, Liberal Studies
Ryan Jacobson, Higher Education Administration
Laura Jans, Psychology
Min Soo Jeong, Physics
John Jr Jeremie, Public Policy
Vaughn Johnson, Liberal Studies
Sabrina Johnson-Taylor, Higher Education Administration
Emina Kadrich, Liberal Studies
Yeorgia Kafkoulis, Mathematics
John Kaplan, Liberal Studies
Siobhan Keeling, Marine Conservation and Policy
Lauren Kehoe, Public Policy
Allison Kennedy, Liberal Studies
Christopher Khudari, Psychology
Tommy Kocoris, Public Policy
Jennifer Kolar, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Daniel Kreiss, Higher Education Administration
Kristin Krumenacker, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Asma Laouira, Political Science
Nicole LaScala, Higher Education Administration
Alice Lee, Music
Charles Leighton, Psychology
Adam Levine, Higher Education Administration
Briana Lionetti, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Stephen Loce, Biology
Colleen Long, Higher Education Administration
Stephanie Lupo, Liberal Studies
Taylor Lynch, Higher Education Administration
Courtney Madden, Liberal Studies

Annarese Marcano, Public Policy
Isabella Martino, History of Philosophies, East and West
Jennifer Masache, Higher Education Administration
Shana Mathew, Psychology
Heather Mattson, Higher Education Administration
Sarah McDonald, Marine Conservation and Policy
Jessica McGiff, Higher Education Administration
Anna McPherran, Biology
Ryan Meenan, Mathematics
John Melandro, Liberal Studies
Paul Mooney, Marine Conservation and Policy
Emma Moran, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Yicel Moreno, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Tyler Mujko, Liberal Studies
Nicole Napoli, Liberal Studies
Lindsey Neuwirth, Marine Conservation and Policy
Sarah Nichols, Higher Education Administration
Linda Nisanova, Psychology
P.E Shauna Noordeen, Political Science
Jonathan Novak, Liberal Studies
Alexis O’Sullivan, Higher Education Administration
Miguel Ochoa, Physics
Paige Olscamp, Higher Education Administration
Patrick Onuegbu, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Anne Oswald, Higher Education Administration
Michael Paglino, Public Policy
Cassandra Para, Higher Education Administration
Joseph Patti, Public Policy
Spencer Payton, Higher Education Administration
Xuyao Peng, Political Science
Xavier Perez Gonzalez, Higher Education Administration
Krista Petzold, Higher Education Administration
Kimberly Pogorelis, Higher Education Administration
Kymberly Rambazis, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Elisabeth Rebmann, Higher Education Administration
Anita Rescia, Hispanic Languages and Literature
Maritza Rivera, Higher Education Administration
Alyssa Roderick, Higher Education Administration
Jacqueline Romero, Hispanic Languages and Literature
Arrianna Rosendahl, History
Ryan Rothman, Anthropology
Michael Ruggiero, Public Policy

(Continued on next page)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTERS OF ARTS

Jordan Russo, Marine Conservation and Policy
Claudia Rutley, Public Policy
Miranda Saenz, Women's, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Haseena Sahib, History of Philosophies, East and West
Alexis Salerno, History
Michelle Santoro-Koch, Liberal Studies
Anthony Sarmiento, Liberal Studies
Samantha Scharff, Higher Education Administration
Katrin Schmitz, Political Science
Catherine Scott, Higher Education Administration
Amanda Segale, Liberal Studies
Grace Shariat Panahi, Psychology
Lumini Shen, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Kevi-Ann Simpson, Higher Education Administration
William Slinkosky, Liberal Studies
Melanie Smith, Marine Conservation and Policy
Melodie Spiegel, Psychology
Aaron Stang, Higher Education Administration
Marisa Stano, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Eric Swan, Marine Conservation and Policy
Keriann Tenney, Marine Conservation and Policy
Amy Thompson, Higher Education Administration
Wyatt Thompson, Sociology
Bharath Thotakura, Physics
Marissa Toran, Liberal Studies
Thomas Trzepkowski, Higher Education Administration
Clara Tucker, Biology
Sarah Unger, Higher Education Administration
Gabriela Vaz, Higher Education Administration
Jake Vincel, English
Amelia Virga, English
Claire Vodicka, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Claire Vodicka, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Becca Vogt, Political Science
Di Wang, Psychology
Robin Wang, Higher Education Administration
Lauren White, Psychology
Wayne White Jr., Liberal Studies
Jacob Williams, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Lara Williams, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Mitchell Wright, Medical Humanities, Compassionate Care and Bioethics
Jordyn Wysocki, Higher Education Administration
Deyu Yan, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Sonia Yanovsky, Political Science
Nathan York, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Nathan York, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
Korey Zalk, Liberal Studies
Jeehan Zaman, Public Policy
Nicole Zoller, Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages

MASTERS OF ARTS IN TEACHING

Victoria Andriano, Mathematics
Rose Bastian, Biology
Alexandra Belyea, Social Studies
Catalina Benavides, English
Jordan Bloom, Biology
Theresa Borrello, Mathematics
James Breinlinger, Mathematics
Dana Buquicchio, English
Nicole Cappellino, English
Samantha Catapano, Biology
Rashawn Davis, Spanish
Robert Dilworth, Mathematics
Paul Donat, Biology
Thomas Doran, Spanish
Ted Dorsainvil, Social Studies
Robert Fernandez, Earth Sciences
James-Thomas Gaine, Social Studies
Jacob Geiser, Biology
Catherine Gildersleeve, Mathematics
Shikha Goel Sharma, Mathematics
Luis Guerrero, Spanish
Charles Hager, Biology
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Accounting
Leonard Giambalvo
Yuling Huang
Christopher Linnen
Connor Mayette
Mitchell Murgittroyd
Samantha Pollucci
Kaitlyn Ripp
Michael Volpe

Business Administration
Rennise Adrion
Eisha Akram
Salvinija Barsauskas
Ryan Brown
McKenzie Bushee
Jennifer Campbell
Moses Cerdas
Usam Chaudhry
Christopher Cordeiro
Mackenzie Cullinan
Chelsie DePonte
Ryan Dyckes
Cole Elu
Bryan Friebel
Anthony Gallo
Justin Geigel
Kevin Green
Noah Hackmack
Zean Ijaz
Nabil Islam
Ashmeen Kaur
Martin Kearney
Rochile Khan
Randy Knight
KwanNok Leung
Xianzhang Luo
Marina Magoulas
Rehat Mannan
Annarese Marcano
Ian Mastrandrea
Michael McCannel
Ankita Sharma
Patanjali Sharma
Kory Stimpfl
Caroline Studer
Swaja Swamaraja
Rocco Tedesco
Zachary Whalen

Marketing
Nicole Acosta
Dawn Bodrug
Daria Carioscia
Suiru Dai
Alexa Farinella
Alissa Fields
Daniella Galanti
Nicole Hurowitz
Laura LeMar
Jessica Nelson
Julianne Ortiz
Allan Prinstil
Elaina Prossimo
Martha Rizea
Alma Romero
Cristina Santiago
Shubhangi Tank
Sayma Tasnim
Yancheng Xiang
Zihua Zhao

Finance
Aaron Aloni
Tasnim Amanullah
Nicholas Auriana
Hunter Bingham
Kate chen
Steven Cruz
Cooper Czajka
Shijiao Fang
Marshena Ferguson
Maxmillan Gallagher
Linda Lin
Garrick Lynch
Carl Macchio
Lance Madris
Angelo Magoulas
Goodmore Marufu
Ahmed Shata
Liam Shea
Matthew Sherwood
Zachary Slutsky
Kevin Tenorio

Health Care Management
Raisa Ahmed
Joseph Chiarenza
Benjamin Donofrio
Chloe Janis
Benjamin Kaplan
Mahmuda Kawsari
Rochile Khan
Yeshin Kwon
Bhuree Larbpaiboonpong

Christopher Lau
Kimberly Lu
Jaclyn Muller
Joseph Punzone
Linyi Ruan

Mary Hovanec, Biology
Chaewon Jeon, Chemistry
Heather Johnson, English
Christopher Kanuika, Mathematics
Mitchel Klass, Biology
Christopher Lebrun, Social Studies
Melanie Macias, Spanish
Michelle Maldari, English
Colleen McGrath, Social Studies
Kaila McLaughlin, Social Studies
Ellary Mischel, Spanish
Cassandra Naughton, Biology
Kaitlyn Nealon, Mathematics
Rachel Neville, Biology
Matthew Organ, Earth Sciences
Karol Pazmino-Lucero, Social Studies
Elizabeth Peck, Spanish

Stephanie Piacentino, Italian
Gabrielle Pirrung, Social Studies
Gabriela Prieto, Social Studies
Michaela Prinzevalli, English
Stephen Pulaski, Social Studies
Cristina Ras, Spanish
Thomas Reilly, Social Studies
Kirsten Roche, English
Matthew Rosen, Social Studies
Rashha Sahibzada, Social Studies
Jesse Saville, Social Studies
Chloe Sukkarieh, Mathematics
Kevin Topolovec, English
Jarrod Trojcaj, Earth Sciences
Brian Turner, Mathematics
Kimberly Vianello, Social Studies
Kyle Welch, French
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

Jeffrey Bernier, Television Writing
Parker Cowden, Film
Dilge Dilsiz, Studio Art
Daniel Donato Sr., Studio Art
Shaunacy Ferro, Creative Writing and Literature
Galen Foote, Television Writing
Douglas Forrester, Film
Emma Gutt, Television Writing
Xintong Han, Television Writing
Joseph Levens, Creative Writing and Literature
Christian McLean, Creative Writing and Literature
Sam Nosrian, Television Writing
Kristina Pacione Bautista, Creative Writing and Literature
Rajdeep Paulus, Creative Writing and Literature
William Stieglitz, Creative Writing and Literature
Heather Weston, Studio Art

MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION

Silvia Bronson
Paul Caiola
Nicole Crawford
Melissa Depaola
Daniel Detto
Savanna Greer
Dana Hermithe
Candice Hulse
Kayla King
Erin Kuchler
Sandy Lu
Jessica Maguire
Michelle Najera-Pena
Gifty Oduro-Ostrander
Alisa Raju
Lisa Rimpel
Monica Roggemann
Vishnu Sayeen
Brittni Smith

MASTER OF MUSIC

Porcaro Alexis
Alexander Burns
Jeremy Carlstedt
Debbie Chen
Kimberly Kang
Jonathan Kim
Kaleb Lewis
Renan Silva Proenca
Tsung-Yu Tsai

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Shoshanna Alexander
Warda Ali
Hillary Alvarez
Chloe Beninati
Joann Castiblanco
April Castillo
Christopher Galarza
Tynisha George
Dunya Hamdan
Alexandria Hanna
Devon Hannan
Chetranri Jaikaran
Eve Kapassakis
Martin Kearney
Lauren Ke hoe
Oscar Lopez
Michelle Louijean
Gina Marrano
Sopan Mohnot
Bijan Mossadeghi
Kelsey O’Connor
Giuliana Palasciano
Deanna Parisi
Rosalinda Pasquini
Michael Peacock
Vineetha Philip
Emily Pulver
Helena Roura
Maria Sacquirin Aucapina
Zennur Sekendiz
Monica Maria Tamayo
Gaviria
Rocco Tedesco
Stephanie Thom
Julie Thomas
Eric Troiano
Genevieve von Walstrom
Hannah Wang
Angelique Wilson
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Sarah Abbate, Nursing Education
Cathrine Abbate, Nursing Leadership
Allison Abbenne, Physician Assistant
Fahad Abdu, Applied Health Informatics
Natalia Abramov Vasylieva, Family Nurse Practitioner
Allison Abruzzi, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Dominique Acacia, Speech-Language Pathology
Brittany Acevedo, Human Resource Management
Daniel Adams, Occupational Therapy
Manish Adkar, Computer Science
Shubham Agrawal, Computer Science
Jarif Ahmed, Computer Engineering
Farhan Ahmed, Computer Science
Irfan Ahmed, Computer Science
Zafar Ahmad, Computer Science
Daniel Akonor, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Taheera Akhtar, Physician Assistant
Lina Albitar, Biomedical Sciences
Ahib Alghazali, Computer Engineering
Mirtha Allain Chavez, Chemistry
Thomas Allen, Accounting
Leah Allen, Family Nurse Practitioner
Shanice Allen, Occupational Therapy
Hamid Alrobaye, Technological Systems Management
Brianna Alvarado, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Giselle Alvarado, Physician Assistant
Nicole Alvarez-Fernandez, Nursing Leadership
Patience Ampofo, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Keigo Ando, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Shane Andrews, Physics
Lucas Annink, Civil Engineering
Charles Antig, Physician Assistant
Richard Antoine, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Anastasia Apotsos, Speech-Language Pathology
Jose Arango Murillo, Mechanical Engineering
Lauren Ardito, Nursing Education
Isabella Ardizzone, Occupational Therapy
Marynico Arena, Nursing Education
Catherine Arias, Physician Assistant
Ashley Armellini, Occupational Therapy
Goutham Surya Arukonda, Computer Science
Malavika Arvind, Human Resource Management
Holly Asaro, Medical Molecular Biology
Addie Austen, Family Nurse Practitioner
Kristinn Avancena, Nursing Leadership
Angela Avendano Ruiz, Human Resource Management
Vineeth Avvaru, Computer Science
Haseeb Azhar, Civil Engineering
Edwidge Azor-Antoine, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jessica Bacci, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Benjamin Bacon, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Jin Bae, Family Nurse Practitioner
Dhaval Bagal, Computer Science
Kimberly Bair, Nursing Education
Harsha Bajaj, Medical Molecular Biology
Sudipto Bal, Computer Science
Naman Banati, Computer Science
Karthik Bandi, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Chan-Ho Bang, Technology Management
Mahsa Bargahi, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Nicholas Barrett, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Ciara Barrett, Human Resource Management
Brianna Bartol, Speech-Language Pathology
Kerilyn Bartoloma, Nursing Education
Anisha Basil, Applied Health Informatics
Italee Beckford, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Zakiya Beckles, Athletic Training
Kavya Vani Bedida, Computer Science
Heidi Beleckas, Nursing Education
Alexa Belmonte, Speech-Language Pathology
Brandon Beltz, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Samantha Benjamin, Applied Health Informatics
Naica Benjamin, Human Resource Management
Christine Bergey, Biomedical Sciences
Christine Bernard, Family Nurse Practitioner
Nash Bessette, Human Resource Management
Zianna Best, Human Resource Management
William Bethancourt, Human Resource Management
Abhishek Shyamsundar Bhattad, Computer Science
Aditya Nandan Bhide, Computer Science
Amanda Biancardi, Nursing Education
Alexa Bickhart, Nutrition
Mantovani Bigot, Human Resource Management
Marco Biliato, Human Resource Management

(Continued on next page)
MASTERS OF SCIENCE

Melissa Bistricer, Nutrition
Nicholas Bjelke, Biomedical Sciences
Lindsay Blank, Biomedical Sciences
Rachel Blitzer, Occupational Therapy
Irene Boakye, Physician Assistant
Prashanth Kumar Boddu, Computer Science
Ranjith Reddy Bommidi, Computer Science
Serina Bona, Speech-Language Pathology
Amanda Bonasia, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kristin Bonura, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jennifer Booth, Family Nurse Practitioner
Giorgian Borca-Tasciuc, Computer Science
Catherine Bosco, Nursing Education
Katie Botterbusch, Athletic Training
Shawn Boyce, Technological Systems Management
Malcolm Boyd, Human Resource Management
Krista Braaten, Physician Assistant
Philip Branigan, Biomedical Sciences
Ilana Bravo, Occupational Therapy
David Brehm, Accounting
Eric Brennan, Mechanical Engineering
Karyn Brett, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Ithamar Brezil Theogene, Nursing Leadership
Isabelle Briere, Nursing Leadership
Kaiee Brown, Applied Health Informatics
Victoria Bruno, Nursing Education
Michael Buckley, Mechanical Engineering
Peter Buffolino, Materials Science and Engineering
Jyothi Swaroop Bugatha, Computer Science
Phillip Bugbee, Physician Assistant
Edoardo Buonocore, Physics
Cory Burda, Electrical Engineering
Kristen Burk, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Noah Burke, Physician Assistant
Jill Burrell, Human Resource Management
Tara Caemmerer, Occupational Therapy
Kerrie Cahalin, Family Nurse Practitioner
Linh Cai, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Nicole Caldera, Human Resource Management
Laura Calderon, Occupational Therapy
Elisabeth Caldwell, Human Resource Management
Christina Calvanese, Nursing Education
Gabriella Calvitto, Biomedical Sciences
Roxanne Campbell, Nursing Education
Jacqueline Cannarozzo, Nursing Leadership
Matthew Cappock, Biomedical Engineering
Laura Capuano, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Bridget Cariello, Human Resource Management
Jennifer Carillo, Nursing Education
Rachel Carlowicz, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Alexandra Carnival, Family Nurse Practitioner
Kristen Cashetta, Family Nurse Practitioner
Katherine Castillo, Finance
Derek Castro II, Athletic Training
Stephanie Cekov, Physician Assistant
Danielle Cerar, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Matthew Cha, Accounting
Raizy Chaimovitz, Nutrition
Shakila Charm, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Ka Hang Chan, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Wei-Jiuan Chang, Finance
Jennifer Chang, Occupational Therapy
Michael Charumaneej, Electrical Engineering
Sourav Chatterjee, Computer Science
Konrad Chau, Accounting
Qingyue Chen, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Zhiwei Chen, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yvonne Chen, Athletic Training
Yo Chen, Computer Engineering
Jennifer Chen, Nursing Education
Curtis Chen, Physician Assistant
Ying An Chen, Technological Systems Management
Vanessa Veronique Cherubin Content, Human Resource Management
Amanda Chesnos, Speech-Language Pathology
Nathaniel Chester, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Brandon Cheung, Electrical Engineering
Manleen Chhabra, Applied Health Informatics
Jasmine Chin, Computer Science
Ashley Chinnici, Applied Health Informatics
Binoy Chitale, Computer Science
Hansung Cho, Technology Management
Daewoo Chong, Technology Management
Amdadul Chowdhury, Electrical Engineering
Nushrat Chowdhury, Physician Assistant
Shardul Subhash Churi, Computer Science
Naman Churiwala, Computer Science
Ana Cifuentes, Human Resource Management
Branden Ciranni, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Charles Clark, Materials Science and Engineering
Brian Clay, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Mikaela Clemente, Nutrition
Nadir Cleveland, Human Resource Management
Ana Marija Coko, Finance
Kristen Collins, Occupational Therapy
Kelly Comack, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Nicole Comisso, Nursing Education
Cailltyn Concannon, Human Resource Management
Nicholas Conforti, Accounting
Gene Connolly, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Deana Cook-Dickershaid, Biomedical Sciences
Sarah Copeland, Nursing Education
Elisa Coppola, Human Resource Management
Olivia Coppola, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Brielle Cornelius, Family Nurse Practitioner
Joseph Corrao, Finance
Gianna Coscia, Physician Assistant
Jessica Covais, Human Resource Management
Shannon Cowcer, Speech-Language Pathology
Todd Cranston, Human Resource Management
Jessica Crawford, Physician Assistant
Suzette Crespo, Family Nurse Practitioner
Christine Crisci, Nursing Education
Courtney Cronin, Nursing Education
Danielle Cruz, Family Nurse Practitioner
Alex Cuba, Computer Science
Alexis Cumba, Speech-Language Pathology
Cailltyn Cunningham, Speech-Language Pathology
Daria Cwalinska, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
David Cyrille, Human Resource Management
Chenee Cytall-Leslie, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Emily Czarnecki, Occupational Therapy
Julie D’alesandri, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Stephan D’Amico, Speech-Language Pathology
Alyssa D’Oro, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Elise D’Uva, Nursing Education
Cecilia Dakey Danso, Human Resource Management
Karli Dalton, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Alexa Damone, Nursing Leadership
Michael Dapolito, Physics
James Dargan, Medical Molecular Biology
Ashutosh Das, Computer Science
Rachel David, Family Nurse Practitioner
Emily Davis, Speech-Language Pathology
Walter Dawydiak, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Kaminie De La Cruz, Human Resource Management
Nicholas De Marco, Mechanical Engineering
Rosemary De Martino, Speech-Language Pathology
Ashley Defournoy, Family Nurse Practitioner
Caroline Della Ratta, Nursing Education
Cristina Delmonico, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Quenice Delvalle, Human Resource Management
Shiyue Deng, Electrical Engineering
Marissa Depaulo, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Ashwin Deshpande, Computer Science
Corrine DeSimone, Nursing Leadership
Ethan DeTurk, Computer Science
Josh Devaraj, Civil Engineering
Alvin Devasia, Applied Health Informatics
Daniel Di Mond, Human Resource Management
Travis Dickson, Human Resource Management
Sara Didas, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Elizabeth DiGangi, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Julia Dimaria, Physician Assistant
Natalie Dimasi, Human Resource Management
Lambrene Dimos, Family Nurse Practitioner
Catherine Dipuma, Family Nurse Practitioner
Emily Dlugach, Nursing Leadership
Ryan Doherty, Occupational Therapy
Tenzing Doma, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Alexandra Donayre, Human Resource Management
Megan Donlevy, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Laurin Donnelly, Biomedical Sciences
Caroline Doscas, Nursing Education
Kelsey Dougherty, Nursing Education
Erin Dougherty, Speech-Language Pathology
Darrion Douglas, Mechanical Engineering
Patricia Dover, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner

(Continued on next page)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Megan Dow, Family Nurse Practitioner
Thomas Doyle, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jaime Draghi, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Rajadorai Di, Computer Science
Sarah Dubinsky, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Valerie Duca, Human Resource Management
Jenna Duggan, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kelliann Duncan, Family Nurse Practitioner
Natasha Duncan, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Umar Ebrahim, Mechanical Engineering
Dominique Edwards Chavis, Human Resource Management
Fatma Eid, Technology Management
Orli Eisenman, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Berkay Ekici, Mechanical Engineering
Adam Elba, Occupational Therapy
Gina Eletto, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Monet Eneada, Nutrition
Brian Eng, Computer Engineering
Teresa Engert, Nursing Education
Lisa English, Nursing Education
Maggie Enos, Human Resource Management
Angelina Epsaro, Human Resource Management
Alana Esposito, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Wendy Essenbereg, Medical Assistant Post Professional
Eleanor Estebanezd, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Daye Eun, Computer Science
Nimra Faheem, Electrical Engineering
Gina Falabella-Jones, Nursing Education
Emily Fallon, Occupational Therapy
Gaby Farah, Biomedical Sciences
Thomas Farquharson, Chemistry
Robin Favichia, Human Resource Management
Amanda Feeley, Family Nurse Practitioner
Christina Felizardo, Physician Assistant
Eric Fellows, Human Resource Management
Colleen Feltner, Physician Assistant
Melissa Fenton, Occupational Therapy
Isabel Ferreira, Occupational Therapy
Raymond Festa, Nursing Leadership
Gabriella Fiakos, Biomedical Engineering
Qiana Figueroa, Human Resource Management
Kristina Finnelli, Physics
Dianne Finneran, Nursing Education
Caitlin Fitzpatrick, Athletic Training
Jacob Flazenbaum, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Katherine Flores, Accounting
Stefanie Flower, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Francis Foo, Mechanical Engineering
Tommy Forsyth, Mechanical Engineering
Odette Freckleton, Nursing Education
Lindsey Freking, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Stacia French, Family Nurse Practitioner
Caitlin Frey, Human Resource Management
Pierangela Frisina, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Cristina Fristachi, Nursing Education
Eric Froehlich, Mechanical Engineering
Keenan Fryer, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Christian Funes, Mechanical Engineering
Karan Dipesh Gada, Computer Science
Stephanie Galanti, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Sree Sai Nitish Gali, Computer Science
Ian Gallagher, Occupational Therapy
Hannah Gallmeier, Physician Assistant
Danielle Gallo, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kaylee Gallo, Occupational Therapy
Arun Chandra Gantasala, Computer Science
Carol Garcia, Chemistry
Karen Garcia, Physician Assistant
Matthew Gardner, Materials Science and Engineering
Sean Garvey, Family Nurse Practitioner
Megan Garvey, Occupational Therapy
Treena Gentile, Human Resource Management
Madeline Gerlach, Human Resource Management
Tzvi Gerlitz, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Philip Germain, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Jeniege Geronimo, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Francesca Giambalvo, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Karan Gill, Computer Science
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Elizabeth Giordano, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Jeraldine Giusto, Family Nurse Practitioner
Michelle Gladstone, Human Resource Management
Nihal Goalla, Computer Science
Prisila Godoi, Human Resource Management
Ananya Goel, Computer Science
Jason Goetz, Human Resource Management
Erin Gonzalez, Physician Assistant
Hilda Gonzalez, Human Resource Management
Krishna Shashank Goranta, Computer Science
Francesca Gorman, Finance
Katherine Grandazza, Occupational Therapy
Jenee Granston-Young, Human Resource Management
Austen Grant, Human Resource Management
Thomas Green III, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Kerri Greenrose, Family Nurse Practitioner
Catherine Grillo, Nursing Education
Maria Grima, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Kelsey Groening, Nutrition
Won Gu, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yifan Guan, Civil Engineering
Johanna Guerrero, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Eda Gulu, Physician Assistant
Annamaria Gunther, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Yingdi Guo, Accounting
James Gutierrez, Physician Assistant
Marianna Hacker, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Alexus Haddad, Physician Assistant
Thomas Hagan, Biomedical Engineering
Kassidy Hallum, Biochemistry and Cell Biology
Noor Hamdan, Civil Engineering
Gillian Hamilton, Human Resource Management
Meghan Hampton, Nutrition
Joon Kuy Han, Computer Science
Sinwook Han, Technological Systems Management
Sang Hun Han, Technology Management
Yongun Han, Technology Management
Emily Handley, Occupational Therapy
Yichun Hao, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yan Hao, Biomedical Sciences
Nadia Haraj, Human Resource Management
Darleen Harbhajan-Mingot, Family Nurse Practitioner
Elizabeth Harper, Physician Assistant
Kelly Harsch, Family Nurse Practitioner
Kathleen Hartigan, Nursing Education
Meagan Hartough, Family Nurse Practitioner
Mohammad Hassan, Civil Engineering
Valerie Hassell, Family Nurse Practitioner
Elise Haussel, Nursing Education
Caitlin Healy, Occupational Therapy
Ryan Helbock, Biomedical Engineering
Alejandro Herrera, Applied Health Informatics
Ashley Herring, Occupational Therapy
Aimee Herschander, Physician Assistant
Christine Hess, Occupational Therapy
Megan Higgins, Human Resource Management
Natalie Hike, Speech-Language Pathology
Sharon Hill, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Shreyash Hisariya, Computer Science
Steven Hodgens, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Michelle Hoffman, Biomedical Sciences
Miriam Hoffman, Family Nurse Practitioner
Samantha Hoffman, Occupational Therapy
Shay Hohokabe, Technological Systems Management
Justin Holland, Mechanical Engineering
Taegeun Hong, Technology Management
Kaysie Hotop, Nutrition
Yueming Hua, Biomedical Engineering
Andrew Huang, Applied Health Informatics
Anthony Huang, Medical Molecular Biology
Heather Hudson, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Eileen Hunt, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Mohdshobair Hussaini, Biomedical Sciences
Byoungyong Hwang, Technology Management
Adriana Iancu, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Amr Ibrahim, Biomedical Engineering
Stephanie Infante, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Susan Ingram, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Marcia Irving, Nursing Leadership
Igor Islamov, Electrical Engineering
Naheen Iqra, Mechanical Engineering
Vincent Jacopino, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Naman Jain, Computer Engineering
Mayank Jain, Computer Science
Hamid Jallili, Electrical Engineering

(Continued on next page)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Jin Koog Jang, Technology Management
Jaymie Lynn Jara, Nursing Education
Luisa Jaramillo, Physician Assistant
Kay Jaramillo Gibbs, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Jannat Javed, Human Resource Management
Hyun Jin Jeon, Technology Management
Dongsu Jeong, Technology Management
Bhaskar Jha, Computer Science
Qi Jia, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Lu Jia, Biochemistry and Cell Biology
Jinhua Jiang, Medical Molecular Biology
Michelle Jiang, Nursing Leadership
Yuhe Jiang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Kimberly Jimenez, Biomedical Sciences
Zerong Jia, Biomedical Sciences
Stephanie Jin, Computer Science
Xuan Jin, Nursing Education
Shubham Jindal, Computer Science
Beverly Jocelyn-Patrick, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Matthew Joe, Physician Assistant
Kimberly Johnson, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Phyllis Johnson, Human Resource Management
Danielle Johnson, Nutrition
Jaime Jones-Belkin, Family Nurse Practitioner
Dallas Jordan, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Suprena Joseph, Human Resource Management
Amogh Joshi, Computer Science
Se Jin Ju, Technology Management
Eram Kabir, Biomedical Engineering
Atharva Kadam, Computer Science
Iva Kalinkova, Computer Engineering
Sreerharsha Kalluru, Computer Science
Christopher Karwan, Chemistry
Milana Katanova, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Preetham Kumar Reddy Katta, Computer Science
Angira Katayyan, Computer Science
Emily Katz, Occupational Therapy
Ramez Kaupak, Electrical Engineering
Gurmit Kaur, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Mindy Keegan, Nursing Education
Georgia Kelly-Williams, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Cara Kennedy, Speech-Language Pathology
Noah Khalsa, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Sayed Khan, Applied Health Informatics
Sara Khan, Human Resource Management
Mohit Khandelia, Computer Science
Renat Khasanov, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Harman Nurse Practitioner reet Khurana, Computer Science
Jaclyn Kieffner, Speech-Language Pathology
Alexa Kiesling, Speech-Language Pathology
Kristin Killacky, Family Nurse Practitioner
Youngho Kim, Computer Science
Eun Ho Kim, Physician Assistant
Geunbae Kim, Technological Systems Management
Hyeonsu Kim, Technology Management
Jinyoung Kim, Technology Management
Myunggyu Kim, Technology Management
Taehoon Kim, Technology Management
Utpala Kinare, Nutrition
Kinda Kipps, Human Resource Management
Devin Klein, Biomedical Sciences
Danielle Kocienda, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Alekhya Kodali, Computer Science
Elizabeth Kohn, Physician Assistant
Namratha Kondapally, Computer Science
Darren Kong, Computer Science
Kevin Kordula, Human Resource Management
Joseph Kovaly, Occupational Therapy
Amanda Kozakiewicz, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Kari Krajewski, Physician Assistant
Karen Krakauskas, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kathryn Krukowski, Occupational Therapy
Rohan Gopal Kulkarni, Computer Science
Ranjan Kumar, Computer Science
Nikhil Kumar, Physics
Debmalya Kundu, Computer Science
Saritha Kunnath, Family Nurse Practitioner
Bota Kurpas, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Suea Kwon, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Kyung Rok Kwon, Technology Management
David Kwun, Biochemistry and Cell Biology
Ekaterini Kyprianou, Human Resource Management
Nathalia Ladino, Applied Health Informatics
Maureen Laffey, Occupational Therapy
Kathy LaFond, Human Resource Management
Jennifer LaFranco, Nursing Education
Priyanka Lal, Occupational Therapy
Michael Lam, Mechanical Engineering
Laura LaMaina, Nursing Leadership
Sophia LaMarca, Athletic Training
Karlie Lamia, Nutrition
Sarah Lane, Speech-Language Pathology
Kristie Langa, Family Nurse Practitioner
Rachele Lanza, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Anthony LaSala, Electrical Engineering
Fozia Lashari, Physician Assistant
Kayla Laurelli, Physician Assistant
David Lavan, Occupational Therapy
Katherine LaVine, Nursing Leadership
Samson Lawal, Occupational Therapy
Elizabeth Lawliss, Family Nurse Practitioner
Nicole Layer, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Margaret LeClaire, Nursing Education
Byungho Lee, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Taehoon Lee, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Julie Lee, Computer Science
Doo Han Lee, Technology Management
Eunjoo Lee, Technology Management
Jaekyeong Lee, Technology Management
Robin Lee, Biomedical Sciences
Luke Legnosky, Physics
Christina Legotti, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Michelle Leiman, Human Resource Management
Quinn Leippert, Human Resource Management
Brittany Lemire, Physician Assistant
Jessica Lett, Family Nurse Practitioner
Michael Leung, Mechanical Engineering
Kai Li, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Shuo Li, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yuxuan Li, Biomedical Engineering
Xuechun Li, Civil Engineering
Jinjing Li, Finance
Meiqi Li, Finance
Hao Li, Materials Science and Engineering
Mandy Li, Nutrition
Steven Li, Nutrition
Song Ye Liang, Electrical Engineering
Susan Liang, Physician Assistant
Katelin Lightcap, Physician Assistant
Allison Lim, Occupational Therapy
Hokyoung Lim, Technology Management
Roxana Lima, Human Resource Management
Yanjin Lin, Chemistry
Yu-Hao Lin, Computer Science
Kuan-Yin Lin, Finance
Qi Lin, Nursing Education
Allison Link, Speech-Language Pathology
Bingzhang Liu, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jesse Liu, Biomedical Engineering
Felix Liu, Mechanical Engineering
Ashley Livingston, Athletic Training
Chi-Sheng Lo, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Evan Lo, Biomedical Engineering
Deanna Longo, Occupational Therapy
Nylette Lopez, Materials Science and Engineering
Yehudis Lovett, Family Nurse Practitioner
Matthew Lowe, Civil Engineering
Keisha Lucas, Nurse Midwifery
Samantha Luft, Nutrition
Monique Lugo, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Megan Lunnah, Human Resource Management
Rusheng Luo, Accounting
Zixuan Luo, Finance
Yi Luo, Medical Molecular Biology
Shirley Luo, Physician Assistant
Ricardo Lutchman, Electrical Engineering
Nancy Ly, Human Resource Management
Emily Lydakis, Physician Assistant
Avery Mack, Civil Engineering
Kevin Mack, Finance
Shusanth Madhubalan, Computer Science
Biwedeou Magnan, Medical Molecular Biology
Stephanie Magnani, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kevin Mahon, Computer Engineering
Samson Mai, Electrical Engineering
Julia Mai, Physician Assistant
Michelle Maisonet, Nursing Education
Raoul Malhotra, Biomedical Sciences
Paras Malik, Computer Science
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Akansha Maloo, Computer Science
Wynchelle Manalili, Occupational Therapy
Laxmi Deepika Manchikanti, Computer Science
Michele Manginelli, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Julia Marcantonio, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Jennifer Marchetti, Family Nurse Practitioner
Valerie Marino, Family Nurse Practitioner
Amrita Markan, Nursing Leadership
Erica Marroquin, Nursing Education
Stephen Marshall, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Alina Martinez, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Nuria Martinez, Nurse Midwifery
Shobha Mathew, Nursing Education
Bhavna Mathews, Nursing Education
Christopher Matteo, Biomedical Sciences
Izuchukwu Matthew, Applied Health Informatics
Shelby Mazzone, Occupational Therapy
Ashley McAuley, Occupational Therapy
Jennifer McCann, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Brian McCarthy, Mechanical Engineering
Phillip McDonald, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Carrie McDonough, Human Resource Management
Derek McKenna, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Eileen McLafferty, Nursing Education
Jean McManus, Nursing Education
Janine McNaughton, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Tanishq Sandeep Mehra, Computer Science
Cindy Mei, Applied Health Informatics
Nichole Melissa, Nursing Education
Wagner Mello, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Neethu Meloottu, Occupational Therapy
Jennifer Melton, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Melissa Mendoza, Family Nurse Practitioner
Rachel Meng, Accounting
Batul Merchant, Computer Science
Josue Merida, Biomedical Sciences
Naray Mesidor, Human Resource Management
Jennifer Messina, Occupational Therapy
Drushti Mewada, Computer Science
Alexandre Michalos, Occupational Therapy
Zachary Migliozzi, Biomedical Engineering
Calle Milback, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Sergio Miller, Human Resource Management
Ariel Millhauser, Physician Assistant
Heejin Min, Technology Management
Abhinav Minocha, Computer Science
Celia Mitchell, Nursing Leadership
Jessica Mitchell, Occupational Therapy
Sam Mitchko, Human Resource Management
Selma Mohammad, Biomedical Engineering
Sharfuddin Mohammed, Computer Science
Hannah Montenegro, Accounting
Lidia Montesino, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Claire Moore, Nursing Education
Ardis Moorehead, Applied Health Informatics
Vanessa Moreira, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
June Morris, Human Resource Management
Heather Morrissey, Nursing Education
Jennifer Moses, Nursing Education
Brianna Moss, Physician Assistant
Preeti Mukhi, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Elizabeth Mullady, Nursing Education
Maninder Multani, Nursing Education
Josephine Murray, Nursing Education
Wilson Myrtel Sr., Accounting
Julie Mystkowski, Physician Assistant
Pratik Nagelia, Computer Science
Pradeep Kumar Nalluri, Computer Science
Raghav Vamshi Namala, Computer Science
Artee Narain, Physician Assistant
Anthony Nardeo, Mechanical Engineering
Kristen Nelson, Nursing Education
Vivek Neppalli, Computer Science
Tina Nguyen, Nutrition
Misha Nguyen, Physician Assistant
Patrick Nguyen, Physician Assistant
Nana Nimako, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Aayushi Nirmal, Computer Science
Lindsay Nolan, Family Nurse Practitioner
Jenna Norizsan, Accounting
Yaffa Nulman, Family Nurse Practitioner
Judy Nunez, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dheeraj Nuthalapati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. Carter O’Brien</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serena O’Hara</td>
<td>Nursing Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine O’Shea</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Oberlander</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Obojkovits</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna Okonkwo</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Olsen</td>
<td>Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gisellis Orantes</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theresa Oriental</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arielle Ortiz</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jorge Osorio</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronica Oviedo</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley Pace</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Paiva</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doreen Paladino</td>
<td>Nursing Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Palmieri</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffani Parente</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shauna Paris</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haein Park</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junghun Park</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haewon Park</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaemin Park</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonghyun Park</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangkeun Park</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Parra</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Parsons</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenil Patel</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panth Daxeshkumar Patel</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riya Patel</td>
<td>Electrical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rookmin Pato</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaideep Penikalapati</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Peraza Bonilla</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip Pereira</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everardo Perez Montoya</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vikash Persaud</td>
<td>Chemical &amp; Molecular Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Petrick</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Philip</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Pichardo</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Pidgeon</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Post Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Pineda</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Pomerenke</td>
<td>Accounting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Pomeroy</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Portella</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Porter</td>
<td>Nurse Midwifery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Postiglione</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Power</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence Prianti</td>
<td>Nursing Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergio Prieto</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Procida</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Provenzano</td>
<td>Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishita Reddy Punuru</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shu Qiu</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Post Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Quartararo</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paola Quijada</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aoife Quinn</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Quinones</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sana Rafique</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iryna Rahalevich</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Afsin Rahman</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Ram</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katarina Ramos</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariana Ramos</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karishma Rao</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nakul Rao</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Ratkiewicz</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Rattotti</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatesan Ravi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manoj Kumar Ravuri</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ray-Terry</td>
<td>Physician Assistant Post Professional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundas Rehman</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Reichling</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Reid</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Reilly</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kayla Reilly</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nora Remy</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloria Ren</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Rengifo</td>
<td>Athletic Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Rengifo</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Reyes</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Reynolds</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Rice</td>
<td>Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ayah Rimawi</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Ritter</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Rivera</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis Rivera II</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Ro</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Jessica Robie, Family Nurse Practitioner
Monique Robinson, Nursing Education
Patrick Robilotto, Biomedical Sciences
Victoria Rodriguez Silva, Applied Health Informatics
Chelsea Rodriguez, Family Nurse Practitioner
Paul Rogak, Physician Assistant Post Professional
Ann Elise Rohrecker, Nursing Education
Jessica Romano, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Caitlin Rondino, Human Resource Management
Christopher Rooney, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Brandon Rooney, Family Nurse Practitioner
Mollie Rooney, Speech-Language Pathology
Odessa Roque, Occupational Therapy
Pedro Rosado Jr., Applied Health Informatics
Luke Rossi, Physician Assistant
Helena Roura, Nutrition
Fernando Rovillos, Mechanical Engineering
William Ruan, Applied Health Informatics
Jordan Rucks, Athletic Training
Daniel Ruiz, Civil Engineering
Relish Rupa, Nutrition
Sarah Russell, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Julianna Russo, Physician Assistant
Melissa Sabatino, Family Nurse Practitioner
Sai Kaushal Sadhu, Computer Science
Shubham Damodar Sahu, Computer Science
Christian Saint Louis, Applied Health Informatics
Irene Sajan, Physician Assistant
Camilla Saldivar, Applied Health Informatics
Elizabeth Salzman, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Maritza Sanabria-Howard, Human Resource Management
Kiran Sandh, Occupational Therapy
Sundhar Sankar, Accounting
Ameya Sankhe, Computer Science
Alicia Sargent, Nursing Education
Ajay Sarjoo, Computer Science
Melissa Sawaya, Physician Assistant
Elizabeth Scheuer, Nursing Education
Michela Schillinger, Physician Assistant
Kerry Schindler, Nursing Education
Samantha Schmid, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Lianne Scorcia, Nursing Education
Dwayne Screen Jr., Civil Engineering
Sergio Segrera, Biomedical Sciences
Marie C Sergile, Human Resource Management
Nadia Serrano, Occupational Therapy
Haja Sesay, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Taneshia Sessing, Nursing Education
Jodi-Ann Sewell, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Niket Bhaumik Shah, Computer Science
Shalin Rakesh Shah, Computer Science
Sneh Amit Shah, Computer Science
Hetali Shah, Human Resource Management
Neal Shah, Mechanical Engineering
Faryal Shahid, Applied Health Informatics
Zeeshan Zulfiqar Shaikh, Computer Science
Bingqin Shao, Finance
Danielle Shapiro, Human Resource Management
Ayush Sharma, Computer Science
Valerie Sheehan, Family Nurse Practitioner
Lauren Sheehan, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Kathryn Sheppard, Nursing Education
Dominic Sheridan, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Christopher Sherling, Mechanical Engineering
Elizabeth Shi, Applied Health Informatics
Olivia Shiple, Athletic Training
Kumar Shivam, Computer Science
Sultana Shumette, Family Nurse Practitioner
Maria Sicari, Human Resource Management
Aleksandra Sidel, Human Resource Management
Cassandra Silano, Occupational Therapy
Samantha Silipo, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Sangwoo Sim, Technology Management
Veronica Simeon, Human Resource Management
Kyle Simon, Computer Science
Mary Simon, Human Resource Management
Reetu Singh, Computer Science
Nikhil Sira, Computer Science
Amanda Sirna, Mechanical Engineering
Katie Sisson, Physician Assistant
Stephanie Siwik-Simpson, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Matthew Skaritska, Family Nurse Practitioner
Kelly Skinner, Family Nurse Practitioner
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Slay</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Smith</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Smith</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Smith</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Snyder</td>
<td>Nurse Midwifery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aviva Sokolow</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Sokolowski</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kourtney Somoza</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injay Song</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyoung Song</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piyush Soni</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Sosulski</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Spector</td>
<td>Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Spector</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ann-Marie Spinella</td>
<td>Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Spiteri</td>
<td>Chemical &amp; Molecular Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prakhar Srivastava</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rishabh Srivastava</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talia Stagnitta</td>
<td>Athletic Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Stein</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bryan Stengel</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Stillwell</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Stone</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Stransky</td>
<td>Biomedical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemonia Stroumbos</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sreedhar Sudnagunta</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post Professional</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahbuba Sultana</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiayao Sun</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yeon Kyung Sung</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kumar Suyash</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Swezey</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Tableman</td>
<td>Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manikanta Amaresh</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emadoddin Taherinia</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyungmin Tak</td>
<td>Technology Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkata Ravi Teja Takkella</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Talty</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Tamburello</td>
<td>Athletic Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Tammaro</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuwen Tan</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shubham Taneja</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Tang</td>
<td>Applied Mathematics and Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Junyi Tao</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hailey Taylor</td>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa Taylor</td>
<td>Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Tebaldi</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Teixeira</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rakesh Tella</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Britaine Terrance</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Terrell</td>
<td>Speech-Language Pathology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corinne Testa</td>
<td>Civil Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert Thomas</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Thornton</td>
<td>Occupational Therapy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Threlfall</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mengmeng Tian</td>
<td>Biomedical Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Titterington</td>
<td>Human Resource Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bharat Tiwari</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Tonery</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallista Tong</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kajal Toshniwal</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deept Tripathi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany Trovato</td>
<td>Nurse Midwifery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Twan</td>
<td>Applied Health Informatics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anjul Tyagi</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinelo Ugboaja</td>
<td>Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Umbrino</td>
<td>Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathalie Urrutia</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa Usai</td>
<td>Nursing Leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manish Reddy Vadala</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rohith Vaddavalli</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Valdemira</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Valencia</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylar Van Nostrand</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mika Van Winkle</td>
<td>Nutrition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anu Vannmelil</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareen Vann</td>
<td>Nursing Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Vaughn</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dina Velasquez</td>
<td>Physician Assistant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatesh Venugopal</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saurabh Verma</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prajeeth Vethanayagam</td>
<td>Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Viera</td>
<td>Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Vierling</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thea Vijaya Kumar</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leorelkys Villar</td>
<td>Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Laura Vinci, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Nitin Vishwari, Computer Science
Sai Siva Sriman Vithala, Computer Science
James Votrajr Jr., Nursing Leadership
Nicole Walczyk, Physician Assistant
Brittany Walker, Human Resource Management
Griffin Walker, Technological Systems Management
Chun Wei Wang, Technological System Management
Danfei Wang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Junqi Wang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
YiYi Wang, Applied Health Informatics
Zishi Wang, Technological Systems Management
Carmine Wang See, Biomedical Engineering
Kaitlin Wascher, Occupational Therapy
Faith Watson, Nursing Education
Yuting Wei, Finance
Racquel Weinberger, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Amanda Welk, Occupational Therapy
Amanda Welsher, Occupational Therapy
Amanda Wendt, Nursing Leadership
Weiqiao Wesley, Chemistry
Allison White, Nutrition
Nicole White, Occupational Therapy
Douglas Whitty, Occupational Therapy
Sarah Whyte, Human Resource Management
Corey Wiley, Applied Health Informatics
Mareshah Williams, Family Nurse Practitioner
Melisa Williams, Occupational Therapy
Kaywana Williams, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Eric Williamson, Mechanical Engineering
Jennifer Winter, Physician Assistant
Taylor Winthrop, Athletic Training
Christian Witherell, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Michael Wolinski, Mechanical Engineering
Jennifer Wolland, Nursing Education
Kaitlyn Wong, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Zi Jing Wong, Mechanical Engineering
Myungwan Woo, Technology Management
Steven Worhousky, Accounting
Jason Wu, Finance
YiWan Wu, Pediatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Elizabeth Xavier, Nursing Education
Anthony Xiang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yanlin Xiang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jiaying Xing, Applied Health Informatics
Haozhi Yan, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Kojo Yankson, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Jack Ye, Computer Engineering
Lydia Yeager, Nutrition
Morphy Yeboah, Technological Systems Management
Manikanta Sathwik Yeluri, Computer Science
Dean Yen, Materials Science and Engineering
Anurag Yepuri, Computer Science
Yan Mai Yeung, Human Resource Management
Yan-Shu Sabrina Yeung, Human Resource Management
Jeremy Yong, Applied Health Informatics
Deokjoong Yoon, Technology Management
Brianna Young, Nursing Leadership
Benjamin Young, Physician Assistant
Enbo Yu, Computer Science
Ji Yeon Yu, Technology Management
Alex Yuan, Mechanical Engineering
Luiza Yushuvayeva, Nursing Education
Stephanie Zammit, Family Nurse Practitioner
Younis Zaokari, Biomedical Engineering
Lillian Zaradich, Nursing Education
Jacqueline Zaweski, Nursing Leadership
Sarah Zay, Nursing Education
Kasey Zeidner, Nursing Education
Peter Zeng, Computer Science
Wen Zeng, Mechanical Engineering
Miao Zhang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
LiXing Zhao, Computer Engineering
Yu Zhou, Finance
Alan Zhu, Accounting
Xuxi Zhu, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Andromachi Zikou, Civil Engineering
Zhilin Zou, Computer Science
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Rachel Acampora
Maritza Acevedo
Cindy Albertini
Shoshanna Alexander
Monod Alphonse Narcius
Guysiana Alston
Christine Altieri
Millie Andino
Emilia Andrade
Farahdia Anglade
Te’Kima Anthony-Bey
Bianca Arevado
Tulsiedvi Arjoon
Alison Armbruster
Rukhsar Asfe
Joseph Barbera
Danielle Barnett
Cooper Baron
Meaghan Barrett
Shyril Barrett
Stacy Ann Bartholomew
Aleksandra Bator
Gregory Beauzil
Ashley Becker
Jessica Berkowitz
Maria Bernal
Devin Bodurian
Claudette Bonaventure
Melida Bonilla
Sandra Bossert-Ocner
Nazgee Bowe
Courtney Braun
Vivian Brelan-Deshields
Kiera Brennan
Taejonea Brooks-Marrow
Nayab Browne
Ariel Bukzin
Josephine Burrell
Kayla Calabrese
Margarita Canales
Marissa Canino
Yenny Carrasco
Joshua Carratala
Lesley Casolaro
Laura Cervini
Sarah Chiazor
Tanjil Choudhury
Michelle Christoffersen
Emily Coleman
Tiffany Contreras
Ryley Conway
Sheridan Cortes
Kristina Cross
Ana Cubas
Sandra Cuccia
Camila Da Silva
Gabrielle Darnaby
Avigail David
Samantha Davis
Dahlia Dawkins
Nicole Dayton
Katherine De La Hoz
Benjamin Defieux
Brittany Dein
Tiffany Deleon
Sheila Delvalle
Nicole Derosa
Meghan Dillon
Andrea Doelger
Cheryl Donnelly
Alexandra Dorsi
Theresa Dosiak
Eleni Drautz
Stefanie Drautz
Cathrine Duffy
Nicole Duffy
Silvana Dumaguala
Luciano Dumola
Kyla Eason
Rebecca Eisenberg
Maureen Emanuele
Michelle Erdman
Alejandra Espinal
Zachary Evans
Eridian Falcone
Stephanie Falk
Tiara Familia
Tara Feeley
Valery Felix De La Cruz
Brianna Femia
Joseph Ferraroni
Nicole Ferruggio
Randy Ficklin
Samantha Filippone
Danielle Finne
Megan Fitzgerald
Lisa Fox
Kirsten Fraas
Katherine Frangos
Gabrielle Freund
SarahRose Friel
Colleen Galbraith
Jennifer Galdames Aguilar
Alaina Garrity
Felicia Gaylardo
Sean Gaynor
Tynisha George
Sherri Getsch
Danielle Giulietti
Samantha Gluskin
Claudia Godinez
Jose Gomez
Alexandria Gonzalez
Elysia Gonzalez
Zenada Gordon
Caitlin Gosline
Casey Gremann
Brianna Grucci
Anna Gulizio
Diana Guzman
Karina Haik
Faith Haley
Alexandria Hanna
Devon Hannan
Kathleen Hanulec
Michelle Hartmann
Alyssa Hauser
Luis Hidalgo
Michael Hsu
Sherien Ibrahim
Kashaf Iftikhar
Grace Interrante
Arhuma Iqbal
Melanie Isles
Sydney Jacobson
Daniel Jara Palomino
Jessicajaworowski
Kamille Jenkins
Erica Johnson
Dana Joseph
Ian Junge
Nicole Just
Alexa Kamberg
Alex Rehoe
Jacob Klein
Krista Knoblich
Olivia Knox
Emily Korzekwinski
Nicholas Lajoie
Kathryn Lambert
Shannon Layninger
Marguerite Leger
Lori Lesson
Donna Lieblein
Ashley Liso
Emilee Lohan
Victoria Lombardi
Eric Lorentsens
Miskennelove Losses
Kevin Lozada
Seada Lulanaj
Kimberly Maldonado
Emily Malinari
Annie Manner
Nicole Marchese
Gabrielle Marinaro
Kristiana Markoulis
Christine Martinez
Juliette Martinez
Tanya Mashkooor
Sophia Mastandrea
Kelly McCauley
Erin McHugh
Shannon McKenna
Emily McLaughlin
Claudette Mejia
Daniella Menjivar
Elizabeth Mercurio
Jessica Merrell
Deanna Meslin
Craig Milch
Audrey Milillo
Caleb Miller
Christian Moffatt
Maryclaire Moley
Brenda Moore
Ashley Morales
Victoria Morello

(Continued on next page)
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Alyson Moruzzi
Jess Mueller
Nick Mueller
Kayleigh Mullaney
Dominick Muscadi
Kaylah Napolitano
Bailey Negrin
Nicole Nieves
Keara O’Bryen
Christian O’Connell
Lauren O’Halloran
Amber O’Neill
Courtney Oliver
Kirstin Ostroski
Ann Marie Pagano
Bonnie Parker
Rosalinda Pasquini
Marisa Passaro
Victoria Passela
Kaitlyn Pawlukojc
Athelia Pena
Greisy Perez
Samantha Perez
Emily Pernice
Gabriella Petroro
Bardhan Pijush
Jennifer Pinto
Teresa Presti
Gayle Probe
Maria Purita
Manana Qochoradze
Erika Quichimbo
Komal Qureshi
Catherine Reilly
Gabrielle Richards
Carly Riegler
Jennelle Rivera
Roselly Rivera
Angela Rizzo
Daniela Robles
Sophia Rogers
Mary Rooney
Zoe Russo
Christopher Ruvolo
Steven Sabella
Maria Sacquariri Aucapina
Michelle Salas-Alberto
Henry Salvador
Marli Sanchez-Lopez
Samantha Sasso
Paul Saur
Ashlynn Schurade
Jeremy Schwartz
Brianna Scully
Dorel Serban
Irsah Shahzad
Yasmeen Shaukat
Sukhmari Singh
Athena Sitaras
Madison Skelton
Sarah Smith
Jamie Snyder
Courtney Steensma
Angela Steinmann
Samantha Stresler
Danielle Sturek
Heather Suarez
Hailya Sukhoo
Monica Maria Tamayo Gaviria
Brooke Tamburello
Nico Tarangalo
Dylan Tavana
Jaret Telford
Sandra Toppi
Sera Treslia
Michelle Trochchio
Kenneth Troelier
Fraser Trujillo
Deanna Tudisco
Tajean Turning
Chukwudi Ugwu
Hannah Ungarino
Ashley Vaeth
Helena Valla
April Varney
Andrea Velazquez
Chelsea Villaiba
Jessica Wallace
Elizabeth Warren
Christine Weber
Samantha White
Kadi-Ann Williams
Angelique Wilson
Leah Winston
Kara Wissing
Colin Yaccarino
Christina Yodice

DOCTOR OF DENTAL SURGERY

Philip Bacigalupo
Chloe Beninati
Sonia Bhutra
Nicole Bittlingmaier
Bianca Camarda
Tiffany Chung
Esau Cruz-Gutierrez
Victoria Dashley
Danielle Divanna
Susan Erickson
Devyn Fleischhacker
Varun Goyal
Daniel Greenberg
Elizabeth Jakubov
Ilan Jamnik
Diana Kim
Cynthia Kuang
Yeshin Kwon
Dong Lee
Andy Lin
Tonghui Lin
Jacob Lyss
Syeda Mahbub
Joseph Masselli
Jennifer Michel
Gabriella Niyazov
Akiva Raskind
Emily Rockitter
Nicholas Santaro
Nicole Scott
Dhaval Shah
Kiran Sharma
Monica Solinar
Sara Supriyatno
Jasmine Sze
Rocco Tedesco
Viviana Torres Rizo
Michael Vaglica
Amy Waldman
Mojtaba Wali
Rebecca Weisman
Vicky Yau
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

POSTDOCTORAL DENTAL CERTIFICATE — ADVANCED EDUCATION PROGRAMS
Christine Bergey, Orthodontics
Anamaria Castillo, Periodontics
Anish Ghai, Endodontics
Aliza Kaye, Endodontics
Devin Klein, Orthodontics
Chien Lam, Periodontics
Ivan Pak, Endodontics
Hailey Taylor, Orthodontics
Victor Tu, Periodontics

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
Joshua Abata
Maeva Adoumie
Verdah Ahmad
Aidan Aicher
Dimitri Alexis
Lara Ambrosi
A Eve Ameen
Johansen Amin
Talia Arcieri
Amnie Ashour
Evan Austin
Valjean Bacot-Davis
Nathaniel Barber
Konrad Ben
Desmond Bhimull
Hunter Bolin
Rachel Bright
Mikayla Brown
Nicholas Browne
Liam Butchart
Ryan Casey
Kelvin Chan
Anisha Chaudhry
Anne Chen
Derek Cheng
Joshua Cheng
Shirleen Cheng
Justin Cheung
Kristen Clark
Brian Cohen
Lilian Cruz
Foyysal Daian
Marilyn Day
Jaclyn Dibello
Calogero Dimaggio
Alex Freedenberg
Jenny Fung
Theresa Gammel
Peilin Ge
Laura Generale
Katherine Godfrey
James Graham
Michael Guinn
Nitasha Gupta
Mikhail Gurevich
Nimra Hameed
Jeffrey Han
Joshua Helali
John Hill
David Howard
Olivia Hu
Huakang Huang
Kuemim Hwang
Leah Ibrahim Puri
Melissa Janssen
Laura Jao
Yujie Jiang
Jessica Johl
Kevin Kashanchi
Rachel Kery
Young Jin Kim
Kenneth King
Joan Koh
Haarika Korlipara
Kristin Krumenacker
Yuliya Kulyomina
Aditya Lakhani
Katherine Wai Lam
Alan Lang
Zoe Lazarus
Michael Li
Xiaoran Li
Xiaohui Liang
Anthony Lisa
Julia Logan
Agatha Lyczek
Michael Mackey
Racheed Mani
William Marmor
D’Arcy Marsh
Joshua McGough
Christopher McKiever
Krisha Mehta
Joseph Mellia
Kaitlin Monroig
Michael Motley
Andrew Nguyen
Mohammad Noubani
William Nunn
Susannah Oberly
Samuel Olson
Apurva Parikh
Jonathan Paris
Jason Park
Jiten Patel
Rushil Patel
Allison Pei
Leslie Peralta
Tu Pham
Elizabeth Pine
Kevin Qosja
Brady Quon
Ishani Rana
Taylor Randell
David Rapoport
Rain Rashid
Olga Reykhart
Jacob Ricca
Simon Ning Riccardi-Zhu
Hunter Rogoff
Naomi Roselaar
Christopher Sabol
Samanvaya Sharma
Evan Shorr
Rachel Spector
Justin Tai
Jaeyu Tian
Rayna Tian
Andreu Torpey
Irene Tsai
Jonathan Vo
Rachael Wachter
Tony Wan
Caroline Wang
Susan Wang
Zoey Wang
Zachary Warheit
Mark Williams
Michael Wolek
Brian Wollocko
Ennelio Woodstock
Priscilla Yong
Jennifer Yong
Jiahui Zhang
Nigel Zhang
Zirun (Tina) Zhao
## Candidates for Degrees

### Doctor of Musical Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eric Adamshick</td>
<td>Ford Fourquerean</td>
<td>Morgan Manifacier</td>
<td>Duangkamon Wattanasak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miki Aoki</td>
<td>Kaichi Hirayama</td>
<td>Natasha Nelson</td>
<td>Peter White</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Auricchio</td>
<td>Niki Huynh</td>
<td>Corinne Penner</td>
<td>Eli Yamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iva Casian-Lakos</td>
<td>Rebekah Lamont</td>
<td>Joshua Phillips</td>
<td>Yesul Yeon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moeko Chiyozaki</td>
<td>Stephanie Liu</td>
<td>Heejin Shin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph DeMarco</td>
<td>Maya Lorenzen</td>
<td>Gabriel Víceś Castillo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Doctor of Nursing Practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elaine Brown, Women’s Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Teresa Manning-Carter, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Castillo, Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Marisa Massaro, Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikesha Duplan, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Andrew Rotjan, Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Galofaro, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Sharon Taylor-Smalls, Nurse Midwifery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veronique Jacques, Family Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Michelle Tepper, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Jansen, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Joe Weaver, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danielle Kelly, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td>Richard Williams, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Candice King, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Elaine Brown, Women’s Health Nurse Practitioner
Erica Castillo, Family Nurse Practitioner
Nikesha Duplan, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Lisa Galofaro, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Veronique Jacques, Family Nurse Practitioner
Elizabeth Jansen, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Danielle Kelly, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Candice King, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner

Teresa Manning-Carter, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Marisa Massaro, Family Nurse Practitioner
Andrew Rotjan, Family Nurse Practitioner
Sharon Taylor-Smalls, Nurse Midwifery
Michelle Tepper, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Joe Weaver, Psychiatric Mental Health Nurse Practitioner
Richard Williams, Adult/Geriatric Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Alexandra Ahern, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Folnetti Alvarez, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Ashwin Ambi, Chemistry
Dongsheng An, Computer Science
Marybeth Apriceno, Social Health Psychology
Duin Baek, Computer Science
Brandon Ballentine, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Sneha Basak, Chemistry
Ernesto Blanes Martinez, Philosophy
Emilie Bouda, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
David Brounley, Music
David Burtt, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Daniene Byrne, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Caitlyn Cardetti, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
David Carlson, Ecology and Evolution
Noele Certain, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Khanin Chaiphet, Linguistics
Jin Won Chang, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Soonwoo Chang, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Yingshuan Chao, Economics
Allen Chen, Neuroscience
Lei Chen, Chemistry
Qianyu Chen, Mathematics
Xinan Chen, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jae Ho Cho, Mathematics
Sunghun Cho, Economics
Changha Choi, Physics
Hyun Jy Chung, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Matthew Cifone, Chemistry
Stephen Collins, Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Robert Cormier, Philosophy
Monty Cosby, Chemistry
Justin Cowart, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Lisa Crawford, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Elliot Crooks, Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Tamas Robert Cserni, Sociology
Ana Paula Delgado, Genetics
Dallas DeMartini, Physics
Erika Deppenschmidt, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Krithika Dhananjay, Electrical Engineering
Hongyi Duanmu, Computer Science
Mikaela Dunkin, Materials Science and Engineering
Rachel Dushkewich, English
Mahmoud Ebrahimkhani, Biomedical Engineering
Mohamed El Alami, Mathematics
Yifan Fang, Physics
Danielle Fassler, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Manda Firmansyah, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Lara Franceschinis Tshering, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Janelle Gagnon, Cognitive Science
Ming Gao, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Stephen Gaudino, Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
Alan Gerber, Clinical Psychology
Parmida Ghahremani, Computer Science
Sudhankantha Girmohanta, Physics
Debra Giugliano, Nursing
Gabriel Jose Goulart Cardoso, Physics
Logan Graham, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Elena Granik, Philosophy
Gaurav Guleria, Mechanical Engineering
Steven Hall, Chemistry
Sanguk Han, Chemistry
Jessica Hautsch, English
Guangyu He, Mechanical Engineering
Jiabei He, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Donald Hendrix, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Matias Hermosilla, History
Kathryn Hill, Neuroscience
Kelly Hills-Muckey, Genetics
Chad Hogan, Genetics
Erwei Huang, Chemistry
Yicheng Huang, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Gabriella Imbriano, Clinical Psychology
Evan Ingram, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Brandon Irizarry, Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Haoran Jiang, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Ken Johnson, Chemistry
Olga Johnson, Art History and Criticism
Ian Jordan, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jindong Kang, Chemistry
Allen Kim, Computer Science
Jeonghyeop Kim, Earth and Space Science (Geoscience)
Ji Yea Kim, Linguistics
Keeyoung Kim, Computer Science
Nuri Kim, Genetics

(Continued on next page)
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Saerom Kim, Chemistry
Yoon-Joo Kim, Mathematics
Taylor Kinney, Genetics
John Klecker, Chemistry
Sukho Kongtawong, Physics
Benjamin Kramer, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
John Kreinbihl, Chemistry
Bernard Krumm, English
Michael Kryuk, Philosophy
Sohini Kumar, English
Joonhyuk Kwon, Physics
Dakotah Lambert, Linguistics
Gregory Lella, History
Eric Lemmon, Music
Marc Leonard, Mechanical Engineering
Hongyu Li, Materials Science and Engineering
Jiaming Li, Computer Engineering
Liming Li, Mechanical Engineering
Wenzao Li, Chemistry
Xinyuan Li, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Shuang Liang, Physics
Xun Lin, Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
Huidong Liu, Computer Science
Xiaoyang Liu, Physics
Yang Liu, Chemistry
John Logan, Physics
Devon Lukow, Genetics
Fu Luo, Genetics
Diana Lutz, Chemistry
Zahra Maleki Shahraiki, Civil Engineering
Arlene Mbonu, Social Welfare
Alison McCarthy, Materials Science and Engineering
Scott McGuire, Chemistry
Luis Medina, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Kristjan Mets, Ecology and Evolution
Victoria Mingione, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Adelle Molina, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Matthew Mosher, English
Valerie Moyer, Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Vamiq Mohammed Mustahsan, Mechanical Engineering
Nizar Naitho, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Mohanlall Narine, Neuroscience
Josue Nassar, Electrical Engineering
Roy Nassar, Chemistry
Phuong Nguyen, Biomedical Engineering
Lizhou Nie, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Tyler Normile, Molecular Genetics and Microbio
Alexandra Novitskaya, Women’s, Gender and Sexuality Studies
Ki Oh, Biomedical Informatics
Ivan Orozco, Chemistry
Stephen Pallas, English
Chun-Hao Pan, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Gayoung Park, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Ashley Parks, Anthropology
Giancarlo Pasquini, Social Health Psychology
Shrish Patel, Materials Science and Engineering
Yiting Paung, Chemistry
Hongyu Peng, Materials Science and Engineering
Laura Perrone, Clinical Psychology
Charuta Pethe, Computer Science
Francesca Polo, Technology, Policy and Innovation
Lauren Prentis, Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Caroline Propersi-Grossman, History
Jordan Rainone, Mathematics
Dian Ramawati, Health and Rehabilitation Sciences
Anna Requero, Music
Genesis Renderos, Chemistry
Nicholas Rogers, Sociology
Lesia Romanyshyn, Biomedical Engineering
Debneil Saha Roy, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Camilo Rubbini, Economics
Deborah Rupert, Neuroscience
Daniel Salatto, Chemical and Molecular Engineering
Kenna Salvatore, Chemistry
Douglas Schaub, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Christine Schlendorf, Science Education
Elizabeth Schmermund, Comparative Literature
Sahand Seifnashri, Physics
Mario Serrano Sosa, Biomedical Engineering
Nazila Shafiei Ilkhechey, Linguistics
Margaret Shevik, Molecular and Cell Pharmacology
Rui Shi, Chemistry
Tobias Shin, Mathematics
Youjin Shin, Computer Science
Shalaka Shinde, Materials Science and Engineering
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

Anna Sitzmann, Philosophy
Sydney Snaider, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Jiecheng Song, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Alvaro Sponsa Mata, Chemistry
Alyssa Stansfield, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Julia Stepanuk, Ecology and Evolution
Ashwanth Subramanian, Materials Science and Engineering
Darius-Andrei Suciu, Computer Science
Syed Fahad Sultan, Computer Science
Han Sun, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Wesley Suttle, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Jennifer Swanson, English
Tenille Taggart, Clinical Psychology
Lillian Talbot, Neuroscience
Kun Tan, Chemical and Molecular Engineering
Sha Tan, Chemistry
Christopher Tang, Materials Science and Engineering
Adam Taouil, Chemistry
Katharine Thompson, Anthropology
Stephen Tomasetti, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Gaurang Trivedi, Genetics
Nisha Verma, Chemistry
Alexandra Viktorova, Mathematics

Wenfeng Wan, Electrical Engineering
Jia Wang, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Siheng Wang, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Xiaomeng Wang, Electrical Engineering
Yulun Wang, Materials Science and Engineering
Samantha Weber-Fishkin, Biomedical Engineering
Eric Werneburg, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Ben Wu, Mathematics
Xiao Li Wu, Genetics
Fanglida Yan, Physics
Ziheng Yao, Physics
Jiani Ye, Physics
Hong-Lun Yeung, Linguistics
Xingyu Yin, Biochemistry and Structural Biology
Shaohua Yuan, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Allison Zastrow, Earth and Space Sciences (Geoscience)
Kun Zhang, Chemistry
Wenda Zhang, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
Qinyun Zhao, Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Tianyi Zhao, Computer Science
Xiaoyu Zhao, Molecular and Cellular Biology
Chen Zhou, Materials Science and Engineering
Chenyu Zhou, Materials Science and Engineering
Zeen Zhu, Marine and Atmospheric Sciences
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

Amy Abdelrazeq
Caitlin Airey
Akintunde Akintayo
Jamien Alfano
Erick Almendarez
Laura Barreca
Yasmine Bassou
Rahul Bathija
Vincent Bonura
Katherine Borda
Karly Cairo
Nalini Rai Chamling
Rose Christen
Courtney Cleary
Emma Costa
Marissa Cotroneo
Michael D’Adamo
Steven Davies
Christopher DeBells
Patrick Delacruz
Dominick DeMarco
Nicole DiVirgilio
Chris Donald
Ryan Dragotta
Alexander Eberenz
Jessica Fabrizio
Jessica Fare
Samuel Faustin
Nicole Feist
Glen Foreman
Danielle Garfole
Victoria Gianatiempo
Tatum Goodyear
Madison Gore
Stephen Grunbok
Brian Guardado
Alec Hadjiyane
Russell Hu
Jibin Jacob
Yuri Kang
Daniel Keller
Sean Kreitzer
Nicolette Larosa
Julian Lee
Wei Hong Liu
Sarah Lyne
Monique Matthews
Danielle McCormick
Michael Mecner
Samantha Milazzo
Skyler Morakkabi
Dana Morgante
Ella Muravska
Molly Neilan
Madeline O’Shaughnessy
Oluwatobi Owotomo
Radhika Patel
Robert Persico
Nikolet Petras
Hope Pickus
Livia Piraino
Stefanie Pollard
Evan Qatani
Ryan Quick
Mehreen Rahim
Melissa Riback
Anika Rivera
Danielle Saitta
Kyle Sanchez
Kelsey Sandwich
Talia Sharifiazad
Andrew Sneider
Nicholas Strickland
Aidan Swift
Alexandra Szymanski
Sarina Tan
Katla Thorsen
Michael Traumiller
Clara Vargas
Christopher Wallace
Emily Williams
# CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES

## POST-MASTER’S ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Educational Leadership</th>
<th>Educational Leadership</th>
<th>Educational Leadership</th>
<th>Educational Leadership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Monica Adinolfi</td>
<td>Eric Devine</td>
<td>Caitlin Lamanna</td>
<td>John Roche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Agresta-Stratton</td>
<td>George Digiovanni</td>
<td>Leslie Lehman</td>
<td>Joanna Rogosich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawn Alexander</td>
<td>Michael Dragotta</td>
<td>Crystal Leotaud-Ramos</td>
<td>Naomi Rothstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Amatulli</td>
<td>Caryn Dreznner</td>
<td>Alexandra Levine</td>
<td>Tiffany Rowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia Arestou</td>
<td>Jennifer Duzkeceli</td>
<td>Patricia Lewis</td>
<td>Angela Ryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lori Aufiero</td>
<td>Rachel Elias</td>
<td>Jennifer Lutterbein</td>
<td>Kelly Sagan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Balistreri</td>
<td>Pilar Erdmann</td>
<td>Madison Martineau</td>
<td>Jennifer Sapir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gina Bardua</td>
<td>Dana Falcone</td>
<td>Geraldine McDermott Reh</td>
<td>Stephen Saravia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Bianco</td>
<td>Justyna Faledysz</td>
<td>Theresa McDonald</td>
<td>Michelle Sciara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Brzezinski</td>
<td>Sara Fisher</td>
<td>Natalie Melaniff</td>
<td>Justin Scibetta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diane Bush</td>
<td>Mikeerlange Fleury</td>
<td>Charles Menzer</td>
<td>Rosemarie Socci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Caceres</td>
<td>Cara Franchino</td>
<td>Jessica Metrio</td>
<td>Melissa Spada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Cappiello</td>
<td>Alicia Freda</td>
<td>Jennifer Miller</td>
<td>Sandra Spaziani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniela Casadei-Berwind</td>
<td>Frank Giampietro</td>
<td>Jessica Mintz</td>
<td>Mitchell Steinberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Castelli</td>
<td>Emily Graber</td>
<td>Pamela Mitchell</td>
<td>Lauren Stettner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katie Chapman</td>
<td>Kimberly Halter</td>
<td>Jillian Molina</td>
<td>Ann-Marie Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Chow</td>
<td>Jonathan Harvey</td>
<td>Sheriese Moore</td>
<td>Kelly Sullivan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Contreras</td>
<td>Kurt Hassenpflug</td>
<td>Dawn Nachtigall</td>
<td>Jared Tabone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Contursi</td>
<td>John Heim</td>
<td>Timothy Needles</td>
<td>Zuo Bin Tang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Cordina</td>
<td>Robert Hisert</td>
<td>Kelly Nicholson</td>
<td>Michelle Tepper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis Cordina III</td>
<td>Matthew Hoffman</td>
<td>Stephanie O’Brien</td>
<td>Matthew Tetenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colleen Crisell</td>
<td>Cynthia Howard</td>
<td>Marissa Ottavio</td>
<td>Lesley Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronald D’Angelo</td>
<td>Theresa Hughes</td>
<td>Elizabeth Palmieri</td>
<td>Marcella Tilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael DeGennaro</td>
<td>Brian King</td>
<td>Benjamin Pesenti</td>
<td>Theresa Viviano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marissa DeGrottolo</td>
<td>Dara Kreiger</td>
<td>Christine Redden</td>
<td>Catherine Volpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Delorenzo</td>
<td>Teale LaBarbera</td>
<td>Alissa Reicherter</td>
<td>Gregory Walter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Destefano</td>
<td>Nicole Lafferty</td>
<td>Kristyn Reisert</td>
<td>Jill Williams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholas Laforgia</td>
<td>Adam Rivers</td>
<td>Heather Wynne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The Class of 2022 consists of candidates who have or will have fulfilled all requirements for the degree as of May, June, July and August 2022. Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of these listings. This listing reflects students who applied for graduation as of April 30, 2022. Circumstances beyond our control, however, may have resulted in errors or omissions. Listings were drawn from information available at publication time.*
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Thank you, Coca-Cola Company, for your generous donation of water for Commencement.
Thank you to all the volunteers who stepped up to make this ceremony so successful.

This event is being photographed and/or videotaped and your image may be used in connection with the advertising or promotion of Stony Brook University and/or Stony Brook Medicine.
Closed captioning for the Ceremony is available via your smartphone or mobile device at stonybrook.edu/closedcaptioning

View webcasts of our Commencement Ceremony for up to two weeks after your ceremony at stonybrook.edu/live

Text celebratory photos of your graduate to (864) 734-4275 so we can feature them during Commencement (msg. and data rates may apply). You can also post your photos on Twitter and Instagram using #SBUGrad (public accounts only, subject to approval). Pictures may also be used across university social platforms. Photos will be available through June 1 on the Commencement website (stonybrook.edu/commencement).

EMERGENCY INFORMATION: In case of emergency, call (631) 632-3333 or dial 333 from any campus phone.
Congratulations, graduates! Welcome to the Stony Brook University Alumni Community. When you entered Stony Brook University, you became part of a special community — a community that values intellectual curiosity, creativity, individuality and service to society. As a graduate and new member of the Stony Brook University Alumni Association, you remain an important part of this extraordinary community.

Our alumni are a proud and engaged community that serves and supports the university; celebrates the achievements of students, faculty and fellow alumni; and works tirelessly to ensure that Stony Brook University stands with the finest universities in the world.

Join us by staying connected, getting involved and finding ways to give back to those students who will follow in your footsteps. Your Alumni Association is here to help you to do all this and more.

Stony Brook’s alumni services go far beyond the ordinary. Alumni Career Services offers dedicated advisors and resources to help you find your dream job and succeed in your chosen field. You’ll also be invited to exclusive networking, professional development and fun events both on campus and with alumni chapters across the country. (Make sure we have your current email so you won’t miss out on these incredible events!) And through the alumni website and social media channels, we’ll help you stay connected to your Stony Brook friends, professors and memories.

The Association’s Board of Directors and 209,000 proud fellow alumni join me in welcoming you to the Association and extending to you our heartfelt congratulations.

‘06, ‘09
President, Stony Brook University Alumni Association
Seawolves for Life.
stonybrook.edu/alumni

Legacy graduates share a proud heritage with generations of others whose parents, grandparents or siblings also attended Stony Brook University. For the list of 2022 Legacy graduates, please visit stonybrook.edu/alumni-legacy-family